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The purpose of this study is to illusÍate the main determinants of federal involvement in

active labou¡ force policy in Canada by undertaking an analysis of the initiatives of the Liberal

government from the mid-1960s to 1984 and of the shategies adopted by the Conservative

govemment between 1985 and 1993. The determinants of federal policy are examined within a

typology, which separates the factors into (l) 'ideas' - predominantly political ideologies, economic

paradigms and electoral considerations - (2) business and labour 'interests' and (3) 'institutions'

such as federalism and the bureaucracy.

It is argued that an influential force behind the federal government's involvement in active

labour market policy has been the prevailing economic paradigm; however, it was the political

ideology of the governing party which determined the extent to which economic theory was turned

into practice. The policies provided the political opportunity to be seen taking concrete actions to

address areas ofpublic concern and, therefore, to increase the party's chances ofre-election. ln

short, 'ideas' were the catalyst of change and the main determinant of federal policy.

Fu¡thermore, it is shown that 'interests'have had a limited formal role in the development of
active labour market policy, providing the state with considerable latitude in decision-making.

Nevertheless, business and labour have influenced the general political milieu of society, and it is

argued that the decline in the federal government's commitment to active labow market policy

corresponds generally to the decline in the political influence of labour and the corresponding

increase in the expression of business interests in economic thought and political ideology.

It is also shown that, in terms of institutions,' the federal bureaucracy has had an impact on

policy development, but its influence appears to have d¡iven and - at the same time - impeded the

govemment's action in this regard. Furthermo¡e, federalism has been a significant factor in

influencing federal government involvement in active labou¡ ma¡ket policy. Provincial resistance

was an effective force in opposing the expansion of federal involvement. However, growing

regionalist sentiments and Québec nationalism are currently supporting the federal government's

apparent retreat from this policy field.

ABSTRACT
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FEDERAL IT{VOLVEMENT IN CANADIAN ACTIVE LABOUR MARKET POLICY

THE ISSTJE IN PERSPECTIVE

1.1 Introduction

Canada's prosperity was built upon its natural resources. Even twenty years ago, Canadians

were heavily reliant on their abundant natu¡al resources. Most jobs in Canada were, at that time,

either rurskilled or involved limited skills which could be picked up quickly, usually on the job.

Today, many of those jobs are being eliminated by technological change, and the emerging jobs in

the 'new economy' require advanced skills.

The liberalization of international trade and the decline in Canada's productivityr have

refocused the nation's awareness of the globalizationof our economy, international competitiveness

and the growing importance of knowledge in wealth creation. Today, many analysts are advancing

the position that, in ou¡ increasingly globalized 'knowledge economy,' human capital has supplanted

CHAPTER 1

Canada's performance, both in terms of labour productivity and total productivity has, according to
the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, declined between 1960 and 1990. For
a discussion of Canada's competitive position see Michel Demers, "Responding to the Challenges of
the Global Economy: The Competitiveness Agenda," inHow Ottawa Spends. Igg2-g3. The Politics
of Competitiveness, ed. Frances Abele (ottawa: Carleton university press, 1992), 151-190.

1



physical capital as the primary basis for promoting economic growth and prosperity.2 They contend

that the old economic order has passed and that sustained prosperity will no longer come from the

exploitation of natu¡al resources but from persistent productivity growth. Workforce haining is

being promoted as one of the best means of expanding and improving our stock of human capital

and, therefore, of increasing our productivity and competitive advantage.

ln Porter's3 highly acclaimed analysis of the factors confibuting to a nation's competitive

advantage, a well-developed national education and naining system is cited as a fi.urdamental

requirement for sustained economic growth in ou¡ new economy. In this context, it is not

un¡easonable to expect that federal and provincial activities in the area of labour force development

would be well-articulated, coordinated and compatible. However, there appears to be a general

consensus that Canada's responses to labour force development have been uneven, uncoordinated

and ineffective.a

Porter also stresses that governments must take a strong and active role in promoting the

nation's education and training system. It would therefore seem reasonable to expect that, for

sustained economic prosperity to exist in Canada, it would be in the best interests of the nation if the

federal government ensu¡ed that Canada had a strong, well-funded and well-frurctioning, articulated

and efficient labour force training system. Although open to debate, some have argued this would

require that the federal government assume a sfong cenfal role in the coordination of a nation's

education and training system. However, although one might expect that the federal government

see, for example, canada, Prosperity Through Competitiveness. (ottawa: supply and services
Canada,1991).

Michael E. Porter, The Competitive Advantage of Nations. Q.{ew york: The Free press, 1990).

For assessments of Canada's labour force development programs and services, see the Report of the
Advisory Council on Adjustment, Adjusting to Il'in, Jean de Grandpré, Chai¡man (Ottawa: Supply
and Services Canada, 1989). Also see Employ.rnent and Immigration Canada, Labour Market
Development in the 1980s (Ottawa: Supply and Services Canada, l98l).



3

would assume an even shonger cenfal role in Íaining, it appears to be moving in the opposite

direction - towards devolving responsibility for training and reducing federal expenditures.

Federal spending on training and job creation programming has declined, from a peak in

1984-85 of roughly $2.5 billion to urder $2 billion n 1993-94.s In constant dollar terms, the decline

in funding during this period is 42 percent. ln addition to a reduced financial commifnent to active

labour market policy, Ottawa has also made offers to devolve responsibility for haining and

employment pro$ams to the provinces6 and has prompted the private sector to assume a greater role

in this policy area.

Although these actions were initiated trnder the Conservative government of Brian

Mulroney, the trend towards a reduced federal presence in active labou¡ market policy appears to be

continuing under the Liberal govemment of Jean Ch¡étien. In June 1994, the Minister of Human

Resources Development Canada put forward a proposal to his counterparts in the provinces and

territories for a new series of labou¡ force development agreements which would provide the

provinces with a significantly expanded role in federal faining programs - offering control over

planning, institutional training and a variety of other programs.t ln addition, the 1995 federal budget

announced a firther 22 percentreduction in federal expendihres for emplol.rnent development

programs and services in 1995-96, to be followed by a fr¡rther 20 percent cut in 1996-97. Coupled

with the frrnding impacts of the proposed Canada Health and Social Transfer, which would shift full

responsibility for the maintenance of Canada's post-secondary education system (as well as health,

Human Resources Development Canada, various sources.

The term 'provinces' in this paper also includes the territorial governments of the Yukon and
Northwest Territories.

Human Resources Development Canada. "Federal Proposal on Labow Force Development programs
and Services." (Ottawa: Human Resources Development Canada, 22 Jtne 1994), phÀtocopied.



welfare and social services) to the provinces, the futu¡e viability of a well-fi:nctioning national

training infr astructu¡e is threatened.

These actions appear incongruous with the position that the primary role of government

should be the development and maintenance of a sÍong infrastructure in a globally competitive

information society. This study explores the determinants of federal involvement in active labour

market policy in an attempt to understand better the reasons behind the trend towards a reduced

federal role. Fi¡st, however, it is necessary to define what 'active labour market policy' means in the

context ofthis paper.

1.2 DeÍining Active Løbour Mørket Policy

As Doern and Phidd have noted, "...labour market policy is without doubt the broadest and

most unwieldy" area of public policy.s Others have commented that "It is multifaceted; it affects and

is affected by many other public policies, including industrial policy, especially, and policies related

to education, regional development, income security, work standards and wages, regulation and fiscal

policy."e Therefore, in discussing the factors influencing the federal government's involvement in

active labour market development in Canada, it becomes necessary to dema¡cate the limits of the

debate.

ln using the term 'labou¡ market,' we are accepting the economists' assumption that the

relationship between worker and employer is similar to that of a buyer and seller of any given

commodity. ln a labow market, the commodity is labour. Workers Íade their labour for wages and

G. Bruce Doern and Richard W. Phidd, Canadian Public Poticy. Ideas, Structure, Process. 2ded.
(Toronto: Nelson Canada, 1992), 27 3.

A¡drew F. Johnson, "Towards a Neo-corporatist Labour Market Policy in Quebec," in Continuities
and D iscontinuitie s, 259.
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benefits determined, in theory, by 'what the market can bear.' However, it must be noted that the

supply and demand equilibrium is dependent upon a variety of interconnected and complex variables,

one of which is governmental influence. Modern governments have found it increasingly necessary

to attempt to influence directly the operation of the labour ma¡ket to increase the efficiency and/or the

fairness of market outcomes. These interventions are commonly referred to as labour market

policies.

There are generally two types of labour market policies. Passive policies, e.g.,

unemployment insurance, provide short-term income support to displaced workers without

necessarily helping them to secure other employment. ln contrast, active labour market policies

focus on helping workers find or keep jobs. In Canada, far greater resources have historically been

devoted to passive progamming than to active measures.ro

Active labow market policies are traditionally categorised as folrows:

L Employment Services - labour placements/exchanges which attempt to match specific

workers with jobs; financial assistance to help workers move to areas in which they can find

jobs (i.e., mobility assistance); labour ma¡ket information; employment corurselling;

Job creation - wage subsidies and public works projects;

Training - also referred to as skills, vocational or technical training.

2.

3.

It is important to note that 'training' is considered to be separate and distinct from

'education.' Although this distinction is somewhat artificial and becomes even more obscure as the

skills levels of employees within many occupations are raised, it is necessary fo¡ the purpose of this

For example, in 1993, the Unemployment Insurance (JI) program paid out $16.2 billion in benefits,
while the entire budget for active measures was only $3.1 billion. Human Resources Development
Canada,Annual Report, 1993-194, (Ottawa: Supply and Services Canada, 1994),9 and 56. It could
be argued that the disproportionate emphasis on passive income support has been caused, in part, by
the relative lack of success of active labour ma¡ket policy in Canada.



study to distinguish between the two terms. The issue has been surrounded by a greatdeal of

confoversy since the early 1900s when the need for technically oriented education frst arose;

however, the debate erupted with renewed vigour when the federal government first formally drew

the line between education and training, in 1966. The difference in meaning was articulated by Tom

Kent, who was at that time Deputy Minister of the newly formed federal DeparÍnent of Manpower

and Immigration:

Training is instruction designed to bring a person to some standa¡d of efficiency in
performing the tasks of an occupation. Education, by conhast, is concerned with the
systematic development of a man's capacity as a whole. Obviously, there is a distinction,
which is perhaps best clarified by the fact that we would never d¡eam of talking about a
'fully educated man,' whereas we refer quite naturally to a 'fully trained mechanic.'rr

The distinction between education and training is especially important in the Canadian

context because it has significant implications related to the constitutional division of powers. Under

the original Bitish North America Act (1867), education ar all levels was the exclusive jurisdiction

of the provincial governments.12 This arrangement was confirmed rurder Section 93 of the Canada

Consfitution Act. The federal government has assumed responsibility fo¡ the overall level of

economic activity, including overall levels of employment. To facilitate economic growth and high

Tom Kent, "'Intergovernmental Responsibility for Manpower Training," address to the Annual
Conference of the Institute of Public Administration of Canada, 7 September 1 967, photoco pied, 2-3 ,
quoted in J. Stefan Dupré et. aI. , Federalism and Policy Development. The Case of Adutt
Occupational Training in Ontario (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1 973, 90. Note, much of
the terminology of this period was often not gender-neutral (e.g., 'manpower' development is now
more corlmonly known as 'labour force' development). This study will maintain the original
terminology in direct quotations and in the names of programs and agencies.

The federal government had responsibility for operating or supporting education for Status Indians
and lnuit, residents of the Northwest and Yukon Territories, inmates of federal penal institutions, and
members of the armed services and their dependents. For a full discussion of the involvement of the
federal government in education, see Ernest D. Hodgson, Federal Involvement in Public Education
(Toronto: Canadian Education Association, I 988).



levels of employrnent, the federal government has assumed a significant role in employment and

haining policy.

For the purpose of this study, active labour market development policy will include those

progams commonly known as Canadian Jobs Shategy (CJS) programs (see table 1). There have

been, in the past, considerable variations and permutations of programming in this area, making

comparisons of federal progr¿Ims difficult over time. At times job creation has been stressed over

training; programs have been shuffled from one category to another, programs and services have

been added and deleted, and names have been routinely changed. A fu¡ther hansformation of active

labou¡ market progamming can be expected under the federal government's proposed Human

Resources Investment Fund (HRIF) to be developed in the Fall of 1995.

Employability Improvement
(8837.1 million)

Program
(1 99 3/94 Exp e n dif ures)

Labour Market Adjustment
(8104.7 miUion)

Table 1:
Employment Development Progranrs and Services

Community Development
(8271.4 million)

Information and Special lnitiatives
(839.8 million)

Program for Older Worker Adjustment
(8106 million)

Employment Counselling Employment Assistance/Outreach
Project-based Training Youth Initiatives
Job Opportunities Mobility Assistance
Purchase of Training Delivery Assistance

Sou¡ce: Hnman Resou¡oe. Dju"!op-g4çg!34u,44 nual Report 199j- 1994, (Ottawa: Supply and S"-¡o". C*ua", l99a} 7 and 9.'i

Human Resource Planning Industrial Adjustment Service
Workplace-based Training Labour Market Adjustment
Work Sharing Assistance

Community Futures Local projects

Self-employment Assistance

Components

Labour Exchange In¡rovations and Special Labour
Service Needs Determination Market lnitiatives
Labour Market Information

ln addition to these expenditures, the Annual Report rndicates Unemployment Insurance
Developmental Uses expendihres of $1,853.3 million (over half of which were UI income support
for trainees); Community Development Fturd ($8.2 million); Kativik ($3.5 million); Canadian-iabour
Force Development Board ($4. I miltion); Sectoral Training Grants ($ I .8 million), Literacy Corps
($ 1 .0 million); and Labour Market Adjustment Grants and Contributions ($6,4 million).

Program for Older Worker Income Supplement program for
Adjustment Older Worke¡s
Labour Adjustment Benefit Program Plant Worker Adjustment program



1.3 The Purpose and Scope oÍthe StudJt

The purpose of this study is to illustrate the main determinants of federal involvement in

active labou¡ force policy. To understand the dynamics of policy change in this area, this paper

includes an analysis of the initiatives undertaken by the Liberal government from the mid-1960s to

1984 and shategies adopted by the Conservative government between 1985 and 1993. The main

determinants in the development and implementation of these sfategies are analysed within a

typology developed from some of the contending theoretical approaches in public policy analysis.

The typology separates the determinants into the categories of ideas,' 'interests' and 'institutions' in

an attempt to understand more frrlly the trends involved.

It will be shown that 'ideas' - predominantly political ideologies, economic paradigms, and

electoral considerations - have been the primary motivators of federal initiatives in this area;

however 'institutions' - specifically federalism and constitutional issues - have influenced the

success of these initiatives. While 'interests' have had a limited influence on the policy process in

this area, the relative sfength of business and labour interests has been reflected in the federal

govemment's commitment to active labour ma¡ket policy.

1.4. The Organization of the Study

Chapter 2 provides an anal¡ical ûamework for the analysis of the determinants of federal

involvement in active labou¡ market policy. The chapter begins with a summary of the main

theoretical approaches in public policy and then draws f¡om these perspectives to develop a more

integrated, albeit simplified, typolog¡r for examining the factors which influence federal involvement

in this policy field.
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Chapter 3 provides an historical backdrop for the discussion of federal involvement in active

labour market policy. It shows that, at the tum of the cenhry, the federal government was adamant

in its position that issues like training and employment were the responsibility of the provinces.

Catastrophic economic changes and significant public pressure prodded Ottawa into taking its first

tentative steps into the jwisdictional mine field of labow market programming. However, the federal

government's early involvement was modest, to say the least.

Chapter 4 examines active labow market policy of the Liberal government from the mid-

1960s to 1984.14 This period witnessed tremendous growth in the federal government's expenditures

and involvement in this policy field. It will be argued that the ideas reflected in political ideology of

the Liberal government and electoral considerations have directed federal involvement in active

labour market policy and that, although these factors were supported, initially, by the dominant

economic paradigm of post-Keynesianism, they clashed with monetarist thought which came into

favour during the mid-1970s. It will also be shown that the dynamics of federalism were fairly

effective in frustrating many federal intentions dwing this expansionary period.

In Chapter 5, attention is tumed to the Conservative Years between 1985 and 1993 - a

period characterized by reduced federal expendiflres and a diminished federal presence in active

labour market policy. It will be shown that a market-oriented economic paradigm and the compatible

righrwing political ideolory of the Conservative government were the prime determinants of the

change in the federal government's role in this area. It will be argued that, in contrast to the Liberal

years, there were significantly weaker countervailing pressures from societal interests and the

provinces.

The chapter is entitled the Liberal Years although it is recogrized that Joe Cla¡k was prime Minister
between June 1979 and March 1980.
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Chapter 6, the concluding chapter of this study, summarizes the findings and discusses

implications for the future. It is shown that ideas are the catalyst of federal involvement; however the

nature of the institutions associated in this policy field are influential in determining their success.

Specifically, the analysis concludes that federal involvement in active labour market policy has been

influenced by the economic paradigm of the day; however political ideology and electoral

considerations of the government party have largely determined the extent to which these beliefs

were ffanslated into federal progamming.

These ideas were either constrained or supported by various institutional and interest forces,

such as federalism and the influence of provinces, govemment bureaucracies, and business and

labour. Of the institutional forces, federalism has been the primary structural factor affecting federal

government involvement, and, although the provinces had been an effective and powerfi.rl opposing

force during the period in which federal involvement in active labour market policy was expanding,

this unity of resistance diminished during the period in which Ottawa's role was contracting. In

fact, the positions of some provinces today have become a supporting - if not a driving - factor in

the federal government's apparent retreat from this policy field. It is speculated that the federal

government may have a very limited role in active labour ma¡ket policy in the future but that the

political will of the government can still be changed. In any event, it is certain that ideas, interests

and institutions will continue to influence federal decisions in active labour market policy.



In order to provide a theoretical context for examining the determinants of the federal

government's role in active labour market policy, it would be usefi.rl to begin by reviewing some of

the main theoretical approaches used in the study of public policy decision-making. This chapter

begins with an overview of these perspectives. However, it is argued that, while these approaches

provide valuable insight into the decision-making process, each is inadequate on its own to explain

fully the complex factors influencing public policy making. Therefore, a more generalized typology is

developed for use in later chapters for reviewing the determinants of federal involvement in active

labour market policy.

CHAPTER 2

A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

2. I.

The section which follows outlines the general characteristics of the main theoretical

approaches in the field of public policy. Due to the space limitations of this study, the presentation

of the various perspectives will necessarily be limited.rs

For a full description of these theoretical approaches see, for example, Michael M. Harmon and
Richard T. Mayer, Organization Theoryfor Public Adminisrraüon @oston: Little, Brown and
Company, 1986). This section of the chapter relies heavily on Harmon and Mayer's narrative.

1l



2.1.L The Rational or Neo-ClassicalApproach

The neo-classical school of thought is predicated on the assumption that decision-makers

employ a rational process in making choices - a process which involves defrning the problem,

collecting information, analysing the data, weighing the options, choosing the 'best way' in terms of

efficiency (i.e., the most advantageous cost-benefit ratio), implementing the decision, and then

evaluating the results and altering the cou¡se of action, as required. The paradigm relies heavily on

the scientific method - i.e., it is very rationalistic in orientation - and on the assumption that

causal explanations can be found to predict or explain human or social behaviou¡. The perspective

emphasizes the maximization of utility as the basis of decisions.

While the rational approach may provide an 'ideal' standard which practical decision-

making can attempt to emulate, it does not describe how real decisions are made nor does it explain

behaviow. It does not reflect the very real limitations to possessing full information and people's

ability to problem-solve. This perspective also tends to ignore the relationship between the decision-

makers and the organizations in which they are found as well as connections to the external

environment.

t2

2.1.2. Market Theories

A body of thought which is closely associated with the rational approach is the public choice

perspective or market theory approach. The focus of this school of thought is the self-interested

individual who uses rational choices to maximize his or her owïr personal utility. What distinguishes

this perspective from the more general rational choice approach is its focus on narro\ry self-interest

(e.9., a politician's pre-occupation with re-election) rather than the pursuit of the greater conìmon or

public interest. In fact, this perspective dismisses the concept of a 'public interest.'
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Public choice theory has been defrned as "the economic study of non-market decision-

making, or simply as the application of economics to political science."r6 Its growth in popularity

reflected the emergence of neo-conservatism in the early 1980s and the growing role of economists in

public policy.ri It views the policy process as a series of inter-connected 'games' involving special

interests, the bu¡eaucracy, political parties, and the media which each self-interested decision maker

attempts to win, insofar as ensuring his or her personal objectives are achieved.

Proponents of this school of thought include Trebilcock, Prichard, Hartle and Dewees who

suggest that political decision makers choose policy instruments not on the basis of efficiency

considerations but instead use an "electoral calculus" which strives to maximize the likelihood of

election or re-election.rs The authors submit that politicians take economic considerations into

account only insofar as they are consistent with the maximization of their political self-interests. The

authors suggest that, although economic considerations may not form part of the substance of

decisions, they are often used as a rationale in their promotion.

ln rurderstanding the tenets of this perspective it is useful to summarize the 'aúoms'

presented by Trebilcock et al. First, the authors propose that it is in the interests of a goveming party

to choose policies which confine the benefits of a policy decision to voters whose votes can be won

over (i.e., marginal voters) and confine the costs of the decision to those voters who will likely not

change their voting patterns (i.e., infra-marginal voters). It is also in the best interests of the

governing party to choose policies which concentrate benefïts (to enhance visibility) and disperse

t7

l8

Dennis L. Mueller, "Public Choice: A Survey," Jo urnal of Economic Literature, 74:2 (197 6):395;
quoted in Harmon andMayer, 244.

Doern a¡d Phidd, 9.

M. J. Trebilcock, R. s. Prichard, D. B. Hartle, and D. N. Dewees, The choice of Governing
Instrument, a study prepared for the Economic Council of Canada, (Ottawa; Supply and Services
Canada,1982).
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costs (to diminish visibility) as much as possible; however, the more widely dispersed the group of

marginal voters, the less real the benefits need be. In addition, benefits can be made to appear

greater than they actually are and costs smaller than they really are by providing "subsidized,

selective information, often of a highty syrnbolic nature" usually through the mass media, which will

tend to trivialize complex issues and over-simplify proposed solutions.re Furthermore, the less

organized the marginal voters are, the more vulnerable they are to "the substitution of syrnbolism for

substance" in the choice of policy.2o

Trebilcock et al. maintain that a governing party will tend to choose policies which will

benefit the marginal voter (in real or perceived ways) while the party is in power and will try to defer

any costs until some point in time beyond the party's term in office (or concentrate costs at the

beginning of the term "so as to exploit incomplete voter recall").2l It is also advantageous for

decision-makers to consider the positions of highly concentrated or powerful interest groups in their

choices since they are able to influence the political preferences of marginal voters. Furthermore, the

governing party should also attach special weight to the views of bureaucrats to sect¡re their

cooperation in implementing policies.

'Where 
a governing party is uncertain about the impacts on prospective voters of policy

options, the authors maintain that it would be in the party's best interests to choose an option which

could be most easily reversed or changed at a future date. Fu¡therïnore, when policies which will

have a negative impact on marginal voters cannot be avoided, Trebilcock and his colleagues suggest

that, "it may be rational for a governing parly to assign the administration of the policies to an

Ibid,33

Ibid.

rbid.



'independent' agency of government, so that the causal relationship between the costs and the party

is attenuated in voter perceptions."22

At frst blush, this perspective appears an enticing explanation of some of the reasoning

behind the federal government's actions related to its involvement in active labou¡ ma¡ket policy.

However, not all of Ottawa's actions can be explained in this manner. Specifically, this perspective

fails to take into account the way in which institutions, structures and the processes of interaction

affect political activity.

2.1.3. fncrementalism/Pluralism

One approach which also reflects practical appeal is that which rejects comprehensive

rationality as the basis of decision making and, instead, suggests that most public policy decisions

are simply small, risk-adverse incremental changes to the status quo. This school of thought is often

associated with the pluralist perspective which sees the decision-making process as a fi.urction of

balancing competing interest group behaviour towa¡ds a suitable compromise. It is the state's role to

balance the competing demands of individuals and groups within society, including the various

components of government bu¡eaucracies. Agreement and consensus are highly valued in this

perspective, and a good policy is not judged simply as to whether it achieves results but also as to

whether it achieves consensus.

Pross23 and others have contributed to this school of thought by introducing the concept of

'policy commurities' which attempt to influence decision making in a given policy field. Pross

suggests that most policy communities consist of two components: the 'sub-government' which is,

l5

Ibid.

See, for example, A. Paul Pross, "Pressure Group: Talking Chameleons," in Canadian politics in the
1990s' 3d ed., eds. Michael S. Whittington and Glen Williams (Scarborough: Nelson Canada,
1990),28s-309.
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for all intents and purposes, the inner circle of policy-makers in cabinet and government agencies;

and the 'attentive public' which are those who are interested in the policy issues but do not actively

participate in policy-making. This perspective affords the state with significantly more i¡fluence

over the policy process than traditional pluralist thought. As Pross argues, "The power of the inner

circle is used to limit the participation of others in the policy debate... [F]or them, the policy

community is a protective device, limiting rather than expanding the opportunities for the public at

large to achieve major policy changes."2a

Again, this approach has considerable intuitive appeal since it describes fairly accurately

how decisions are actually made; however, it does not provide much in terms of explaining why

certain decisions are made over others nor does it offer much assistance in explaining profourd shifts

in policy direction. It is a conservative approach which tends to be used to justify the status quo.

2.1.4. Class or Criticøl Theories

relationships between those who have control over the means of production (largely human capital)

and those who do not. A basic tenet is that the state has three main functions: to facilitate capital

accumulation by capitalists; to foster social harmony through legitimating activities; and to maintain

social order through coercive or other means.2s For example, the class perspective would tend to

look at active labour market development as a means to help the dominant class accumulate capital

and would perceive any social benefits as the state's attempt to placate the masses to maintain social

order, thereby ensuring the continued dominance of the capitalist class.

Class analysis examines patterns of power between state actors, focussing on the

Pross, 299 and 302.

Doern and Phidd, 11.



This perspective has often been criticised for focussing too sfongly on large political and

social forces and denying the role of individual behaviour on public policy issues. However, this

school of thought makes an important contribution to public policy analysis by suggesting that

differential power bases may affect the types of decisions made.

2.1.5. The Neo-Institutionalist Approøch

The neo-institutionalist perspective is predicated on the assumption that, far from being

mere independent by-products of decisions made by self-interested rational actors or arbitrating

social interests, our social, political and economic institutions also shape and influence public policy

decisions. ln other words, institutions have a profound influence on our preferences and play a

fundamental role in shaping ow social construction of reality.26 As such, proponents of this

perspective suggest that public policy analysts consider the impacts of institutional factors on the

development of public policy choices.

While institutional forces cannot explain all public policy decision making, this perspective

does fill an important gap in dominant public policy theory by suggesting that organi zational

structures, attitudes and cultures may influence certain policy decisions. This approach also adds a

temporal aspect to public policy making by acknowledgrng that the decision making process occurs

within an historical context.

17

See for example, Michael M. Atkinson and Robert A. Nigol, "selecting Policy lnstruments: Neo-
Institutional and Rational Choice Interpretations of Automobile lnsurance in Ontario," Canadian
Journal of Political science,22'.1(March 1989):107-135, or James G. Ma¡ch, ..The New
lnstitutionalism: Organizational Factors in Political Ltfe," The American political Science Review,Tg
(1984):734-49.



2.2 An Integrated Conceptual Framework

While it is apparent that each of these theoretical approaches provides valuable insight into

public policy decision making, in this author's view, none can stand on its own to provide a frrll

explanation of how and why certain decisions are made. For this reason, this study will borrow from

each of these perspectives by re-configuring the main precepts into a more generalized, integrated

conceptual framework.

2.2.1 Rationøl ønd Mørket Theories - Ideas

Generally, it can be said that the rational and public choice perspectives focus on ideas of

individual actors or groups of actors. For example, political ideologies add¡ess such fimdamental

matters as the appropriate role of government and such contentious issues as freedom, equality and

fairness. While it is often said that liberalism prevails in Canada, it is also evident that a continuum

of interpretations - from radical righrwing perspectives on the one hand and socialist beliefs on the

other - shape opinions of how political behaviour should be expressed. As will be shown in later

chapters, electoral considerations shape the decision-making process of the policy makers and have

played a role in the federal government's involvement in active labour market policy.

In addition, economic paradigms are a powerfrrl expression of the preferred approaches for

achieving the values of the prevailing interpretation of the dominant ideology. In general, all

economic perspectives share some degree of commitment to the basic active labour ma¡ket frmctions

of employrnent services, job creation and raining/skills development; furthermore, all approaches

view active labour market policy as ancillary to macroeconomic policy and as a complement to the

broader macroeconomic design. However, the various economic perspectives prevalent in Canada

t8
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during the 1900s have assigned different weights to active labor¡r ma¡ket policy in its subsidiary

role.21

For example, the Keynesian paradigm focuses on the need for macroeconomic policy to

ensure full employment, emphasizing the need to reduce demand-deficient unemployment. Active

labour market policy is relegated to a relatively minor role, limited primarily to job creation activities

which assist in managing seasonal unemployrnent. However, this perspective sees some role for

training and skills development programming in managing any structual unemployment which may

exist.

The post-Keynesian perspective, on the other hand, focuses much more on structural

unemployment and the inflationary consequences of attempting to achieve full employrnent. While

post-Keynesians remain committed to achieving full employment, they argue that stimulating labour

demand is inevitably inflationary. However, they suggest that unemployment can be minimized by

increasing the skills of workers and by implementing other supply-side interventions such as

relocation assistance to reduce structural and regional unemployrnent. Training can also ensure that

skilled labour is available when the market needs it, thereby eliminating labour shortages and the

corresponding inflationary pressures. In addition, targeted job creation programming can continue to

minimize seasonal and regional ruremployrnent. Because active labour market measures assume such

a predominant role in post-Kelmesian thinking, it is this perspective which is most closely identified

with active labour market policy.

In contrast, monetarism is predicated on the principle of no state intervention in the labou¡

market or other markets. Its primary focus is on fighting inflation through reduced state spending

and limited intervention in the economy. A 'natural' state of unemployrnent becomes the goal, since

This account is based primarily on chapter 5 of Stephen McBride, Not Ilorking: State,
Unemployment, and Neo-ConservaÍism in Canada (Toronto: University of Toronto press, 1992),
I l8-56.
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frrll emplol'rnent is considered to be unachievable. However, where the unemployment rate is higher

than the 'natural rate,' monetarists see a limited role for active labou¡ market policy in terms of

assisting the market to work more efficiently (e.g., by providing labow market information, mobility

assistance, work-place training for workers to counteract the 'free-loading' tendencies among

employers which results in insufficient levels of training). Although, like the post-Keynesians,

monetarists shess supply-side interventions, the approach is far more passive and restricted.

2.2.2. fncrementalism and Class Theories - fnterests

lncrementalism/pluralism and class theory focus on the impact which various societal

interests have on decision-making. Most commonly, analysts examine the dlmamic tensions

between the business interests and organized labou¡. It will be shown that organized business and

labour have had a relatively limited formal role in active labour market policy (albeit more

institutionalized in recent years). However the interests of business and labou¡ have had varying

degrees of i¡fluence on the general political ideology of the day and, as such, affect indirectly the

development of active labour market policy.

2.2.3. Neo-Institutionalism 
- Institutions

Finally, neo-institutionalism focuses on how institutions - such as federalism, the

Constitution, Parliament, Cabinet and the bureaucracy - i¡fluence policy outcomes and the

capacities of governments. It will be shown in later chapters that institutional factors have either

contributed to the success of federal policies in active labour market progamming or have frustrated

federal intentions.



2.2.4. Ideøs, fnturests snd Institutions

development into ideas, interests and institutions (see table2) is, of course, subjective. As Atkinson

asserts "...ideas, interests, and institutions are bound up with one another...[I]t is not a matter of

choosing one approach and rejecting the others. The choice is one of where to begin and where to lay

emphasis."28 For example, political institutions such as Parliament are obviously shaped by

dominant political ideologies and societal interests. In turn these institutions often reinforce and

legitimize many of the same dominant ideologies and political interests. However, despite the

somewhat arbitrary delineation, the typology of ideas, interests and institutions will be used to

examine the determinants of federal involvement in active labou¡ market policy.

The classification of the determinants of federal policies in active labour market

Table 2
Typology for Analysis of Determinants of Federal Involvement

in Active Labour Market Poticy

Political Ideology
Dominant Economic Paradigm
Electoral Calculus

Ideas

21

It should also be noted that there are, ofcourse, other determinants affecting federal

decision-making beyond those listed in table 2 (e.g., Cabinet, Senate, the Courts, individual

personalities). However, it is beyond the scope of this paper to examine an exhaustive listing. The

determinants listed above a¡e those which, in this author's opinion, most directly affect active labou¡

market policy.

Business interests
Labou¡ interests

Interests

Michael M. Atkinson, "Introduction: Governing Canada," tnGoverning Canada. Institutions and
Public Policy, ed. Michael M. Atkinson (Toronto: Harcourt Brace & company, 1993), 5.

Federalism
Constitution
Bureaucracy

Institutions



HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT'S IT{VOLVEMENT
IN CANADIAN ACTIVE LABOTIR MARKET POLICY

To understand the cr¡rrent debate surrounding the role of the federal government in active

labour market development, it is necessary to review the history of federal involvement in this policy

field. This chapter covers the period between 1900 and the mid-1960s and shows that, despite the

federal government's initial reluctance to encroach upon what was perceived as an area of exclusive

provincial jurisdiction, it eventually carved out a modest role in all three of the areas associated with

active labour market policy: employment services, job creation, and naining.

CHAPTER 3

3.1 The EarlJt Years

At the turn of the century, it was becoming increasingly clear that provincial school systems

were not meeting the vocational and technical education needs of the increasingly industrialized

Canadian economy. As early as 1901, indushial groups began lobbying the federal government to

intervene in the a¡ea of vocational education, pointing out that Canada's labow force was not as well

tained as some of its trading competitors.ze Ottawaresisted, stating that education was a matter

under provincial jurisdiction.

Dupré, et a1., 13.

22
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At the time the British North America Acr was passed n IS6T,technical education was

relatively unknown and was, therefore, not considered in the original drafting of Section 93 -
Legislation Respecting Education - which gave the provinces exclusive responsibility for education.

Education at the time was heavily dominated by pure academic instruction and was handled primarily

by the church. The provinces - especially Québec- jealously guarded their responsibilities under

the BNA Act. Furthennore, many Canadians believed that the practice of depending upon imported

skilled immigrant and training on-the-job to meet specific skill requirements had done Canada in

good stead and, as a result, there was little justification for any federal expenditure in this area.

Nevertheless, continued presswe from business and labour prompted the federal government

to establish a Royal Commission on lndustrial Training and Technical Education, and when the

Commission issued its report in 1913, it argued that the federal government should provide furancial

support for training to the provinces.3o The Commission's work led to two important pieces of

legislation: the Agricultural Aid Act of lgl2,which was the first use of conditional grants to the

provinces; and the Technical Education Act of 1919, which established a ten-year, $10 million

pro$am of conditional grants for provincial expenditures in technical education - primarily at the

secondary level.31

ln the early 1900s, immigration sþ-rocketed and increasingly greater concenfations of

workers were looking for jobs in u¡ban settings. Many of these job-seekers turned to privately

owned employment offices, which often charged excessively high fees. Increasing reports of abuse

of private emplol'rnent agencies placed a significant amount of pressure on the federal government to

Canada, Royal Commission on Indust¡ial Training and Technical Education, Report of the
commissioners (ottawa, 1913),25-6, quoted in John Hunter, The Emptoymrri choilrrge. Federal
Employment Policies and Programs 1900-1990 (ottawa: Govemment of canada, n.d.;, :6.

Agres Glenn, "The Influences of Selected Government Legislation on the Development of the
commturity colleges in Manitoba, @h.D. diss., university of North Dakota, l ggj), 25.
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create publicly run emploSrrnent offices. However, the federal government resisted, stating that

responsibility for unemployment lvas at the municipal level, and if municipalities were unable to deal

with that responsibility, it fell upon the provinces to assist them. Ottawa argued that it had no

jurisdiction under the BNA Act for unemplol'rnent relief.

Nevertheless, the need to abso¡b 300,000 servicemen and 200,000 employees from the war

industries into the peacetime labou¡ market prompted the federal government to introduce the

Employment Offces Co-ordination Act in 1918. Under these arrangements, the federal government

provided conditional grants to the provinces to establish a network of provincially run employment

offices to address the needs of the unemployed.

Furthermore, in 1920, the federal government agreed to ¡eimburse municipalities for winter

job creation projects, although this support abruptly came to an end n lg22 when the Canadian

economy began to grow. However, when unemplol'rnent rose again in lg2g,thefederal government

was pressued once more to provide assistance to municipalities. In 1930, the Unemployment Relief

Act was introduced, which covered one-third of the costs of unemployment relief, half of provincial

public works projects and one-quarter of municipal job creation programs. This arrangement was

replaced by the Unemployment Relief and Assistance Act of 1936 which continued the practice of

issuing monthly grants to the provinces to pay relief and job creation projects - such as the building

of the Trans-Canada Highway and other construction projects.

The high levels of unemployrnent during the 1930s taxed the capabilities of the provincial

employment services to the extreme, and many claimed that these offices were unable to meet the

increased demands for services during the Depression. Many critics laid the blame for the failings of

the employment service directly at the feet of divided jurisdiction 
- largely because the federal

government was urable to hold the provinces accountable for results. Moreover, it was forurd that, if
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the federal government tried to discipline a province, provincial officials - as operators of the

program - often found ways to retaliate against the program.

Critics claimed that the threat of withd¡awn fi.rnding urder the conditional grant scheme was

an empty one because politicians would not place themselves in the position of being seen as

depriving the citizens of a province with an important service. They maintained that aparty in power

federally would be loathe to impose sanctions on the same party provincially, and, even if the parties

at the two levels of government were the not the same, the federal politician would likely not impose

sanctions for fear that the act would be seen as politically motivated.32

Condemnation of the existing employrnent service and the need to respond to the high levels

of unemployrnent during the Depression pressured the federal government to inhoduce a national

unemplo¡rment insu¡ance program, based on a federally conholled emplol'rnent service. ln 1940, the

BNA Act was amended to enable the introduction of the Unemployment Insurance Act (,II),wñer

which the Unemployment lnsurance Commission was created to operate the {II program as well as a

federally run National Employment System (NES)

The passage of theUnemployment Insurance Act in 1940, which established an

unemploSrment insu¡ance scheme and a federally controlled employnent service, solidified the

presence of the federal government in the Canadian labour market. This involvement \ryas further

cemented, n 1945, by the development of a labou¡ market policy statement, entitled Employment

and Income. This white paper outlined the federal government's "unequivocal commitrnent to the

adoption of high and stable levels of employrnent and higher standards of living for all Canad.ians"33

J' A. Corry, Royal Commission on Dominion-Provincial Relations, Difficulties of Divided
Jurisdiction (Ottawa, 1939), Appendix 7, quoted in Hunter, 65.

Canada, Department of Reconstruction and Supply, Employment and Income: with Special
Reference to the Initial Period of Reconstruction (Ottawa, King's Printer, April t9+5), 21, quoted in
Leon Mus4¡nski, "The Politics of Labour Market Policy," n The Polirics of Economic policy, ed. G.
Bruce Doern, Vol. 40, Royal Commission on the Economic Union and Development Prospeóts for
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and represented the federal government's commitrnent to the Keynesian economic philosophy which

shesses frll emplol'rnent as a goal.3a

In summary, after years of insisting that labour market issues were a provincial

responsibility, the federal government 
- pressured by the necessities of the Great Depression and

the challenges of war - assumed a lead role in labour market development. Ottawa transformed its

position from stating that it had no jurisdiction for labour market policy under the British North

America Aü to issuing a white paper which secu¡ed its continued commiünent to labour market

development.

3.2 The Post-War Period

The federal government's postwil commitment to maintaining high and stable levels of

employrnent would be put to the test during the recession of the late 1950s and early 1960s. The

increasing unemploynent levels during this period created strong concerns among the Canadian

population, whose memories of the Depression were still shong. In was clea¡ that soon the baby

boomers would begin to flood the labou¡ market, and governments would be pressured to provide

them either with jobs or a post-secondary alternative to university education. Technological

advancements were rapidly changing the worþlace, requiring the existing workforce as well as the

wave of new workers to upgrade their level of skills. Many looked to the federal government for

action. As Tom Kent remembers:

It is hard now to appreciate how strongly the Canada of the early 1960s was still marked by
the centralization that the second world war had necessitated. We continued to live in a

Canada Series, 255 (Toronto: University ofToronto press, 1985), 251-305.

For a discussion of Keynesianism in Canada, see William D. Coleman, "Macroeconomic policy:
Dwindling Options," in G ov e rn i n g C an a d a, 207 -3 g 

.
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tense world, to which we had not grown accustomed as we since have. And the fears of the
depressed thirties still cast dark shadows. The confasting postwar prosperity was
associated, in many people's minds, with the enhanced role of Ottawa. It had the
modernized govemment of the new Canada. Provincial governments, with little money,
remained by comparison old-fashioned. Saskatchewan alone excepted, until Lesage's
victory in Quebec in 1960, their public services were poor in professional qualifications,
their politics largely parochial.3s

Spurred by public pressure to act, the federal government began to look for ways to deal

with the uremployment issues. In 1958, the federal government introduced its first job creation

progam since the Depression, the Municipal Winter Works Incentive Program, which covered one-

half of the payroll for winter construction projects. This program was soon joined by the Winter

House Building Incentive Program, the Manpower Mobility Program, and the Older Worker

Employment and Training lncentive Program, which was the first use of direct wage subsidies to

encourage the hiring of unemployed workers.

It also became increasingly clear that the federal government would have to contribute

substantially more to develop the faining infrastructure required to meet the huge demands of the

baby boom generation.36 Accordingly, the federal government inhoduced the Technical and

Vocational Training Assistance Act !WA) in 1960. The TVTA represented what one author has

described as "a quantum leap in expenditures and in the number of persons participating in

training."37 During the 1950s, federal expenditures to the provinces for vocational haining averaged

Tom Kent,,4 Publ¡c Purpose. An Experience of Liberal Opposition and Canadian Government
(Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1988), 267.

The federal goverrìment had continued its cost-share arrangements for training with the provinces
through the enactment of several pieces of legislation following the termination of the arrangements
under the Technical Education Act of 1919. These included the Vocational Education Act of l93l;
rhe Unemployment and Agricuhural Assistance Acts of 1937 ,1938 and 1939; the Youth Training
Act of 1939; and the Vocational Training Coordination Act of 1942.

Noah Meltz, "The Evolution of Worker Traimng: The Canadian Experience," in New Developments
in Iïlorker Training: A Legacyfor the 1990s, eds. Louis A Ferman, et al. (Madison: Industrial
Relations Resea¡ch Association, 1990), 293.
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$4 million per year.38 However, by the end of the six-year lifespan of the TVTA, the federal

government had expended over eight times the amount spent, in total, during the previous forty

years.3e

Because results of federal studies were showing that the t¡aditional 50 percent cost-sharing

approach which Ottawa had taken with the provinces in the past did not always result in the kind of

outcomes the federal government had originally planned, federal officials designed the TVTA so that

the provinces would be rewarded by financial incentives if they moved in the direction the federal

government intended. For example, seventy-five cent dolla¡s would be available under the TVTA for

capital construction costs for technical and vocational naining facilities, and limits on the amount

one province could claim which were cha¡acteristic of previous arrangements were removed from the

TVTA.

The provincial responses to the generous contributions by Ottawa were predictably positive.

However, some of the provinces were not as enamoured by the TVTA as others. The same social

and economic factors pressuring the provinces to accept federal funding were also bringing into the

fore the wide disparities in income and wealth which existed among the provinces. It was becoming

increasingly difficult for the poorer provinces to maintain comparable levels of public services to

those of their more affluent neighbours.ao

While the poorer provinces complained about the counter-equalizing effects, the more

affluent provinces argued that the TVTA was evidence of the federal govemment's intent to interfere

with provincial priorities. Nevertheless, the lure of federal funding was one which the provinces

39
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could not ignore. As Dupré states, "TVTA beckoned like a shining beacon and the provinces made

haste to take advantage of it. Some provinces, however, made haste a good deal more slowly than

others; some provinces too were unseemly in their alacnty."at Ontario and Ner,vfoundland were clear

leaders in their pursuit of federal capital grants. Alberta took advantage of about tr¡rice the capital

grants than did Manitoba and Saskatchewan combined, and almost three times the total claimed by

the Maritime provinces of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island. Québec -
which, at the time, did not have a departrnent of education - lagged far behind, claiming only $28

million of the TVTA capital firnds by April 1963 as compared to Ontario's uptake of S200 million.a2

Despite the growth in expenditures for training under the TVTA, federal spending in this

area remained relatively modest during the early 1960s. The conditional grant structwe allowed the

provinces to maintain full operational responsibility for training and reflected the federal

government's deference to the provinces in this area of constitutional ambiguity. The Departrnent of

Labour, which had administrative responsibility for federal training expenditures, was clear about its

need to respect provincial jurisdiction in this area. One federal official was cited as saying:

Education and training, as you know, is a provincial responsibility which is guarded
jealously. The role of the Training Branch [of the Deparhnent of Labour] has been to
strengthen the provincial agency responsible for Training...so that they can perform the total
fiurction of training required in Canada. Consequently, we work with and through the
agency in the province that has the responsibility for providing education and haining. We
do not duplicate, nor interfere, but we do try to influence, but then who doesn't? Our role
therefore is that of tying to get the people who have the responsibility to see the total
requirements, and then encourage them to provide the kinds of service that are required.a3

Ibid., 18.

ibid., 19.

Ibid., 87.



3.3 Summary

At the turn of the century, the federal government was hesitant to become involved in labou¡

ma¡ket policy, stating that it was an area of provincial jurisdiction; however, political pressgres

prompted the federal government to intervene. Keynesian economic dominated the period between

1920 and 1960 and, because this perspective paid only limited attention to active labour market

policy - focussing instead on macroeconomic policy to ensu¡e full employnent - federal

expendihres during this period were relatively modest. The federal role was, for the most part,

limited to that of an invisible fînancier ofjob creation and training programs.

Furthermore, Canadian federaVprovincial relations during this period could be labelled

'cooperative federalism.'aa The existence of departmentalized cabinets during this era resulted in a

network of intergovernmental relationships characterized by 'trust ties' and shared values. Officials,

often sharing common professional and educational backgrounds, possessed a common vocabulary

and a unified outlook of public policy. As Dupré and his colleagues note:

ht this setting, it was only natu¡al that the federal Training Branch should become almost
exclusively oriented to its provincial clientele and overtly sympathetic to the prime
responsibility of provincial officials - their educational institutions. The particular
orientation of the branch was abetted by the fact that it recruited much of its personnel from
the major available source of expertise, provincial education departments and apprenticeship
programs.as

Even the ministers at both levels of government developed portfolio loyalties which ensured an

ongoing continuity and stability in federaVprovincial relationships and structures. The security of the
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relationships was cemented by the financial grant mechanisms which locked-in federal commifnents

and provided the necessary 'carrot effect' to ensure provincial compliance.a.

The evident exception to the 'cooperative federalism' model was Québec. Although

francophone officials in Québec and anglophone mandarins in Ottawa may have shared common

disciplinary backgrounds, they did not share common school ties. They often did not share the same

language nor the same values. In addition, Duplessis stressed provincial autonomy in all aspects of

intergovemmental relations, especially in education, which was considered a fundamental

prerequisite to cultural autonomy.

However, this form of cooperative federalism was about to change. As the next chapter

shows, the 1960s witnessed a profound change in economic paradigm, political ideology and

federaVprovincial relations - all of which \ryere to transform the federal government's role in active

labour market policy.

rbid.,6.



This chapter describes in detail the growth in federal involvement in active labour market

policy during the Liberal adminishation between the mid-1960s and 1984. It is shown that, initially,

the post-Keynesian perspective dominated economic thought and, supported by Liberal political

tenets, led to phenomenal increases in the level of federal activity in active labou¡ market

development, despite persistent interference f¡om the provinces. The chapter also reveals that a

paradigm shift towards monetarism occurred in the mid-1970s, but the political philosophy of the

Liberal government did not fully support this new conservative approach to active labour market

policy. Therefore, the new market-oriented economic perspective did not become fully expressed

during the Liberal administration.

CHAPTER 4

THE LIBERAL YEARS

4.1 Towards an Active Labour Market StrategJt

During the mid-1960s, the federal government began to develop a growing interest in a more

active approach to labou¡ market policy as promoted by post-Keynesian economists. Canada was

joining the international movement to adopt a 'manpower approach' to combatting unemployment,

such as the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development's (OECD) Active Manpower

Policy, which juxtaposed the Swedish-based model of integrating active labou¡ ma¡ket policies with

32
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economic policy and the American-based model of using active measures to promote social equity

and to fight the 'war on poverly.'a7 To be successful in developing a fully fledged, post-Keynesian

active labour ma¡ket strategy in Canada, it became increasingly clea¡ that Ottawa would need, first,

to develop the appropriate adminishative structures and, second, to assume greater confrol over adult

training.

4.1.1. Creøtion of the Department of Mønpower and fmmigrøtion

The National Employment Service was a subordinate agency within the Unemplol'rnent

lnsurance Commission. Consequently, most of its clients were IJI claimants, and it became

increasingly focused on processing lII claims.ot M*y viewed the NES as ineffective and believed

that too much staff time was used in policing the LII program and not enough on furding employrnent

for people.

In response, Allan MacEachan, Minister of Labour, announced that - by April 1965 - the

NES would be transferred to the Departrnent of Labou¡:

...to develop an integrated approach to implementing manpower policies and programs in
Canada, and to correct the negative image from which the Employment Service suffers in the
public mind from its close association with the payments of benefits to the unemployed.
...The merging of the National Employment Service with the Deparhnent of Labou¡ will
result in a stronger and more positive approach to the solution of manpower problems in
Canada.ae

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, Manpower Policy and Programmes in
Canada, @aris: OECD,1964), quoted in Craig McFadyen, "State, Society and the Development of
Active Labour Ma¡ket Policy in Canada. The Case of the Canadian Jobs Strategy," (Ph. l. diss.,
University of Toronto, 1994),56. It should be noted that a copy of McFadyen's dissertation was
obtained by the author electronically, therefore, pagination may differ from other versions.

Dupré et a1.,4'/.

Hwrter, 169.
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Almost as soon as the National Emplol,rnent Service had been hansferred to the Deparhnent

of Labour, some began to re-think the decision. The newly created Economic Council of Canada,

which had in its first amual report supported the transfer of the NES to the Deparhnent of Labour,

suggested in its second report that the NES may still not receive the high profile it required to have to

undertake the key economic role which was needed for a true active labour market policy.so The ECC

\Ment on to suggest an alternative approach - the creation of a new manpower deparfnent.

ln October 1966, legislation establishing the Department of Manpower and Immigration

was passed, and local NES offices were renamed Canada Manpower Centres (CMCs). The original

organizational structure of the DeparLrnent \vas relatively simple, consisting of two main divisions:

(l) the Manpower division which was responsible for the active labour ma¡ket programming and

services and (2) the Immigration division. By the early 1970s, these two line divisions were joined

by two staff divisions: the Administrative Services division and the Strategic Planning and Research

division.5r

The separation of the emplol,rnent services from III offices involved significant t¡ansitional

challenges for the staff involved. Managers of the previously integrated offices had to choose which

organization they would follow; staff had to be divided; office accommodations had to be reconciled;

and new linkages and communication lines had to be established. As Tom Kent explains:

The NES had operated mostly in corners of IIIC offices chiefly concerned with paying or
refusing unemployment benefits. The greater part of the NES staff had neither the facilities
nor the training to do much more than a clerical job of assigning people on unemployment
benefit to the lower-skilled jobs for which employers informed them of vacancieJ. The new
centres (CMCs) were to have broader purposes. Those were embodied in a decision to
designate the operating staff of the CMCs as 'manpower counsellors.' Their task was to
help people, whether unemployed or ursatisfactorily employed, to obtain the employment
that was likely to maximize their lifetime earnings. This required much more than
information about the existing employrnent opporrunities in the area. It required counselling

Kent, A Public Purpose, 397 .

See McFadyen, 178.
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skills. It required understanding ofthe abilities and experience needed for various
occupations. It required awareness of changing trends in the nature ofjobs and the emerging
balance of demand and supply in the myriad sub-sectors of the labou¡ ma¡ket. It required an
understanding of what training could and could not do, as well as detailed knowledgè of
available haining facilities and cowses. It required the judgment to use training and
mobility assistance as effective and efficient insfuments to enhance the employability of
individuals.52

New staff were actively recruited as counsellors, and this created tensions between the 'old

guard' - primarily war veterans without university haining - and the new college graduates. The

fansition was difficult and a common sense of purpose was difficult to achieve. Long time practices

and old attitudes often hindered the implementation of the new vision fo¡ the service.s3

Nevertheless, the federal govemment had in place the basic organi zational framework to

implement its vision for a comprehensive active labou¡ market policy. The new Departrnent of

Manpower and Immigration would monitor all conceivable labou¡ market information sources. Its

CMCs would provide counselling to prospective employees based on their knowledge of employnent

opportunities. Mobility assistance would be provided to those who needed to move to find

employment. Staff would be able to monitor emerging employrnent opportunities and anticipate

futwe training needs. But one piece was missing from the mix: a federally controlled adult training

program.

4.1.2. A Trønsþrmation in Vocational Training

If the federal government's active labour market strategy was to work, Ottawa would need to

have a say in which adults would be trained, what training would be purchased, and whether that

Kent, A Publ¡c Purpose, 397 .

Hunter, 187.
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haining would be provided by public institutions, private vocational schools or industry itself. A

change in existing training arrangements would be necessary but difficult to achieve.

ln order to appreciate the challenge which the federal government faced, it is important to

understand the dynamics occurring in Canadian federalism at the time. The mid-1960s witnessed a

bwgeoning sense of self-confidence and assertiveness among the provinces. In 1965, and for the

first time since the Depression, provincial and municipal expenditures exceeded federal spending,

even when conditional grants were taken into account.sa As Donald Smiley observes:

...federal po\ryer was challenged with increasing vigor and competence by provincial
govemments that became unwilling to play [a] relatively subordinate role in economic and
other matters...The most spectacular aspect of this challenge was embodied in the policies of
the leaders of the new Quebec who assumed that the welfare of French Canada could be
ensured only by aggressive provincial policies in social and economic matters. With great
va¡iation from province to province, the other provincial administrations also became
increasingly interventionist in economic matters and defrned their economic and other
objectives with more skill and precision than in the past.ss

Without prior consultation with the provinces, Prime Minister Pea¡son announced, at the

1966 Federal-Provincial Conference, that the federal government intended to expand its role in adult

training and that, in April 1967 ,the TVTA would expire and be replaced by the Adutt Occupational

TrainingAct (AOTA).

The AOTA would be administered by the newly formed Deparhnent of Manpower and

Immigration with its network of Canada Manpower Centres as part of the government's new active

labou¡ market strategy. Prospective employees would receive emplol'rnent counselling, information

on the availability ofjobs, mobility assistance, and naining.56 Dupré describes the AOTA as:

Dupré et al., 6. Much of the discussion leading up Ío the Aduh Occupational Training Acl in this
chapter is based on the work of Dupré and his colleagues.

Smiley, 33, quoted in Dupré eI a1.,6.

A trainee had to be out of formal schooling for at least one year to qualify, and the duration of the
training was limited to 12 months. James B. Davies, "Training and Skill Development" nAdapting
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...Tom Kent's brainchild, the conceptually innovative program of adult occupational naining
launched by the newly created Deparhnent of Manpower and Immigration in 1966. Fiscal
federalism was out; procurement federalism was in. The longstanding shared-cost programs
that had linked the old Training Branch of the federal Deparhnent of Labou¡ to the like-
minded vocational education divisions of provincial Deparhnents of Education were abruptly
terminated. Henceforth, the federal government would purchase, at fi¡ll cost, training
courses for adults selected by its community-based employment counsellors on the basis of
these corursellors' assessment of their clients' attitudes and future employment prospects.
The desired training could be purchased either from public institutioni under provincial
control or from private sources.sT

Although the provincial politicians grumbled about the rurilateral federal action,s8 they

generally welcomed the elimination of yet another conditional grant. However, the reaction of the

front-line senior bureaucrats was quite different. The loss of the fifty-cent dollar incentives, which

provided provincial bureaucrats with an advantage when dealing with their respective treasury boards

in rrying for sca¡ce resources against other priorities, meant a corresponding loss in their competitive

advantage. Furthermore, in one fell swoop, the decades of 'trust ties' between offrcials were severed.

The long-time allies of the provincial officials housed \¡¡ithin the old Training Branch of the

Deparhnent of Labour were no longer the only actors involved. Now, training decisions would be

made by field officials who were primarily economists and labour ma¡ket generalists, not educators.

to Change: Labour Market Adjustment in Canada, ed. Craig Riddell, Vol. 18. Royal Commission on
the Economic Union and Development Prospects for Canada Series (Toronto: University of Toronto
Press,1986).

Stefan Dupré, "The Promise of Procurement Federalism ," n The Future of Fiscal Federalism, eds.
Keith Banting, Douglas Brown, and Thomas J. Courchene QGngston: Queen's University, 1994),
251.

One offrcial indicated that "We have meetings all right, but no consultation. We are brought together
to be told what the federal government has decided to do," and one other noted that the "first reãl
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documentation on checking into theír hotels on the evening prior to the meetings." lnstitute of
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As Dupré and his colleagues describe it, the "philosophical collision between educationalists and

economists" had begrur. se

By announcing that the federal government was going to assume responsibility for adult

training, the Liberals transformed adult occupational faining from the realm of education to a

component of employment policy.60 This formal fragmentation of training from education allowed

the federal government to proceed unilaterally, through the direct purchase of courses from public

institutions or from private schools and employers, into an area which had been traditionally a

provincial jurisdiction. It also effectively eliminated the counter-equalizing effect of the TVTA

conditional grants and dispelled criticisms that the federal government was distorting provincial

priorities by providing financial incentives in targeted policy areas.

The federal government made the assertion that "the training and re-haining of adults for

participation in the labour force are well within the scope of federal jurisdiction."6l Pearson went on

to say that adult t¡aining is "not 'education' in the constitutional sense...[T]he federal government

believes that it has a constitutional and necessary role in the training and development of our adult

labour force for economic growth and full emplol'rnent."62 lttherefore followed that, since the

federal goverrunent had assumed responsibility for emplol.rnent, authority over adult training was

necessary to fulfil that responsibility under its new active labour market policy.

Ottawa's position was based on the federal government's right to use its spending power on

behalf of any particular class of individuals. The federal government stated that its treatrnent of

Dupré et al., 89.

Dupré, "Reflections on the Workability of Executive Federalism,,, 9.
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adults who need training - as a class - was no different constitutionally than its treatment of

veterans who required faining after the war. As one author contends:

AOTA was only one demonsfation of a new brand of federalism that had evolved since
Pierre Trudeau, Gérard Pelletier and Jean Marchand joined the Pearson cabinet in the 1960s.
The new federalism represented the beliefin a sfong federal govenxnent vis-à-vis the
provinces and reflected an approach that assumed less need to compromise on cenfal
political and economic issues. Within this context, labour market training was seen to be
unequivocally and foremost a federal responsibility.63

The missing link in the federal government's "grand design"6a for its new economic policy

was now in place. The AOTA refined the responsibility of the federal government for the training of

the unemployed (or those facing unemployment) and for the occupational training of adults, while

conceding youth to the provinces.6s Under the AOTA, the federal goverunent would exert more

conhol on its spending on faining by purchasing seats directly from public fiaining institutions and,

to a lesser extent, from private suppliers and industry. Training activities funded under the AOTA

were categorized into two distinct programs: one for industrial training - the Canada Manpower

Industrial Training Program (CMITP) and the other for institutional training - the Canada

Manpower Training Program (CMTP). This division was also reflected in the organization of the

head office of the Departrnent.

The provinces were not, however, about to relinquish complete conhol in an area over which

they still believed they had jurisdictional authority, and their loud protestations led to some

modifications of the original design. Although the AOTA allowed the federal goverffnent to conract

Muszynski,267
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directly with indusbry and private schools, this authority was subject to the approval of the provinces,

and agreement was reached that provincial institutions would be given preference. Furthermore,

armed with their close ties with college administrators and their vast experience in managing training

programs and institutions, they were soon able to position themselves between the colleges and the

federal government as the sole 'brokers' of adult training.66

The provinces wanted to ensure that the federal government would commit to a certain level

of funding, allowing provincial training institutions to plan for capital and staff requirements. The

federal govemment agreed, for the first year, to maintain firnding at the level of the final year of the

TVTA and to limit futu¡e reductions to a maximum of ten percent from one year to the next. The

provinces also argued that the 'tfuee-year rule' eligibility was arbihary and too restrictive, and the

federal government consented to reduce the time period to one year for training eliglbility (but left it

at three years for allowance eliglbility).

The conflictual relations which developed between Ottawa and the provinces prompted the

federal govemment to establish a multilateral forum for information sharing, known as the Canada

Manpower Training Program committee. However, the committee soon became the battleground for

the educationalist versus economist debate. The multilateral forum \ryas soon replaced by bilateral

federaVprovincial committees through which the buying and selling of training was negotiated.6T

It was becoming clear to the federal government that the provinces were able to frusÍate the

objectives of the federal strategy and quickly found ways of exploiting the new federal initiative to

Dupré, "Reflections on the lVorkability of Executive Federalism," 10.

Because federaVprovincial discussions occurred on a bilateral basis, the level ofcooperation or
conflict between the federal and provincial governments in the a¡ea of adult trainingìaried greatly
from province to province. At this point the historical experience in federaVprovinciat ."lation, was
turned on end. The province which now enjoyed the least conflictual relations with Ottawa became
Québec, whose officials within its Departrnent of Manpower and Immigration shared similar
professional backgrounds with their federal counterparts. As such, quèUec was not involved in the
economist-educationalist debate with the federal government which hampered relations in other
provinces. Ibid., 11.
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meet thef own needs.68 The new design soon began to resemble the shared-cost programs it was

designed to replace without, however, the set of common values shared by officials which

charactenzes most shared-cost relationships. As Dupré observes:

In brief, what happened was that the provincial Departrnents of Education interposed
themselves between the federal adult occupational naining progam and postseõondary
institutions, and forced federal officials to deal with them as "exclusive brokers" of naining
courses. Provincial insistence on exclusive brokerage not only hobbled private sector
trainers as potential competitors; it forced the formation of bilateral federal-provincial
committees where the so-called purchase and sale of raining became a negotiated, sha¡ed-
cost planning process that made labor market needs subservient to provincial institutional
and en¡ollment strategies. The federal economists, those would-be purchasers of naining as
a labor market adjustment tool, were trumped by the provincial educationalists.6e

However, the provinces were not alone in their resistance to the AOTA. As Kent comments:

ln fairness to the provinces, it should be said that they had some encouragement. The federal
officials with whom departrnents of education were accustomed to deal were those of the
TVT branch. Most of them made no secret of the fact that the new policy was not of their
making, that they violently disliked it, indeed - perhaps the most decisive point - that the
struchre of the new departrnent made some of their positions redrurdant.?o

Despite the resistance from the provinces and the line staff within the federal bureaucracy,

the creation of the Deparnnent of Manpower and Immigration and the introduction of theAdult

Occupational Training Acl, represented a quantum leap in the level of federal participation in the

labour market and moved the government substantially closer to the Swedish model of active labour

market policy. In fact, by 1974, Canada's labour market policy was second only to Sweden's in

terms of its scope and impact on the labour market.?l

See McFadyen, 80-81.

Dupré, "The Promise of Fiscal Federalism," 251.

Kent,A Public Purpose, 403.

Hurter, 196.



4.2 Trudeøu's'Just SocietJt'

The election of Piene Trudeau in 1968 signalled an era of change in Canadian society. The

economy had ¡ecovered sfrongly from the recession of the early 1960s, and unemploynent had

dropped below 4 percent.l2 The mood of Canadians was upbeat and Canada's shong economy

fostered an increasing willingness to sha¡e the wealth more equitably with the poor. pier¡e Trudeau

had promised a 'Just Society' in his election campaigr, and the federal government was intent on

applying its active labour market measures to reduce income disparities.

The early 1970s were wibress to significant improvements in the federal government's

employrnent services, reflecting the government's equity and social service priorities of the day.

Innovative ways of helping people find their own jobs were piloted through the Creative Job Search

Techniques program. The labow-intensive process of client registration, assessment and referral

was redesigned; services were extended to remote areas through the Outreach Program; Job Finding

Clubs were introduced; corurselling centres and units were established specifically for women and

youths, and special diagnostic services were purchased for clients with severe employrnent problems.
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4.2.1 A holiferation of Job Creøtion programs

As the 1970s unfolded, general levels of unemployrnent began to rise, and federal politicians

began to look for ways in which they could be perceived as 'doing something, to fight

unemployment. Job creation programs were atfactive because they allowed the federal government

to pursue activities relatively unencumbered by debates about constitutional jurisdiction.?3 They also

Ibid., 175.

However, as Mus4'nski suggests, there were problems between the federal government and
provincial and municipal govemments over the impact of federal f,rnding onother jurisdictions.
Muszl.nski,288.
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provided a way for federal politicians to raise their public profile through direct payrnents and

involvement in creating jobs at the community level. Fu¡theÍnore, in the early 1970s, the

DeparLrnent of Manpower and Immigration was a relatively new and high-profile departrnent which

was expected to deliver against the high expectations associated with the government's active labou¡

market policy; however, the deparhnent was given little in the form of concrete directions or

legislation. As McFadyen observes, "In this context, the proliferation ofjob creation programs can

be seen as a 'cash grab' by an expanding spending department that was experimenting with new

ways to fi¡lfil an uncertain mandate."Ta

ln the early 1970s, youth ruremployment ¡emained a concern, given that many of Canada's

baby boomers were leaving school and entering the labou¡ force, and during the summer of 1970, the

federal governnent frrnded summer job centres (called, at the time Canada Manpower Cenhes for

Students), hostels, youth exchanges, student mobility programs and language Íaining. The federal

govemment also introduced the Opporlunities for Youth (OFY) job-creation program, which was a

relatively modest summer job program for students, and reflected a prevalent attitude in society at the

time, "OFY...was envisaged as a challenge to the dissident youth movement of the late 1960s and

early 1970s; it was an effort to institute a 'participatory democracy' concept as espoused by the early

Trudeau government."Ts

OFY was the precursor to an array of succeeding youth-specific programs targeted to the

non-profit and public sectors, including Young Canada Works, which in turn was amalgamated under

the Summer Youth Employment Program (SYEP) in 1980s; and the Summer Job Corps. Summer

Canada, an umbrella pro$am which coordinated youth activities fo¡ the Deparhnent, was innoduced

in 1983.

McFadyen,89.

Musrynski,270
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The second major job creation program inhoduced during the early 1970s was the Local

Initiatives Program (LIP), which was introduced as part of the federal government's Special

Employrnent Plan in 1971.16 LIP was targeted to finding jobs for the seasonally unemployed in

labour-intensive community development projects. Critics of the LIP program noted that it had a

tendency to create dependency on government frrnding, lacked accountability measures, was open to

political interference, and benefitted the middle class.77 Federal officials agreed that the progam

created dependency and were concerned that some goverment-sponsored trainees were dropping out

of training because the LIP wages were higher than training allowances. In Ig77,LIp was replaced

by Canada Works, whose funding was allocated on a constituency basis and was popular with Mps

in increasing their constituency profiles. However, this program was soon divided into the Canada

Community Development Project and the Canada Community Services Project, and in 1982, the New

Employment and Expansion Development (NEED) program was introduced to create jobs for those

who had exhausted their UI benefîts. NEED, in hrrn, was replaced by a different Canada Works

program in 1983-84

In 1972, the federal government also introduced the Local Employment Assistance program

(LEAP) to create jobs for the unemployed and those on social assistance. Unlike LIp and OFy

which provided short-term frrnding to counter cyclical and seasonal ruremployment, LEAp was

Hunter, 203- 9. The Special Emplol.rnent Plan authorized spending of almost half-a-billion dollars in
seven programs, the last three of which were rmder the responsibility of the Department of Manpower
and Immigration: (l) the Federal-Provincial Special Employment Loans Program (SELF); (2) the
Federal Labour-lntensive Program ßLIP); (3) the Accelerated Loan Program (operated by the
Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation); (a) the Agriculhual Exhibitions Lóan Program; (5) the
Local Initiatives Program (I-tr); (6) the Canada Manpower Training Program (CMTp) 

- created to
coordinate the Department of Manpower and Immigration's institutional training activities; and (7)
the Canada Manpower Training-on-the-Job Program (CMTJP) 

- a revival of the Older Worker
Employment and Training Incentive Program, which was later incorporated into the Canada
Manpower Industrial Trarning Program.

see sandra Gwyn, "The Great ottawa Grant Boom (And How it Grew),,' Saturday Nighl october
1972,23, quoted in Hunter, 206.
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designed to provide long-term job opporrunities by providing three-year seed fi.nding to local

projects which could then become self-sufficient.

By 1981, LEAP - which was eventually incorporated in to the Jobs Corp program in 1983-

84 - was joined by two other community development programs: the Canada Community

Development Projects (CCDP) and the Local Emplol,rnent Development Assistance (LEDA)

program. In 1983/84, CCDP and LEDA were consolidated under the Local Emplol'rnent and

Development (LEAD) program. As McFadyen notes, "By this time, however, community economic

development had almost become the exclusive domain of the Deparhnent of Regional Indushial

Expansion (DzuE), and LEAD's primary function was that of filling in funding gaps left by DRIE in

smaller communities and for smaller projects."?8

Many of the innovative job creation programs were targeted to helping workers and industry

adjust to major layoffs and economic restructu¡ing. In 1981-82, the federal government announced

that it would use $170 million from the LII fund (through Section 38 of rhe UI Act)?e and $50 million

from the Economic and Regional Development Fund to finance job creation activities in various

resource industries. Also at this time, the Industry Labou¡ Adjustment Program (ILAP) was

announced which provided $350 million over three years to help communities, workers and

industries adjust to industrial restructuring. The Canada Community Services Project (CCSP)

supported job creation in the voluntary and community sectors, and the New Technology

Employment Program (ÀITEP) created work for graduates in scientific and technical fields. The

Canadian lndustrial Renewal Board (CIRB) was established in 1981 to help modernize the textile

McFadyen,94.

Since 1977, the UI program has had several functions added to its original mandate of providing
income support to the unemployed. These additions - often referred to as UI Developmental Ùses
(UDU) - include the use of UI flmds to support work-sharing, training and job creatìon initiatives.
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indusbry and assist adjustment in this sector, and Work-sharing which was inhoduced in the late

1970s (but was fourd to be too expensive) was resrurected in the early l9g0s.

Two other wage subsidy programs were inhoduced in 1981-82. The first, targeted to older

workers, was called the Portable Wage Subsidy Program. The second, a special program for the

Emplol'rnent Disadvantaged (PED), was established to frnd jobs for the mentally and physically

handicapped. Another initiative, called the Emplol,rnent Tax Credit program, provided tax rebates to

companies which hired new staff. However, the arrangement was cancelled in lgSl because

evaluations showed that 63 percent of the hirings would have occurred without the program.so

Many of these programs were simply repackaged and renamed versions of earlier progr¿Lms,

often reflecting a change in minister or senior official. As Hunter points out:

In the early 1980s, EIC was visited by a senior official of the U. K.'s Manpower Services
Commission. In a briefing session on the history ofjob creation p.ogt*r in Canada, the
visitor looked more and more puzzled at the parade of programs with different names and
acronyms but very simila¡ content. Suddenly his face lit up and he said, 'Aren't you the
clever people! You don't change the programs, you just change the names!'8r

The programs \ryere shuffled and renamed once again in 1983-84, and the deparÍnent's job

creation activities were consolidated into four major employment programs and one summer

program:

l. Canada Works - which incorporated NEED and the WJob Creation Program with other

earlier progams;

2. Local Employment Assistance and Development (LEAD) program - for areas with

chronically high unemplolment, incorporating LEDA, ccDp and other programs;

Hvnter,24l .

Ibid., 299.
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Career-Access program - for the disabled and inexperienced worker, incorporating NTEP,

PWS, CCSP and PED;

Job Corps - for the severely employrnent-disadvantaged, incorporating LEAP, and the

Youth Job Corps component of CCDP; and

Summer Canada - which incorporated CECs for Students and other youth programming.

4.

5.

4.3. A Shilt in Economic Thought

Just as Canada had developed a truly active labour market policy in the mid-1970s, the

nation entered into a recession. Inflation was escalating, caused in part by OPEC price hikes and the

influences of post-Vietnam inflation in the United States. By lg7l,economists became increasingly

convinced that the Keynesian approaches which had dominated the postwar era were contributing the

inflationary spiral.82 What was to result would be a major shift in the dominant economic

philosophy, away from traditional Keynesian techniques to more conservative approaches.

The Bank of Canada and the Economic Council of Canada became increasingly convinced

that traditional Keynesian economic policies no longer worked and that government interventions

(and the bureaucracies which administered them) had proliferated beyond reasonable limits. The

federal govemment supported the Bank of Canada by innoducing an Anti-Inflation Program,

involving fiscal and monetary measures, government spending reshaints and price and wage controls.

The burgeoning conservative ideology appeared to cenffe on an OECD report (the

McCracken report) which expressed concern, among other things, about the g¡owth in federal

Muszl.nski,272
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spending.s3 The federal government responded with a new rash of spending cuts and a discussion

paper which described a new approach to labour ma¡ket policy. The paper, released at a First

Ministers' Conference on the Economy in 1978, illustrated that:

The Federal Government's economic program announced by the Prime Minister on August I
is based on the fundamental principle that an efficient and competitive private sector should
play the main role in assuring Canada's economic growth...In terms of the labour market this
principle means that governments should intervene specifically to act as catalysts in
promoting self reliance. On the demand side, emphasis should be shifted to private sector
emplol'rnent development, helping industry employ Canadians, particularly yogng job
seekers. On the supply side continuing attempts should be made to increase incentives to
work and remove barriers to employment which could arise through a lack of appropriate
skills.sa

4.3.1. Creøtion of Employment and Immigrøtion Canadø

The economic philosophy, which had tumed towards a greater reliance on market forces and

less on govemment intervention, shaped the decision to re-unite employment policy and

ruremployment insurance. Since 1964,the UI program - housed within the Department of Labou¡

- had been completely separated from the Deparhnent of Employnnent and Immigration's

employment programs and services. However, as UI expendifures escalated, resulting from major

amendments to the UI Act in 1971, Conservative opposition within Parliament pressured the

government to ensu¡e the III program was not being abused. Accordingly, the federal government

announced that emplol'rnent programs would be reunited with unemployment insu¡ance to facilitate

the detection and prevention of abuse of the UI program and to focus the employrnent services on the

unemployed.s5

Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development, Towards Full Emptoyment and Price
Stability @aris: OECD,1917), quored in Muszynski, 273.

Canada Employrnent and Immigration Commission, "Labour Market Policies," discussion paper
presented at the First Ministers' Conference on the Economy,2T -29 November 1978 þhotoõopied)
Document No. 800-9/009, l, quoted in Muszynskr,273-4.

Hunter indicates it was anticipated that the merger would benefit the emplol'rnent programs as well as
the Ui program by redirecting UI fimds into training or job creation,237.



ln August l9TT,Emplovment and Immigration Canada (EIC) was created. Under the

new arrangements, Canada Manpower Cenfres would be renamed Canada Employment Centres

(CECs), and the number of regions was increased f¡om five to ten - one for each province, with

Alberta Region being responsible for the Northwest Territories and the B. C. Region talcing

responsibility for the Yukon.

The creation of EIC complicated the organizational structure considerably, which now

consisted of:

L the canada Employment and Immigration commission (CEIC) - which had

responsibility for all of the active labour ma¡ket progamming and services, unemplo¡rment

insurance and immigration policy. The CEIC was formally constructed as a tripartite body,

comprised of the Chairman, who was also the Deputy Minister of the Deparhnent, and two

commissioners, representing respectively business and labou¡. The Labour Market

Development and Employment Services branch was created to coordinate EIC's active

labou¡ market activities and to oversee the CECs. There was also a separate branch for

Immigration and three staff service branches: Systems and Procedures, Finance and.

Administ¡ation, and Personnel. As McFadyen points out:

CEIC was responsible for program operations as well as program development,
planning and monitoring. The structure of the Commission provided it with a
degree of independence f¡om the minister. In the realm of ALMP [active labou¡
market policy] this independence was enhanced because of the more political nah¡e
of immigration issues which generally required constant ministerial attention.s6

' the Department of Employment and Immigration - which was made up of the Strategic

Policy and Planning branch, the Public Affairs branch, and later the Youth Affairs branch.
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McFadyen, 182.



These branches were intended to provide a cenfalized intelligence and support function to

the more decentralized CEIC.

In addition, efforts were made to improve the Departrnent's labour market information and

occupational forecasting. A Job Vacancy Survey was undertaken through what is now known as

Statistics Canada to provide current information on job vacancies across Canada. This survey was

discontinued ostensibly because the data was of questionable quality, but it was also true that the

results were often used by critics to attack the government. Work also began to develop a National

Occupational Classification (NOC) system.

The DeparÍnent also introduced an Occupational Shortages Survey to determine the specific

location, duration and nature of labour shortages and developed two forecasting tools: the Canadian

Occupational Forecasting Program (COFOR) and the Forward Occupational Imbalance Listing

(FOIL). In 1981, COFOR and FOIL were the basis for the Canadian Occupational Projection

System (COPS).

With the pressr¡res of federal cuts, attempts were made to make EIC operations more

efficient through the use of computer technology. Although early attempts to inhoduce an ambitious

Automated Client lnformation System failed, the Departrnent achieved some success in introducing

an onJine computerized Metropolitan Order Processing System (MOPS) and an interactive,

computerized information and career planning system, called the Computerized Heu¡istic

Occupational Information and Career Exploration System (CHOICES). In 1980 an on-line

computerized inventory ofjobs, called the National Job Bank, was officially opened.

By the early 1980s, the new conservative philosophy in labour market economics had been

frmly embraced by senior officials, and a Revitalization of the Employment Service project was

introduced to explore how automation and expanded self-service arrangements could frrther

50
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improve client service and increase efficiency. The line staff of EIC reacted to the initiative with a

great deal of scepticism They argued that they were already criticized for not providing enough

service, and increases in self-service options would only exacerbate the poor perceptions that

employers and workers already had of the CECs. They also were sceptical about how quickly and

effectively increased computerization was to resolve their immediate problems. There was a general

perception among the staff that, with increasing demands and frozen or reduced staff resources,

existing expectations of the employment service had already outstripped its ability to deliver.

The Revitalizationexercise led to some changes within EIC. First, despite the concerns of

the staff, the decision was made to automate the labou¡ exchange function as much as possible and to

inüoduce more self-service techniques. Furthermore, the service would no longer attempt to

undertake activities that were capable of being provided by the private sector (e.g., by corporate

personnel offices or private 'head hunting' firms). Instead, resources would be focussed on activities

appropriate to the needs of the region, and local CECs were to be provided with more planning and

decision-making authority to determine and respond to those needs.

4.3.2. The Dodge ønd Allmand Reports

By the last half of 1981 the Canadian economy was entering what would be the worst

recession since the Depression and, by 1983, unemployrnent reached a postwar record level (at that

time) of 11.9 percent.8T In the five short years between 1979-80 and 1984-85, the federal deficit

tripled (from $l1.6 billion to $37 billion) and the national debt grew from $l l3 billion to $250

billion.ss Public concerns about the federal deficit and national debt returned to the political fore for

the first time since the war.

Hunter,264.

Ibid
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With the onset of the recession and high unemployment of the early 1980s, the federal

government announced that it would set up two task forces to examine federal labour market policies.

The first was the Task Force on Labou¡ Market Development, led by David Dodge and consisting of

seconded deparfrnental staff. Most of the research going into the study was done 'in-house' and

represented the views of the bureaucracy, not of the government. The 'Dodge Report'8e was released

in July 1981.

The second study, with the specific mandate to examine how Canada could meet critical skill

needs in the 1980s, was undertaken by the Parliamentary Task Force on Employment Opporhurities

for the 80s, chaired by the Honourable Warren Allrnand. The Allmand Committee was comprised of

Members of Parliament from the three main political parties of the day. The Committee held

extensive consultations with the provinces and the Canadian public and examined the labour market

experiences of other countries. Its report was issued in March l9g I .e0

The Dodge Report offered a new view of labou¡ market policy, one which echoed the new

conservative ideology. It suggested that the traditional measures were no longer effective in reducing

unemployment and, instead, argued that labou¡ suppty factors - caused primarily by the increased

labour force participation of women and youth - were the cause of high unemployment. This

argument \¡/as open to political criticism, since many women's groups suggested that it reinforced

gender biases in the labour market. Further, social welfare groups criticized the approach, because,

in their view, "any effort to justifu high rates of youth unemployrnent flies in the face of the evident

Employrnent and Immigration Canada, Labour Market Development in the I9!}s,Report of the Task
Force on Labour Market Development (Ottawa, July I 981).

Canada, House of Commons, I4/orkfor Tomorrow: Employment Opportunities for fhe B0s, (Ottawa,
Supply and Services Canada, l98l).
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social problems of youth alienation, crime, suicide and poor health, which are linked to an ailing

economy."el

There were dangers, therefore, in a politician's supporting this position openly, and this may

have been part of the reason that the MPs on the Allmand Committee chose to take a sfong opposing

view to that of the Dodge Committee. The Allmand Report criticized the Dodge Committee's work,

stating that, although it might represent the new ideolory among labou¡ market economists, it did not

reflect the views of the Canadiancitizertry. However, it was the Dodge Report, prepared by public

servants, and not the work of the parliamentary task team, that had the most influence on Canada's

labour market policy.

4.3.3. The Impact on Training

The Dodge Report suggested that existing funding for haining was adequate and that the

impact of training may have been overly exaggerated during the 1970s, since other interventions had

often been shown to produce better results. It emphasized the need for highJevel critical skills

training and recommended a significant shift in the way training dollars were allocated, transferring

funds cu¡rently used for basic skills training into high-level technical training at colleges.

ln EIC's view (as reflected in the Dodge Report), expenditures under the AOTA had become

too oriented towards basic skill development - considered the responsibility of the provinces - and

youths, which was precisely the cohort the federal goveniment was intent on not servicing under the

act.e2 As Muszynski contends:

Musz)'nski,276.

From 1970 to 1980, the percentage of youth trainees in AOTA programs increased from about 40 per
cent of all participants to over 50 per cent. McFadyen, 81. Also see Employment and Immigration,
Labour Marl<et Development in the 1980s,229.
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Evaluations of the federal skill training pro$am had consistently revealed that federal
üaining dollars were being used primarily in upgrading the basic skills of those with minimal
or no job skills, and that frurds continued to be disproportionately allocated to a¡eas of high
unemployrnent. While this situation had in the past been tolerated for reasons of equity, the
prevailing economic climate could, from the federal point of view, no longer afford the use
of scarce training dollars for purpose that did not contribute directly to ecònomic growth.e3

ln confrast to the Dodge Report's recommended, the Allmand Report suggested that more

ñmds be allocated for Íaining purposes and recommended an expansion of basic skills faining in an

effort to eliminate frmctional illiteracy and suggested an increase in naining allowances.

llltimately, however, it was the Dodge Report which had the greatest impact on the federal

government's Íaining policy. Federal-provincial agreements were scheduled to expire, and the way

was paved for the introduction of the National Training,4cr (NTA) n 1982. The NTA intended to

make training more responsive to the needs of the labour ma¡ket and to shift training priorities from

basic and low-level skills haining to critical, high-end training.

Under the NTA, the CMTP and the CMITP were replaced by the National Training Program

(NTP), which retained the two basic categories of training - institutional and industrial fiaining -
but which added a third category, the Skills Growth Fund. This was the first major capital grants

proglam since the TVTA, but, unlike the TVTA, the Skills Growth Fund was designed to allow

institutions and industry to update their capital equipment and facilities for training in areas in which

skills shortages existed.

However, some saw the Skills Growth Fund as:

...a ¡eturn to the philosophy of the Technical and Vocational Training Act of the early
1960s. The federal govemment would try, through a shared-cost program, to encourage the
provinces to give priority to the kinds of training facilities required to meet future skill
shortages.ea

Muszynski,274.

Hunter,296.
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The program was soon cancelled due to the federal government's growing concern that little of the

fr.ditrg was actually being spent on high-skills haining priorities.

The other innovation of the NTA was the innoduction of targeted training under the Critical

Trade Skills Training (CTST) program in national demand occupations - those occupations

which were experiencing (or would likely experience) skill shortages. Under the NTA, federal

government would, in consultation with the provinces, identifu a¡eas of skill shortages and target

national occupations for haining support.

The NTA was effective in shifting expenditures from institutional training to industrial

training (see table 3). Between 1974-75 and 1980-81, the industrial naining share of expenditu¡es

increased from 9.3 percent to 14.7 percent. Although the 1981 recession reduced the share reflecting

the reduced number of firms training, the percentage grew once economic conditions began to

improve. The proportional reduction in the share of institutional training represented a loss of

f,-dittg revenues going to provincial institutions. The impact on some provinces was greater than

for others. Unlike most provinces which were hit hard by the recession, Ontario's demand for high-

skilled labour remained relatively high. As a result, Ontario was better able to take advantage of the

CTST component of the NTA.e5

The NTA provided more stable futdittg arrangements than under the AOTA through the

establishment of three-year agreements with the provinces with minimum purchase guarantees for

institutional training. Provinces maintained the authority to approve federal purchases of haining,

and as such, they could continue to influence how federal priorities were implemented. In fact, basic

skills haining still accounted for about one-fifth of federal training purchases, even in 1985.e6

See McFadyen, 84-5

Canada. A Study Team Report to the Task Force on Program Review, Sentice to the public, Job
Creation, Training and Employment Services (Ottawa, Supply and Services Canada, 1986), 21.
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Table 3
IndushiaVlnstitutional Balance of Federal Training Expendifures.
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94.9%

4.4

90.7Vo
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Ideøs, Interests snd Institutions in the Liberøl Yeørs

Souce: EIC md CEIC funul Reports æ presented in McBride, Not Ilrorbing, p. 126.

89.t%

86.5%

involvement in active labou¡ market development. Nominal spending on job creation and faining

increased fifty-two fold from $48.6 million in 1965-66 to over $2.5 billion in 1984-85.e7 It is clear

that there were many factors influencing federal involvement in this area. This section examines

those factors in two parts. It is shown that during the first decade of the Liberal administration (i.e.,

the mid-1960s to the mid-1970s), 'ideas' (i.e., economic paradigm, political ideology, and political

considerations) were the catalyst of federal actions. lnterests played only a minor, indirect role, but

institutions such as federalism and bureaucracies, were somewhat effective in frusfating federal

intentions. During the second half of the Liberal Yeals, one sees a split in ideas between the Liberal

political tenets and the emergence of monetarism as the dominant economic paradigm.

86.7o/o

The Liberal Years reflected a transformative change in the federal government's

84.9o/o

Industrial

85.2Y.
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13.50/o

13.3o/o

15.loÁ

14.7%

Melrz,287 (for I 965-66 values) and McBride, Not Ilorking, I 26 (for 1 984-85 expendihues).



4.4.1 The First Decade

1. Economic Paradigm - Perhaps one of the most influential factors in the federal

government's involvement in active labour market policy was the gowing acceptance of the post-

Keynesian economic paradigm during the 1960s. In this perspective, active labou¡ ma¡ket policy is

seen as a fimdamental means by which full emplol.rnent could be achieved without stimulating

inflationary effects. The creation ofa dedicated federal deparhnent to develop a Swedish-style active

labour market policy and the direct purchase of training by the federal govemment were evidence of

Ottawa's acceptance of the post-Keynesian paradigm.

A Ideas

2' Political Ideology - The Liberal ideology as expressed through Trudeau's vision of a 'Just

Society' complemented this perspective well, echoing its support for economic growth while

promoting social equity. The government's commitrnent to equity concerns was evident in the

targeting of employrnent services and many job creation programs to the emplolnnent disadvantaged.

3. Electoral Considerations - The Liberal government's interest in political visibility was a

significant factor in its decision to expand its role in labow force training under the AOTA. It was

apparent that the federal government was no longer content with the shared cost arrangements which

placed it in the position of an invisible fmancier, with the provinces receiving most, if not all, of the

credit for the initiatives.e8 Fu¡thermore, job creation programming became an athactive option for

the Liberal government who wished to appear to be doing something about youth unemployment, to

ensure their political survival.
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Accepting the assumption that the labour market operates as a 'market,' then the primary

interests in active labou¡ ma¡ket policy, outside of the state, are employers and employees - the

'buyers' and 'sellers' of labour in the markeþlace. Therefore, it is these g¡oups which have the most

interest in influencing federal activity in this policy area.

It has generally been accepted that weakly associated and poorly coordinated interest groups

are better suited to assume a simple advocacy role in areas of narrow interest. The more highly

developed the interest goups are, the more capable they are to assurne a participatory role in policy

making. It is also true that the more these groups become involved in policy making, the greater the

chances are of their becoming even more highly developed.ee

Several studies have shown that business groups in Canada lack the organizational capacity

to speak to major policy issues with one voice, especially when those issues cross industry lines.loo

In addition, Canada's business sector has a relatively poor record in training and has largely

relinquished responsibility for training to government.tol Similarly, the Canadian labour movement

has been described as being divided and highly decentralized.

Human resource development in Canada has generally been labelled ineffective, largely

because of the often adversarial labour relations climate.ro2 Porter summa¡izes the Canadian

situation as follows:

B. Interests
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Canada's wealth has allowed Canadian firms, labour and governments to all achieve their
respective goals without major change or sacrifice. This wealth provided little incentive for
labou¡, management and government to work together to improve national competitiveness.
The motivations of different constituencies have often focused on capturing alarger share of
existing wealth rather than working together to increase it. Significant chasms now eúst
between the th¡ee constituencies and within government itself. The relationship between
labour and management has often been confrontational. At the same time, management has
seldom feated labou¡ as parbrers. Labour and government have also not worked well
together, with labour often taking on an adversarial role with respect to many aspects of
economic policy, while governments' relations with their own work force have also
sometimes been sfained. ro3

Because of the adversarial natu¡e of Canadian labou¡ relations and the relatively weak

organizational structures ofthese interests, business and labour have been largely ineffective in

influencing federal active labou¡ ma¡ket policy. As McFadyen has shown, the lack of organizational

structure of the various societal interest groups meant that the development of fede¡al strategies have

been led by Ottawa and the provinces by default.r0a

As such, the Liberals found little formal resistance to their plans from business and labour

interests. In fact, the federal government's initiatives to create a fully developed active labou¡ market

strategy may have enjoyed tacit support from both business and labour since it balanced economic

growth objectives with full employment goals - thereby potentially satisfying concerns on both

sides of this adversarial relationship.

l. Federalism - If the federal government did not find much resistance to its initiatives from

the private sector, it certainly did from the provinces. Following the announcement of the federal

government's plans to expand its role in training, the provinces condemned what was perceived as

C. lnstitutions

Ibid., 64.
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federal intrusion into an area ofprovincial jurisdiction. Thei¡ persistent and loud protests forced

Ottawa to make changes to its plans and allowed the provinces to maintain a significant level of

influence over federal actions under the AOTA.

The fact that the provinces had less of a jurisdictional claim in the area ofjob creation may

have also contributed to Ottawa's choice in exploiting this policy instrument. As McFadyen points

out, much of the federal job creation progamming was limited to summer job schemes, and:

The fact that EIC only deemed summer job creation programs for youth (when students are
not in provincially run schools) as within its realm of responsibility is further evidence of the
reticence on the part of the federal government to engage in anythrng that my be construed as
an infringement on the provinces' authority over education.ro5

2. Bureaucracy - It is also true that the federal government's own bu¡eaucracy did, at times,

frushate its attempts to create a fully developed active labow ma¡ket policy. The hansitional

problems faced by line staff when the employment programs and services were separated from the UI

pro9ram is a case in point. Additional resistance was evident when the 'educationalists' within the

TVT branch of the federal government supported the provinces in their protests against the AOTA.

4.4.2 The Second Decade

l. Economic Paradigm - The shift in economic paradigm towards a more market-oriented,

monetarist approach clearly began to influence government policies beginning in the mid-1970s. The

introduction of the Anti-hrflation program and a succession of federal spending cuts in the late 1970s

did not spare active labour ma¡ket progamming. Training programs under the NTA were re-focused

to increase the level of industrial training and to make federally sponsored training more responsive

to the needs of industry where skill shortages existed. Job creation resources were shifted from

A. Ideas

Ibid.,91.



direct, short-term, community-based projects to job creation in the private sector, with an increased

emphasis on wage-subsidy programs and employ'rnent tax credits.ro6 Emplol,rnent services were

'revitalized' to make them more efficient and focussed by introducing more self-service job-finding

techniques. The emphasis of the new conservative economic ideology was less government and a

more private sector focus in active labour market policy.

2. Political Ideotogy - Although the Liberal government showed signs of moving federal

programming towards a market-oriented focus, it was apparent that the Liberal political ideology

prevented the government from embracing this new philosophy in its entirety. For example, despite

the government's acceptance of a shift in focus towards industrial training under the NTA, the

Liberals continued to target training funding to selected priority groups: women, Natives, and the

physically disabled, and special considerations were given to the severely employment

disadvantaged. Furthermore, the Liberals continued to funnel funds into job creation activities,

despite criticisms of these progr¿ìms by monetarists and conservative forces. As such, nominal job

creation expendihres actually surpassed those in training by 1983-84 (see table 4 and figure l).

6l

3. Electoral Considerations - Because job creation programs were concerned primarily with

stabilizing cyclical or seasonal unemployrnent, many of the interventions were ad hoc and temporary.

As a result, they were often viewed as uncoordinated and duplicative. The public often referred to

them as wastefirl 'make-work' schemes which represented pork-barrel politics. As McFadyen

argues, there was some evidence to support this view, given that expenditures on job creation rose

substantially in 1979-80 and 1984-85 - both of which were election years - and fell shortly

Musrynski,289.
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afterwards. However, McFadyen proceeds to state that there were also substantial increases in non-

election years, primarily resulting from cyclical downturns in the economy.tot

Despite the increase in nominal allocations for job creation under the Liberals, in constant

dollar terms, job creation expenditures remained relatively stable until 1983-84. Even after the major

increase in expenditues in 1983-84 - when unemployment was at I I percent - expendihres were

only slightly higher, in constant dollar terms, than they were in lg7l-7zwhen unemployment was

only 6.2 percent. This would suggest that job creation activities may have represented the desire of

federal MPs to increase their constituency profiles more than a fundamental belief in full emplol,rnent

as an objective.

B

Although it is true that business and labow have had a limited formal impact on active

labow market policy, it should not be assumed that business or labour interests have no political

leverage, nor should it be assumed that the influencing capabilities of business and labou are equal.

For example, business was vociferous in its attack of the job creation and training programs of the

Liberal government. On the other hand, the successive recessions since the early 1970s have

reduced the bargaining strength of labour, which in hrrn has shifted the balance of political influence

towards business and away from labou¡.

This trend is especially significant in the context of a2l-nation study undertaken by Schmidt

which found that, "A strong socialist milieu, whether measu¡ed in terms of average left-wing vote or

the presence of a strong dominant part of the left within the political system, exerts a shong pressure

Interests

McFadyen,99.



on govenìment to practice active labour market policies."ro8 There appears to be support for this

conclusion in the Canadian context because the decline in the relative shength of the NDP in the

federal government during this period appears to correspond to growth in acceptance ofthe

monetarist paradigm.
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I ' Federalism - As in the first decade of the Liberal administration, the provinces frustrated

federal intentions for training. They managed to maintain a role in approving federal purchases and,

for the most part, preserved expendihres in traditional areas of support. Although they did lose

some ground in the shift from institutional to industrial training, about 85 percent of federal funding

was still channelled to provincial institutions.

C. Institutions

64

(Source: Table 4)

2' Bureaucracy - Furthermore, the line staff in the federal bureaucracy resisted some of the

changes to federal progamming, as evidenced by their protestations against the automation of

employment services. However, despite the resistance from line staff, it was federal policy staff -



largely economists who supported the dominant economic paradigm - who were the primary

vehicles of policy change during this period. As this chapter showed, it was the views of the policy

bureaucracy, as represented in the Dodge Report, which shaped many of the changes in federal

activities.

4.4.3 Conclusions

Clearly, during the first half of the Liberal administration, ideas in the form of Liberal

ideology, the dominant economic paradigm of post-Keynesianism, and electoral considerations \ryere

the main driving forces behind the federal govemment's move to create an active labour market

policy. Although interests did not play a major role in the determination of federal policy,

institutions such as federalism and bureaucracies resisted federal initiatives.

In the second half of the Liberal Years, a clash of ideas was evident. While it is clear that

the monetarist economic paradigm began to influence federal active labour ma¡ket policy, the

political ideology of the Liberal government did not support the full expression of this more

conservative approach. Furthermore, although interests still did not have a formal role in policy

development in this area, itwas clea¡ that business concerns were beginning to dominate economic

thought. The institution of federalism continued to provide opporfunities to frustrate federal

intentions, and it is clear that the new conservative paradigm was actively supported by the federal

policy bureaucracy.

Despite the continued resistance from the provinces and the shift in economic thinking

towards less government involvement promoted by the economists in the federal bureaucracy, federal

expenditures increased by over 5,000 percent during the period in which the Liberals were in power.

As such, one could argue that political ideology was the dominant determinant of federal involvement

in active labou¡ market development during the Liberal yea¡s.
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This chapter outlines the active labou¡ market policies of the Conservative government

under the leadership of Brian Mulroney. It will be shown that, rmder the Tory govemment's political

ideology, the dominant economic paradigm shessing market forces and reduced federal involvement

in many areas of public policy became fully expressed. It will also be revealed that societal interests

began to take on a more formalized role in the policy network, reflecting the government's desire to

increase private sector involvement, thereby permiuing reduced federal support. Finally, it will be

shown that instituti especially federalism and constitutional processes - had a significant role

to play in fede¡al strategies. During the first half of the Conservative administration, the provinces

united against federal intentions to 'privatize' labou¡ market training; however, their solidarity

dissolved during the Tories' second term of office. ln fact, demands for greater autonomy in training

by some provinces during constitutional discussions supported the federal government in its desire to

reduce its role in active labour ma¡ket policy.

CHAPTER 5

THE CONSERVATIVE YEARS

5.1. The Cønadian Jobs Strateg (I9B5l

The Progressive Conservatives under Brian Mulroney came to power in September 19g4,

largely on the election platform of 'Jobs, jobs, jobs" stemming out of the legacy of the recession of

the early I980s and the structural changes occurring in the Canadian economy. It was necessary,
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therefore, for the Tories to be seen as having a commitrnent to active labou¡ market policy. However,

there was significant scepticism that the cur¡ent system could pass muster. The credibility of naining

had been damaged because there were often few jobs available for those who were fained, since

much of the faining occurred in sectors which already had labour surpluses.roe The public was also

concerned about the proliferation ofjob creation programs, replete with their often pithy acron),.rns,

since they were largely created as a result of ad hoc (and often politically motivated) responses to

volatile economic conditions and did not represent a coherent, comprehensive labour market sfategy.

Many felt that the progams overlapped each other or left gaps in service. The sheer numbers and

varieties of interventions were conñrsing not only to the public but to EIC staff as well.

Armed with this widespread criticism of the existing system, the newly elected Conservative

government embarked on an immediate plan to redesign completely the federal labour market

policy.rr0 ln November 1984, the Speech from the Tkone identified the government's intention to

develop a new labour market strategy that would be "cost effective and oriented to the private

sector."rll ln that same month, Michael Wilson's economic statement identified two of the Mulroney

government's basic principles in this regard. First, policy would be developed in "cooperation and

consultation with the government's economic, political and social partners," and, second, policy

would reflect a basic "reliance on the capabilities of the private sector to create job opporfunities."r12

Upon assuming office, the new minister of Emplol.rnent and Immigration Canada, Flora

MacDonald, was eager to put her stamp on the active labour market programs and services.

109
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However, although dependent upon the public servants in EIC to provide the technical expertise to

ctaft a new strategy, she and her political staff were somewhat suspicious of the bureaucrats in office

- many of whom were hired during the Liberal adminisüation.

A decision was made to strike a steering committee to develop the new skategy, comprised

of officials from the Labour Market Development Branch within CEIC and representatives from the

Public Affairs and Strategic Policy and Planning (SPP) branches of the Deparhnent as well as

political staff from the Minister's office. The SPP representatives \ryere economists who had

embraced the new conservative philosophy which had come to dominate labour market economics in

the early 1980s. They had developed a predominantly critical stance with regard to the government,s

existing active labour market policies, resulting in part from their experiences as evaluators of these

prog¡ams. And, because it was their job to analyse and plan programs, they were at an advantage

over their other committee colleagues in conhibuting to a new vision for active labou¡ market policy.

As a consequence, their views effectively dominated committee discussions, and Spp senior officials

eventually took the lead on 'selling' the new policy to the minister.t3

MacDonald was extremely open to the ideas emerging from SPP, despite her initial distrust

of the bu¡eaucracy. She wanted change, and here she had bureaucrats admitting that change was

required. Furthermore, the ideas of the SPP branch were complementary to the ideology of the

government and were politically appealing. Given that Mulroney had provided line ministers with

considerably greater discretion over their own budgets than had existed under Trudeau, MacDonald

was essentially free to implement the shategy without major obstacles from the federal Cabinet.

As McFadyen points out, the 'chief pen' of the CJS was Peter Hicks of the SPp branch who was an
economist by training. His assistant deputy minister, Barry Carin, took on the responsibility of selling
the strategy to Flora McDonald, assisted by his deputy minister, Gaétan Lussiei, who had been the
Chairman/Deputy Minister for nearly three yeaÍs 

- an anomaly in the federal system which normally sees

lenutl ministers change their dçartments within one-and-a-half years, on average. McFadyen, l g7 and
Hunter,327.
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The only real opposition to the SPP plan was expected to originate from the CEIC, which

operated the programs to be redesigned. However, several factors mitigated their opposition. First,

the Labou¡ Ma¡ket Development branch staff of CEIC felt confident that, given the minister wanted

quick reforms, any changes to 'thei¡' programs would be minor and incremental in nature.

Furthermore, some of the CEIC staff had not agreed with the modifications under the NTA, and

others were unhappy \rrith the lack of stability of some of the job creation programs (and

consequently their own job security). They saw the current review as an opportunity to effect

changes which would further their interests.rra Consequently, discontent within the CEIC conhibuted

in part to the acceptance of the SPP plan without much of the anticipated resistance.

Reflecting the new government's commifnent to approach policy development through open

consultation,rl5it was decided that a discussion paper on the govemment's intentions would be

prepared to solicit input from the private sector. The Consultation Paper on Training was quickly

developed,rr6 and EIC proceeded to meet with business, labour and other groups.rrT However, due to

the short time frames involved and the lack of consensus among or within the various societal

groups, none was able to influence the federal proposal. As McFadyen has noted, business viewed

the federal active labour market programs as being socially - not economically - oriented and,

therefore, felt them not to be relevant to its interests. Labou¡ was concerned that the proposals \ryere

Louise Bourgualt, Di¡ector General, I¡movations, Canadian Jobs Strategy, CEIC, interview by Craig
McFadyen, 29 March 1990, quoted in McFadyen, 192.

Michael J. Prince and James J. Rice, "the Canadian Jobs Strategy: Supply Side Social Policy," tn How
Ottawa Spends, 1989-90: The Buck Stops l|/here? ed., KatherineA. Graham (Ottawa: Ca¡leton
University Press, 1989), 249.

Peter Hicks recalls that this document was prepared over the course of a weekend. Peter Hicks, 28 March
1990, quoted in McFadyen, 193.

Employment and Immigration Ca¡ada, Consultation Paper: Training, (Ottawa: Supply and Services
Canada, December I 984).
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not tied to a frrll employrnent goal but did not actively oppose the federal proposals, and haining

providers at the time lacked the organizational capacity to play a meaningf,rl role.trs

Therefore, despite the Mulroney government's commihnent to increase the involvement of

the private sector in policy development, the lack of interest and./or organizational shength of societal

interests meant that discussions regarding the new federal shategy would be state-led by default. As

such, MacDonald proceeded to present the concept of the new sfategy to the provinces at a First

Ministers' Conference in Regina in February 1985. The federal government's intention was to

develop a consensus around the broad principles of the sfategy and, in an unusual show of

cooperation, all jurisdictions unanimously agreed to the following principles:

' training and job creation must be economic in orientation with emphasis on small
business and the support ofentrepreneurship;

' programming must be innovative, flexible and responsive to regional and local
labour market needs;

' the responsibility for haining and employment development must be shared between
governments and the private sector;

' there must be a commifnent to equality of access to faining and employrnent
development programs; and

' programs must be simple, rurderstandable and avoid wastefrrl duplication.rre

Soon afterward, the Nielsen Task Force reportr2o was released, which - as it admitted -
took special care to ensure that its recommendations were compatible with the government,s

direction. The report proposed that the private sector have more involvement in the design and

selection of federal training courses and that employment and naining progams be made more

fleúble and be integrated into private sector-directed, longer-term job creation activities. The Task

Force also recommended that federal programs be targeted at the emplol,rnent disadvantaged.

rr8 See McFadyen,226-310.

u9 Canad4 Empbynent Opportunities: Preparing Canadians for a Better Future, paper tabled at the Fi¡st
Ministers' Conference on the Economy (Regina: 14-15 February 1985), quoted in McFadyen, 150-1.
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releasing the sûatery, the Conservatives outlined the failures of the previous programs in

coordinating the efforts of the provinces and the private sector and criticized them for being

inflexible and overly complex.r2r Rather than focussing, as the Liberals had done, on demand-side,

job-creation activities, the Conservative government would adopt a supply-side approach to labour

market policy.r22 As such, it was the federal government's intention to combine practical work

experience and on-the-job (industrial) naining with the more theoretical and basic skills training

which occurred at the provincial institutions. This required the integration of industrial and

institutional fraining and the amalgamation of wages subsidies, allowances and grants.

Prior to the introduction of the CJS, separate funding allocations were made for institutional

(mostly community college) and industrial training, the latter of which was almost exclusively

targeted to apprenticeship haining (of which the in-class portion was also delivered at the colleges).

Under the CJS, however, training fi.mds would be allocated either through direct purchases from the

colleges, or through indirect purchases by 'third parties' - normally businesses or commrurity

agencies - on behalf of the federal government. Indirect purchases could be made at either public

institutions or through private trainers.

Some have described this change as a key feature of the new sfategy and as a move towards

rhe pnvatization of training because attention was shifted away from public trainers to private sector

'intermediaries.'r23 The underlying philosophy of EIC and the Mulroney government was that the

private sector knew best which kind of training was needed; therefore, it was necessary to provide

On June 28,l985,the federal government announced the Canadian Jobs Stategy (CJS).
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more funds for training directly to employers and to allow the ma¡ket to define haining needs. This

shift in focus led Prince and Rice to conclude that the CJS was "a good example of the Mulroney

agenda and the Canadian neo-conservatism in action.,,r2a

In response to the Nielsen Task Force recommendation that EIC programs and services

should be focussed on the most employment disadvantaged, the CJS program was founded on the

principle that "what works best" should be provided to those "most in need."r2s As Hunter contends:

The notion of 'most in need' recognized that there would never be enough money to do
everything worth doing. It meant that EIC would try to direct aid to workers with the most
severe employment problems, areas with highest uremplo¡rment or industrial sectors with
the worst skill shortages...This approach of helping the most in need with what works best is
of course consistent with an economic philosophy which respects 'market forces.' The state
will try to reshict its interventions to extreme cases in which the market, given a chance to
operate, doesn't seem able to resolve the problems encountered by workers or employers.t26

The Canadian Jobs Strategy was comprised of fou¡ key programs: Job Development, Job

Entry, Skill Shortages and Commrurity Futures (which did not start operating uritil 1986-87). Two

other smaller programs - Skill Investment and Innovations - completed the package.

Job Development was directed at the long-term unemployed and offered a combination of

training and work experience under three options. The fnst component - lndividually Subsidized

Jobs - involved providing wage subsidizes to employers who hired long-term, employnent-

disadvantaged individuals. The General Projects option extended the level of subsidy for employers

who hired groups of long-term unemployed persons. The final component involved providing basic

job preparation, skills training and work experience for the severely employrnent disadvantaged. In

t25

Prince and Rice, 255

The 'most in need' were defned as the long-term unemployed, tryomen re-entrants, youth, displaced
workers, employers suffering from skill shortages, and communities threatened with mássive lay-ãffs or
experiencing chronic unemplol'rnent. Specific participation targets were set for women, Natives ion- ana
off-reserve), disabled persons and visible minorities.
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order to be considered 'long-term unemployed,' a person had to be out of work for 24 of the last 30

weeks. This criterion was severely criticized for being inflexible and for forcing people stay

unemployed for the fü124 weeks, even though the CEC coursellor may have recognized early on

that it would be difficult for the individual to frnd a job.r2t

Job Entry had fou¡ options which combined training and on-the-job experience: Job Enby,

which was designed for youth having difficulty making the hansition f¡om school to work; Re-Entry,

which attempted to help \ryomen who were re-entering the job market after a minimum of three years;

Co-operative Education, which supported the introduction or expansion of worlc/study programs at

provincial institutions; and the challenge option for summer students.

Skills Shortages provided employers with wage subsidies and financial supports for

training workers in high demand occupations. Employers were able to provide either worþlace-

based training, institutional raining or a combination of the two. Despite the slight modification of

combining two approaches, this program has been described as, in effect, a simple continuation of

the critical rrades skills Training program introduced under the NTA.r28

Community Futures provided assistance under five streams to communities which were

facing major lay-offs or plant closu¡es or which were experiencing chronic unemployrnent and

economic decline. There were five options under this program: Self-Employment Incentive provided

weekly income subsidies to individuals who wanted to become self-employed; Business

Development Cenhes provided loans and advice to local small businesses; the Community Initiatives

Fund offered direct fi:nding for projects which would generate new, pennanent jobs; Relocation and

Exploration Assistance provided support for those looking for work in other areas of the country;

See, for example, Miles Corak, "Eligibility Rules in the Canadian Jobs Strategy: Shifting the Burden or
Targeting the Assistance?" C a n a d i an P u b li c p o I i cy, 17,l (l 99 l) :6 4 -7 6.

McFadyen, 155.
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and the Direct Training Option provided support for training. As McFadyen contends, the program

was very simila¡ to LEAD and the Canada Mobility Program which preceded the CJS.r2e

Skills Investment provided on-the-job or classroom training, relocation and favel

assistance and work-sharing to individuals whose jobs were tlÍeatened by technological or economic

change. Four options were available: Extended Training Leave allowed employers to match a

portion of the employee's wages while he or she tried to acquire more marketable skills; Work

Sharing used UI funds to supplement wages earned by workers on a reduced work week; the Training

Trust Fund provided matched fundittg for training trusts created by employers and labour; Small

Business Training provided training support to firms with fewer than 100 employees as well as the

self-employed. Again, this program was essentially a regrouping of old programming techniques.

Innovations was intended to provide furdiog for pilot or demonstration projects which

tested new approaches to resolving labour ma¡ket problems. There were no predetermined funding

limits and each project would be judged on its individual merits based on the level of creativity and

innovation it displayed. As Hunter notes, evaluations of this program revealed that it did not meet its

objectives. Because eligtbility criteria under the CJS were significantly tighter than in the past, EIC

managers at times used Innovations funding to keep long-established, familiar activities going.tro

The similarities between CJS and prior programs led McFadyen to conclude that:

To a considerable extent the design and the objectives of the CJS represented continuity in
ALMP [active labour market policy], and when this is coupled with the implementation and
actual program experience under the sfiategy, it is manifestly more u..*ui. to argue that the
CJS reflected incrementalism rather than a radical break with past policy....the various
options under the six CJS programs all reflected in whole or in part, prwious EIC programs
or policy ideas that had been germinating at the Deparftnent since atieast the late f 97[..r1

130

Ibid., 156.

See Hunter, 349-50

McFadyen, 164.
l3l
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In summary, the CJS did not make significant changes in the kinds of labour market

interventions used by EIC, nor was the system necessarily made simpler. As one EIC official

explained, "Before the CJS we had about 28 programs, under the CJS we have 6 progr¿ìms \¡¡ith 28

options."l32

5.1.1 Federal-hovincial Reløtions ønd the CJS

Immediately following the armouncement of the CJS in June 1985, the provinces met to

carve out a collective provincial response to the federal shategy. The deputy ministers responsible

for labou¡ market matters developed a discussion paper indicating that the provincial governments

would be left picking up the tab for programs which the federal government would be abandoning.

The provinces were especially concerned about reductions in institutional training, fearing that it

would disappear entirely because there was no reference to it in the federal documents. The deputy

ministers suggested that each jurisdiction develop a separate bilateral agreement with the federal

government, and, over the cou¡se of that surnmer, provincial officials began to develop the following

set of principles to guide bilateral negotiations:

l) There must be recognition of the primary role of the Provinces/Tenitories in skills
training...

2) Within each bilateral agreement, provision must be made for a separate sub-
agreement which would apply to all federally-sponsored institutional training...

3) There must be a recognition of the role of each province/territory to approve all
employer-based training frrnded by federal programs...

4) Multi-year funding must be provided which would naturally include a joint Federal-
ProvinciaVTerritorial planning process...

5) Planned Federal purchases of institutional naining should maintain Adult Basic
Education and Language Training as important components...

6) ln cases where the Federal and Provincial/Tenitonal Governments negotiate
changes to the basic agreements governing skills training, there should be a
minimum transitional period of th¡ee years...

7) In all cases, the priority concern must be that a high quality of training and
transfe¡ability of skills are maintained...

George Latour, Director of Program and Policy, EIC, interview by Craig McFadyen, 21 March 1990,
quoted in McFadyen, 165.
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Agreements must provide for provincial approval for all federally fi.nded training in
the Province/Territory...
Funding must be provided to offset the costs of provincial Adminisfative
Services...
Apprenticeship must be recognized as a distinct program and be frrlly funded by the
federal government...
Provinces/Territories should have the option to engage in the selection enrolment
and/or placement of trainees in federally funded training programs...
Program structu¡e and planning must be more responsive to ProvinciaVTerritorial
priorities...
Access to federally fi.mded haining must be equitable to individuals of selected
target groups and ofgeographic regions.r33

During that summer, provincial officials reported being under significant pressure from

MacDonald's office to sign bilateral agreements befo¡e Parliament resumed in September.

McFadyen points to the concerns of one Ontario official:

The negotiations with the federal government have become part of the political agenda.
Clearly, the other provinciaVterritorial officials are concerned that theii Ministers may sign
meaningless documents in order to help the federal Minister, which will eventually have ã
detrimental effect on these agreements.t3a

The apparent urgency behind MacDonald's wish to have some evidence of movement regarding the

CJS in place before the Session began, was likely a factor in Ottawa's agreeing to incorporate these

provincial principles into letters of agreement which would allow EIC to begin the programs under

the CJS. It would appear, therefore, that the provinces were able to present a united front early in the

development of the cJS and influence the implementation of its programming.

Provincial,/Territorial Human Resource Development Working Committee, Draft of provincial/
Tenitoial Response to the Canadian Jobs Strateg,,,29-30 August 1 985, 1 -4, quoted in MóFadyen, 203.

MemorandumfromRobertA. Nutbrow4 Manager, FederalÆrovincial Policy Plaruring and Development,
Ministry of Skills Development, to Les Horswill, Assistant Deputy Minister, Policy and Develópment
Division, Ministy of Skills Developmørt, 3 September 1985. Archives of Ontario, Reference Ctrotry 72,
Accession 2055 1 , Box l, Ministry of Skills Development, Manager, FederallProvincial policy planning
and Development, 1985-86, quoted in McFadyen,
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Nevertheless, when MacDonald announced the details of the CJS to the ministers

responsible for labour market matters in late September 1985, the consensus between the two levels

of government which was achieved earlier that year was quickly desboyed. It appeared that, while

agreement was relatively easy to achieve when the discussions focussed a¡ound broad principles and

'motherhood' statements, shong disagreements a¡ose when the details of implementation were

announced. The provinces contended that the details of the CJS violated the principles agreed to in

Regrna

The provinces' worst suspicions were confirmed when MacDonald informed them in late

September that institutional training would be reduced by 45 percent over three years. As one of the

observers noted, some of the premiers literally screamed their condemnation of the proposed cuts to

institutional training. Any officials in attendance were hurriedly removed from the room so they

would not observe the proceedings. The heated debate set the stage for future federaVprovincial

relations, and, reportedly, "It went downhill after that. It was open warfare. The next federal-

provincial agreement took one-and-one-half years to negotiate. The next three ye¿¡rs were bruta1."135

The provinces and their post-secondary infrastructures had been heavily dependent upon

federal revenues for years. The colleges had capital commifinents and tenu¡ed staff, protected by

collective agreements, and had little flexibility in which to respond to federal cuts in funding. The

provinces felt that, although the federal government had taken the lead in creating the college system,

Ottawa was now abandoning responsibility for its maintenance to the provinces. The mimsters met

again in November 1985 in Ottawa. As McFadyen remarks:

The federal government was determined to use this gathering to get some movement from
the recalcihant provinces, especially on the issue of the institutional faining guarantee, and
expedite the re-negotiation of naining agreements. As the federal government pressed,
partisan political considerations became more of a factor in federal-provincial dealings...At

Curtis Nordman, past Director of Intergovemmental Relations of Department of Employment Services
and Economic security, Government of Manitoba, i¡terview by auûrãr, l0 March 1993.
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the meeting MacDonald locked out the other officials in the ministers' entourages, and was
able to get the Conservative ministers from the Atlantic provinces and Alberta to break
ranks with the other provinces. MacDonald's ability to divide the provinces at this meeting
ultimately would serve as the key to obtaining bilateral agreements.rr.

Despite the fact that MacDonald was able to divide the ministers along partisan and regional

lines, many of the provinces were still able to influence the implementation of the CJS through

bilateral negotiations with the federal government. For example, McFadyen reports that, in Ontario,

federal training purchases at the colleges were reduced by 19 percent - significantly lower than the

45 percent cut that was threatened initially. By 1989, the sha¡e of federal training spending flowing

to provincial institutions had been reduced by only 7 percent, and over 90 percent offederal haining

expendihres continued to be spent at provincial institutions.r3T

Nevertheless, many have claimed that the impact of the CJS on the provincial community

college system in Canada was profound.r3s The shift of federal naining dollars from public

institutions to the private sector triggered a series of reactions within the colleges, including the

discontinuation of many programs and the introduction of short-term, unaccredited, profit-generating

Mcfadyen,206. Although the federal government was able to divide the provinces along party lines, it
is of interest to note that it was a Liberal government (Ontario's newly elected Peterson administration)
which was the f,rst to sign a letter of intent for a bilateral agreement under the CJS. Although Ontario
had initially assumed a lead role in developing an interprovincial position, it later 'broke ianks' and
became intent on securing its ovm bilateral agreement with EIC to provide security for its provincial
institutions. Ibid, 224.

Ibid-,221- it should be notd however, that Ontario's circumstances were far from representative of the
provinces in general, providing Ontario with relatively more favourable access to federal training
purchases rnder the CJS. For example, unlike other provinces, Ontario had in place a network of local
and regional structures which the federal government was willing to recognize as 'third parties' under
th9 CJS It also had higher concentrations of large corporations which were better positióned to access
CJS ñmding and which generally have stronger commitments to training than small enterprises which
characterize the business community of other provinces. Onta¡io also had relatively high numbers of
apprentices, and apprenticeship training was secured under the CJS training agreements.

For a discussion of the negative effects the CJS had on the college system, see Bob Luker, "The Canadian
Jobs Strategy and Onta¡io's Community Colleges," tn Education for I4/ork Educarion as Work.
Canada's Changing Community Colleges,ed., Jacob Muller (Toronto: Garamond press, 1990), 150.
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programs.r3e Many of the critics of the CJS maintained that the use of private intermediaries to

monitor individual training activities took scarce fiurds away from actual haining and led to low-

quality faining and a duplication of efforts.rao

Within the first tlree years of the CJS program, furdittg at the federal level decreased by 32

percent, in 1984 dollars, which is disproportionate to the reduction of unemploy,rnent (19 percent)

during the same period.rar Further, Ottawa chose only to spend a portion of its CJS allocation, which

some have claimed as evidence of the low priority given to helping Canadians train.ra2 Others have

argued that the reduction in the overall federal funditrg commitrnent to active labour market

programming reflected the general policy of fiscal constraint of the Mulroney goveÍrment. As

McBride states:

Provincial officials express the view that [expenditure reduction] was the true objective of
the initiative. An Ontario official recalled that federal provincial consultation. ou.r the CJS
occurred in the context of the Nielsen expenditure review process. Its report consisted of
proposals to 'plunder' the labow market area jnorder to save money.ro3

However, as McFadyen argues, a case can be made that CJS expenditures were consistent

with longer term historical trends. He points out that there had been a slow but steady growth in

federal expenditures on job creation and training since the early 1960s; however, between l98l-82

and 1983-84, federal expenditures had increased dramatically, resulting for the most part from

John D. Dennison and John S. Levin, Canada's Community Colleges in the Nineteen Eighties.
Responsiveness and Renewal (Toronto: The Association of Canadian Community Colleges, 1 9S9i, 166.

Canad4 Senate, Standing Senate Cornrnittee on Social Affai¡s, Science and Technology, Sub-Committee
on Training and Employment, In Training, Only I4/ork Ilorl<s: Train Canadians and Create Jobs
Ií/ithout Increasing the Deficit, Inflation, or Tax Rates, Report (Ottawa: Supply and Services Canada,
1987),13-6.

Ibid., 13.

Ibid., 14.

Stephen McBride, "The Political Economy of Ontario's Labour Market Policy," tn Continuities and
Discontinuities,2T 5.

l4l

t42

143
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increased expenditures on job creation projects during the recession of the early 1980s. As table 5

and figure 2 show, spending declined after the 1983-84 peak, corresponding generally to a reduction

in the unemployment rate. And, although federal expendihres dropped dramatically during the first

year of the CJS, it would appeil that the long-term trend of slow growth in expenditures was re-

established. In fact, in constant dollar terms, fede¡al expenditures of active labour market policy

have remained relatively consistent over the past twenty-five years.

Figure 2
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Table 5

EIC Expenditures: Training and Job Creation l97l_j2 to 19g4_g5
and on the CanadianJobs Stratery 1985_g6 to 1993_94

lt
F r""t v""" I u""*ployment I Expenditures ($ milions)

t97l-72

1972-73

1973-74

t974-75

1975-76

r976-79

t977-78

%

6.2

t978-79

6.2

1979-80

5.5

1980-81

5.3

1981-82

6.9

1982-83

Nominal Dollæ

1983-84

7.1

1984-85

8.1

8.3

1985-86

s534.3

7.4

1986-87

s567.0

81

1987-88

7.5

s474.4

Corotant l97l Dollæ

7.5

I 988-89

$521.5

11.0

1989-90

s682.7

I 1.9

1990-91

s747.8

l l.3

t99t-92

s854.8

s534.3

10.5

1992-93

Sources: McBride, ly'of Working (fiom 1971-72 to 1984-85) and Manitoba Education and Training, ..HRD 
Canada

Labour Force Development Expenditures and Participants in the Province of Manitoba." @innipeg: Labour
Market Support Services Branch, 2February 1994). Expenditures in 1990-91 and afterwards exclude UI
Developmental Uses income support.

s994. l

s533.4

9.6

t993-94

$914.6

s408.6

s 1, 135.2

8.9

940s.2

7.8

s I,159.5

$486.3

$ 1,336.6

7.5

s495.0

8.1

s2,076.1

s52 l. 1

t0.4

s2,st4.9

s555.6

l l.3

s I,431.9

s465.9

It.2

s 1,542.8

s519.0

$ 1,528.8

s475.5

s1,496.7

s506.2

$ 1,550.7

9744.2

st,775.7

$805.4

s2.033.1

s458.9

$2,165.4

s474.7

s 1,999.3

$451.0

s424.0

s418.0

s4s6.5

s494.7

s519.3

s470.4



McFadyen proceeds to argue that:

...even with respect to public and private sector expenditure shares, a stlong argument can be
made that the CJS did not involve a significant change from its predecessoÃ. ln terms of the
pattern of spending, the success of the CJS remained dependent upon the cooperation of
traditional progam providers. In o¡der to avoid alienating proviniial training institutions
and non-profit sector programmers, and in defence of the CJS, EIC officials were quick to
point out that the for-profit sector accounted for only 30 per cent of all progam
expenditures and that most of this benefitted smaller frms with less than 100 employees...
Moreover, rurder the CJS much of the funding accounted for by private sector sponsors
found its way back into provincial training institutions which provided the taining
components under many of the privately sponsored projects.raa

Although the colleges faced greater competition from other faining providers and did not

have the fiscal stability they had enjoyed under guaranteed federal seat purchase ¿urangements, they

still received the majority of federal training dolla¡s.ras McFadyen suggests that there \ryere a number

of factors accounting for the fact that most of the faining expenditures remained with provincial

institutions. First, the colleges were able, for the most part, to adapt to the changes and to compete

successfi.rlly for the indirect training dollars (although the impact was felt disproportionately across

Canada). Second, in some regions there were no viable private sector alternatives to public

institutions. Third, the provinces \ryere able to negotiate - through their bilateral agreements with

the federal government - preferential treaÍnent for public institutions and provincial conûol over

program approvals and the certification oftrainers.la6 They were, to alargedegree, successfirl in

altering the federal government's initial intentions regarding the CJS. ln fact, although expendih'es

82

McFadyen, 165-6. It should be noted that, although the overall national level of frurding to provincial
taining institutions didnot decline as sigrrificantly as had originally expected, some provinðes were more
negatively affected than others.

Employment and Immigration Canada, Canadian Jobs Strategy Group, "The Canadian Jobs Strategy. A
Review" (Ottawa, July, 1988), 53, photocopied.

McFadyen,22l.
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on direct purchases decreased, there was actually an increase in total EIC program dollars spent on

faining in public institutions. 1a7

5.2 The Labour Market Development StrøtegJt

The late 1980s were witness to some of the more significant events in recent Canadian

history. In January 1988, Prime Minister Brian Mulroney signed the Canada-US Free Trade

Agreement (FTA) and won the November 1988 federal election on a platform of increased trade

liberalization. The end of the decade was also charactenzed by a growing public concern

surrounding the looming size of the national debt and the federal govemment's annual operating

deficit.ras

The Mulroney government's second election victory found the federal Tories grappling with

the need to fulfil two apparently contradictory election commiÍnents: containing the federal deficit

while, at the same time, fostering the development of the workforce to adapt to the increasing

globalization of the economy.'on Pressured by the Liberals and NDP for an adjusünent program to

help those adversely affected by the FTA,rso the Mulroney government began to formulate a plan for

148

EIC, "The Canadian Jobs Strategy. A Review."

See, for example, Peter M. Iæslie and Ronatd L. Watts, eÀs., Canada: The State of the Federation. I9B7-
88, (Kingston: Institute of Intergovemmental Relations, 1988) and Ronald L. Watts and Douglas M.
Brou¡n, Canada: The State of the Federation, 1989, (Kingston: Institute of Intergovernmental Reiations,
1 989).

Rianne Mahon, "Adjusting to Win? The New Tory Training Initiative," tnHow Ottawa Spends 1990.
Trackingthe SecondAgenda, ed.,KatherineA. Graham (Ottawa: CarletonUniversityeress, tSSO;, Z:.

Pat Armstong and Hugh Armstrong "Choosing Equity and Prosperity: Access to College and the Ontario
Economy," nColleges and the Changing Economy. A Background Paper to Vision 2000. A Review
of the Mandate of the Colleges ofApplied Arß and Technologt (Torontã: Ontario Council of Regents,
October 1989), 20. Despite the numerous debates on the anticipated consequences of the FTA, therã was
a general consensus at the time that jobs would disappear and that the economy would undergo significant
restruchring.
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getting more money for labour market adjusûnent and development which, at the same time, would

not increase the government's deficit position. As Doern and Phidd note, "At one point, prime

Minister Mulroney promised such a[n adjustrnent] program only to be conhadicted the next day by

Finance Minister Michael Wilson, who indicated that existing progams were adequate for this

task."lsl

The complexity of conflicting objectives led the Mulroney government to create the

Advisory Council on Adjustrnent, chaired by A. Jean de Grandpré. In its report, the Council rejected

the notion of any specific FTA-related adjustment policy but recommended that Canadaundertake a

comprehensive review of the education/training system to increase its ability to respond to changing

international and national economic realities. It called for a 'skills strategy' which would include a

shift in unemployment insurance income maintenance funds into "emplol.rnent promotion

activities,"rs2 to address the fact that, unlike Sweden in which the situation was reversed,

approximately 75 percent of Canada's labour market expenditures are directed to income support

and only one-quarter to training and employment creation.rs3

The federal government responded to the report of the Advisory Council by releasing, in

April I989, a policy paper entitled Success in the Works,r5a which outlined the federal government,s

intention to introduce legislation to reform the Unemployment Insurance Act by moving away from

its emphasis on passive income support to more active labour market measures - that is, to provide

a 'trampoline' to bounce unemployed workers back into the workforce rather than the traditional

r5r Doern and Phidd, 283-4.

tsz Advisory Council on Adjustment, xviii - >o<i.

rs3 Porter, Canada at the Crossroads,5T .

r51 Employment and Immigration Canada, Success in the I|/orlcs. A Poticy paper. A Labour Force
Development Strategtfor Canada (Ottawa: EIC Public Affairs and Strategic policy and planning, l9g9).
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'safety net' of passive support.r55 At the same time, Finance Minister Wilson armounced that Ottawa

would withdraw its share of contributions to the UI program, leaving the financing of the UI account

entirely dependent upon employer and employee contributions. Ottawa's new approach was billed

the Labour Force Development Strategy (LFDS) and was to designed to achieve:

' a substantial increase in the private sector's role in faining workers and in ensuring
that haining is more responsive to current labou¡ market needs;

' are-alignment \4'ithin the Unemploynent lnsurance program, so that more
expenditures are directed to active training and re-employment measures for the
unemployed;

o i¡ compliance with the Charter of Rights and Freedoms, a significant improvement
in UI benefits, to better respond [sic] to the needs of working parents and to
encourage the full participation of those workers over 65; and. areduction of work disincentives in the uI program.l56

The federal government proceeded to undertake consultations with the private sector on the

proposed changes to the legislation. In June 1989, Barba¡a McDougall, Minister of Employ'rnent and

Immigration, announced the creation of various task teams to undertake the consultations, and

appointed the Canadian Labour Market and Productivity Centre (CLMPC)I5? to lead the process.

The CLMPC task forces reported in rwo stages. Phase I commented on the federal govemment's

proposed strategy itself.l58 The Phase II reportrse examined how the LFDS could be administered,

and recommended that a labou¡-business Labour Force Development Board be established to manage

the programs under the LFDS.

See Advisory Council on Adjustment,4S-9.

EIC, Saccess in the llorla,5.

The creation of the CLMPC as a private secto¡ non-proflrt corporation was announced in the 1983 federal
budget under the Trudeau goverr¡ment. The Board of Directors of the CLMPC consists of twelve
business and twelve labour representatives and two educators. Ex-officio members included the deputy
ministers from the federal departments of Finance, DRIE, Labour and CEIC, as well as representatìves
from each province. See Hunter, p. 320.

Canadian Labour Market and Productivity Centre, Report of the CIÀúPC Task Forces on the Labour
Force Development Strategy (Ottawa: CLMPC, March 1990).

Ca¡radia¡r Labour Ma¡ket Productivity Cente,,4 Frameworkfor a National Training Board. The Report
of the Phase II Committee on the Labour Force Development Strategt (Ottawa: CLMpC, July l9'90)
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One of the main recommendations of the Phase I report was that LII frurds not be used for

any purpose other than passive income support. The business and labour representatives agreed that,

if Ottawa wished to increase its funding to active labou¡ market measures for adjustrnent purposes

and to increase the competitive advantage of the workforce, it should increase its general revenue

allocation to CJS progamming.l60 However, the federal government had specifically stated in the

terms of reference for the task forces that the intended changes to the III Act were not open to

negotiation nor subject to modification. As one federal offîcial stated, Ottawa had no intention of

changing its plans regarding the reforms to the UI Act, despite what the task forces recommended.r6r

5.2.1. BiuC-21

By June 1989, the Mulroney govemment introduced Bill C-21 (An Act to amend the

Unemployment Insurance Act and the Employment and Immigration Department and Commission

Act),wÏttchwould allow a shift of UI funds into more active labou¡ market measures, beglnning in

1990-91. Through Bill C-21, Ottawa intended to employ new funding sorrces for labour force

development without putting additional strains on public coffers. Instead, new funding for active

measures would come from the private sector through employer and employee III premiums.

The Bill would amend the I-II Act by increasing III premium rates, increasing minimum

entrance requirements (i.e., eligible weeks), reducing the maximum period during which an

unemployed person could receive benefits, and increasing penalties for quitting or refusing a job.

Aìthough UIDU has been strongly criticized by business and labour, it has been used increasingly by
EIC. As Mus4rski states,"The gadual broadening of the program's role to include these developrãental
uses within the context of unemplol'rnent insurance may be att¡ibuted to the fiscal constraints pla"ed on
the Department of Emplol'rnent and Immigration in a very slack labour ma¡ket. The fund generated by
employer-employee contributions appeared available and was independent of the contról of central
government agencies." Mus4ynski, 286.

Arthur Kroeger, former Deputy Minister of Employment and Immigration Canada, interview by Craig
McFadyen, I 9 November I 992, quoted in McFadyen, 3 14.
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The changes were expected to result in savings of approximately $1.3 billion, of which about $800

million would be shifted to more 'active' uses like üaining. There would then be two main f..dittg

sfeams for active labour market measures: the LII Developmental Uses ([IID{I) fund - resficted

to IJI recipients and financed through the shift in funds from the III Account - and Consolidated

Revenue Funds (CRF) (i.e., regular tax dollars), for people who were not 'Ul-eligible.'

Although Bill C-21 passed through the House of Commons relatively quickly, given the

Mulroney government's large majority, it ran into opposition in the Liberal-dominated Senate, which

sent the Bill back to the House twice, delaying the process for the better part of a year. However,

after eight Conservative senators were appointed to the Senate by the prime minister, the bill received

royal assent in October 1990.162

5.2.2. The Canødian Labour Force Development Board

In response to the recommendation of the CLMPC task forces' Phase II report, the federal

government announced, in January 1991, the creation of the Canadian Labou¡ Force Development

Board (CLFDB). The Board was expected to encourage the development of a 'training culture'

among the private sector and private sector investunent in skills training and to develop annual

expenditure plans for the UIDU account. As Arthu¡ Kroeger, deputy minister of EIC, was quoted as

saying, the CLFDB's mandate will be limited at first, but "will evolve as it gains experience."r63

The CLFDB would be co-chaired by representatives from both labou¡ and business and

would be comprised of trventy-two members: eight representatives each from the business and labour

communities, two representatives from the educational community, and one representative from each

McFadyen,314.

Robert M' Campbell, "Jobs...Job. .Jo...J... The Conservatives and the Unemployed,," inHow Ottawa
Spends 1992-93. The Politics of Competitiveness,ed.,FrancesAbele (Ottawa: CarletonUniversity
Press, 1992),36.
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of the social action groups - women, Natives, visible minorities, and the disabled - with ex-officio

representation from the provinces. The intent was to establish similar structu¡es at the

provinciaVterritorial level and between sixty and seventy-five boards at the local level. Provincial

boards would translate national guidelines into appropriate regional sfategies; local boards would

develop annual training plans and frurd training activities using UIDU dollars.

The Mulroney govemment was on record as saying that its intention was to double the

private sector's contribution to training within five years.r6o It was the federal government's hope

that the creation of boards would facilitate the achievement of this goal. The theory was that, once

the private sector became more involved in training decisions, employers and their employees would

assume more owrnership for labour market development and would voluntarily increase their level of

spending on training. As Mahon remarks, the aim of the LFDS was:

...to lever more training expendihre out of the private sector via a restructuring of state-
economy relations. In other words, the LFDS also attempts to reconcile the govemment's
contradictory aims [of deficit reduction and labour force development] by 'reprivati zatíon,'
an attempt to shift a formerly public responsibility (training) to "private or quasi-public
(self-administering) forms of organization of the decision-making process."ùs

The creation of the boards was attractive to Ottawa because these struch¡res would allow the

federal government to circumvent much of the intergovernmental squabbling and provincial

interference which had plagued previous federal strategies. It was hoped that, because boards would

be made up of private sector members, who would, purportedly, act in the best interests of broad

national, regional and local economic and social goals - rather than personal, jurisdictional or

partisan agendas - the economic objectives of active labour market policy could be better realized.

While the federal government would agree to provinces becoming involved in the creation of the

EIC, Success in the l4/orl<s, l.

Claus offe, "Social Policy and the Theory of the State," ín Contradictions of the Ilelfare State, ed,., J.
Keane @oston: MIT Press, 1984), 1 12, quoted in Mahon, 74.
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boards and participating in board discussions, its intent was to have the private sector members make

the decisions. As Arthur Kroeger forewarned, "governments must be prepared to relinquish

gradually some control over policy matters."r66

5.2.3. Re-orgøniT,ation of CJS hogroms

The federal government's new stratery was to include are-orgaruzation of CJS programs.

Although Ottawa admitted that "the new program structure is partially a relabelling, regroup and

integrating exercise,"r67 it also involved changes to some of the eligibility criteria and in the way the

programs and services would be delivered. More emphasis was to be placed on local decision-

making and involvement with business and labour.

The programs and services related to the CJS were re-organized under a new framework

which had fou¡ main components. Information and Special Initiatives included labou¡ market

information, service needs identification, Iabour exchange, and irurovations (a frrnd for research and

pilot projects). Employability Improvement was designed primarily for UI claimants who faced

serious labour market disadvantages. Labour Market Adjustment was designed to encourage

employers to assume responsibility for training in the worþlace, and Community Development

was designed to help commrurities in difficulty to achieve self-sufficiency.r6s

Quoted in Campbell, 36.

Employment and Immigration Canada, Partnerships for the Future. Implementing the Labour Force
Development strateglt (ottawa: Employment and Immigration canada, May l99t)-, 15.

Employment and Immigration Canada, Employment. New Programs and Seruices, I99I-92 (Ottawa:
Employment and Immigration Canada, July l99l).
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5.2.4. Reactions to the LFDS

The relationship between the provinces and the federal govemment had continued to be

abrasive and con-frontational since the announcement of the CJS in 1985. Therefore, it was not

surprising that the provinces reacted to the announcement of the LFDS with more than a bit of

suspicion and hostility. They feared the same kind of unilateral decision making regarding the design

of the LFDS as had occurred with the CJS, and it became clear early on that their fears were justified.

EIC Minister Barbara McDougall informed them at the time that the CLMPC task forces were

created that the provinces would have no formal role in the consultation process and suggested that,

if the provinces had a position to put forward, it "might best be done by submitting a brief to the

CLMPC.'469

Rebuffed, the provinces united and prepared a collective position paper in response to the

LFDS.I7o The position paper stated that:

While the provinces and territories would have welcomed the LFDS' commitment to
increase federal expenditures for training and employment measures, they still have serious
reservations concerning the way in which the details of these measures are to be defrned.
Under the LFDS an extensive private-sector consultation process has been launched to
provide this defurition. However, it is the belief of the provinces and territories that they
should have been asked as parbrers to help in the d¡afting of the new sÍategy. To exclude
the provinces and territories, who are not only the m¿magers of the public trãining systems,
but share responsibility for the competitiveness of their respective lubo* force, is to
seriously jeopwdrze the planning process.ttt

Letter from Ba¡bara McDougall, Minister of Employ.rnent and Immigration Canada to Alvin Curling,
Minister of Skills Development, Government of Ontario, 29 June ßlg,Z,quoted in McFadyen, 316.

PartnersþrPeople.AHumanResourceAdjustmentandDevelopmentstrategtforthe 1990s. Mutual
Position of the Provinces and Territories, November 1989. It is of interesi to note that, despite the
apparent solidarity of thought behind Partners for People, the provinces were fa¡ from united in their
positions. For example, Québec wanted to assume a much more radical public position against the
federal govemment's taining activities than many of the other provinces. Tensions were evidJnt during
the transfer of responsibility for Lead Province under the Forum of Labow Market Ministers from
Manitoba to Québec.

Ibid., 15.
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The paper went on to outline the provincial perspective, which recommended, among other

things, that the real level of federal training be increased; that federal activities support - not

compete with or duplicate - public institutions; and that federal and provincial roles be clarified.

The provinces also expressed concem over the withdrawal of the federal govemment from funding

the UI progam and stated their fears that the LJI reforms would ultimately lead to a reduced federal

commiûnent to funding active labou¡ market programs and services.r?2

Once again, the provinces' fears were largely justified because, as table 6 and figure 3

illustrate, Ottawa reduced the amount of CRF funding (i.e., tax dollars) it provided at the same time

as it introduced IJIDU funding. And although there was an increase in overall frrnding levels, there

was a reduced commitment in terms of federal revenues (CRF funds) on active labour market

development.l?3 Many provinces complained about the decline in CRF revenues and about the fact

that the reductions were not spread out equally among the provinces. r7a Support through the CRF

had haditionally been targeted to the most economically disadvantaged groups in Canadian society:

school drop-outs, women trying to re-enter the labour force, Aboriginal peoples, disabled persons,

and social assistance recipients. For those jurisdictions which had higher concenkations of

individuals who did not qualifii for UI and could, therefore, not access the new UIDU frrnding, the

impact of reduced CRF allocations was proportionately greater.

The problem was exacerbated because changes to the lll Act introduced through Bill C-21

- such as reduced benefits periods and tighter eligibility criteria - would make more people

ineligible for UI and more dependent upon CRF fr.ding. It was estimated at the time that 50,000

Ibid., l5-16.

Campbell,33.

See, for example, M. C. McCracken and R. A. Jenness, "Labow Market Development and Training,"No' 5' prepared for the Ministry of Intergovemmental Affairs, Government àf ont*io (Toronto:
krformetrica, 5 November 1993), photocopied. This report concluded that ontario has never received
its fair share of federal spending in active labour markei programming.
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Canadian families would be added to those living below the poverty line as a result of the changes to

the I-II Act, and provincial social assistance caseloads would grow proportionately.r?s Some

provinces were hit harder than others,¡76 but, even though the provinces would bear the brunt of the

increased expenditures resulting from higher welfare costs, they were largely ineffective at

influencing the reforms to the UI Act, given that lI was under exclusive federal jurisdiction.

Geoftey York, "UI Limits Blamed for Rise in Welfare. Corurcil Points to Federal policies," The Gtobe
and Mail, l3 August 1992.

For example, it is estimated that Manitoba's loss of arurual UI benefrts paid to its population would be
$35 million -- the second largest proportional reduction of any province -- yet onJy $j 8.6 million in UI
taining firnds were allocated to Ma¡ritoba n 1991-92. This represents a net reduðtion of 47 percent in
UI dollars in the province as a result of the changes to the UI Act for the LFDS. Furthermore, ii has been
estimated that the a¡nual cost to Manitoba employees and employers of the increases in UI premium rates
would be $200 million. Manitoba Education and Training, Labour Market Analysis, Èriefurg Note,
ftVinnipeg: February 1992). Also see Employment and Immigration Canada, "success In the Wórks. A
Llbour Force Development Strategy for Canada. Analysis of Struchral Changes to the UI program,',
(Ottawa: August I 989), photocopied.

Table 6

CJS Expenditures - 1985/86 to 1993/94
(nominal $ millions)

Fiscal Year CRF UIDU
Programming

Support

Sub-Total tllDU Income
Support

Total

1985/86 $ 1.43 1 .9 s I,431.9 $1,431.9

1986/87 s1,542.8 $ 1,542.8 s I,542.8

1987/88 s 1,528.8 s 1,528.8 $ I,528.8

1988/89 st,496.7 $1,496.7 st,496.7

1989190 s1,550.7 $ I,550.7 $ I.550.7

1990/9 I s I.553.5 s222.2 st,77s.7 s330.8 s2,106.5

t99rl92 91,422.8 $610.3 $2,033.I ss23.2 s2,556.3

1992t93 s1,316.s $848.9 s2,16s.3 s950-7 $3,116.0

1993/94 sl,276.3 s723.0 s r,999.3 s939.0 s2,938.3

Source: Manitoba Education and Training, "HRD Canada Labour Force Development Expenditures and participants in
the Province of Manitoba." (iliruripeg: Labour Market Support Services Branch,2 February 1994).
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Figure 3

CRF and UIDU Program Spending
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(Source: Table 6)

Furthermore, as part of the LFDS, the federal government announced its intention to phase-

out entirely the direct (govemment-to-government) purchase of haining. The provinces' reactions

were predictably negative. The elimination of government-to-govemment training purchases meant

that the community college system would no longer have a guaranteed source of federal revenues.

Because the federal government was decreasing the number of seats which it purchased at

full cost through the government-to-government direct purchase option and, instead, was increasing

the number of 'feepayers' (i.e., clients who paid their own tuition but received living allowances

through tIIDtI), greater numbers of federal clients would be fained at provincially subsidized

(nominal $ millions)

ffi UIDU (w/o lncome Support)

CRF

mffi
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tuition rates. In those provinces which already had a college capacity problem, the prospect of

increased numbers of lllDU-sponsored trainees meant longer waiting lists, often at the expense of

younger, sequential students seeking a post-secondary alternative to university training.tTT

The discontent of the provinces regarding the changes to the ñurding allocations in their

region was exacerbated by the fact that the original three-year agreements under the CJS had expired

in 1988, and the federal goverrunent had refused further negotiations. As McFadyen noted, although

the federal government was using the 1988 election and various Cabinet changes as rationalizations,

"It became clearer to the provinces...that the delays in negotiating new agreements were actually

being driven by the LFDS policy review and federal intentions to change ALMP [active labour

market policy]."r78 One-year extensions to existing arrangements governed training purchases until

April 1991, and in some provinces for much longer.r?e

As a result of not being invited to be part of the consultative process which led up to the

development of the CLFDB, some provincial governments chose not to participate as ex-officio

members on the Board. Some jurisdictions demanded that the CLFDB cease any activity to establish

provincial boards in thei¡ province. Other provinces circumvented the CLFDB process by creating

and fimding their own provincial boa¡ds. For example, the Ontario govemment established the

Ontario Training and Adjusnnent Boa¡d (OTAB); British Columbia developed its own advisory

board, and Québec instituted the Société québécoise de développement de la main-d'oeuvre (SeDM)

with no federal or CLFDB involvement. The territorial battles over the creation of boards caused

t77 For example, Manitoba's community colleges have one of the lowest en¡olment rates of sequential
studerits in Canada and many college courses have fivo- or three-year wait lists. Manitoba Education and
Training, Labour Market support services, Briefrrg Note (wiruripeg: t 993).

t78 McFadyen,32l.

t'e For example, Manitoba did not sign another CanadaÀ4anitoba Labour Force Development Agreement
rurtil Mæch 26, 1993. Canada and Ma¡ritobq "Canada-Manitoba Labour Force Development Agreement
Signed," News Release, 26 March 1993.
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considerable delays in their implementation and, to date (1995), no provincial boards exist in

Alberta, Manitoba, Prince Edward Island, Yukon or the Northwest Territories. Furthermore, no local

boards have been established anywhere in Canada.

5.3. C onstitutio nøl Dis cu s s ions

The failure to rati$u the Meech Lake Accord marked a turning point in Canadian history.

The Meech Lake Accord was an attempt to address Québec's five conditions to secure its

membership in the 1982 Constitution; however, two provinces, namely Manitoba and Newfoundland,

failed to ratify the Accord by the prescribed deadline of 22 Jtne I 990. From Québec's perspective,

"Canada's refusal to reply to Québec's five minimum conditions therefore means that federalism, in

its cu¡rent form, no longer allows Québec to reconcile its desire for unity with its determination to

maintain its autonomy. The bridges are burned. we have reached an impasse.',r80

Upon the failure of Meech, the Québec Liberal Party immediately established a committee to

examine the constitutional futu¡e of Québec, chaired by Jean Allaire. The Allai¡e Report, released in

January 1991, suggested a radical departure from cu¡rent constitutional arrangements. It called for

Québec to take over exclusive authority in several areas, including "manpower and formation" (i.e.,

training and employment programming) and proposed to eliminate federal spending and residual

powers.lsl

Québec LiberalParty,A Quëbec Free to Choose: Report of the Constitutional Committee, Jean Allatre,
Chairman (Québec: The Québec Liberal parry, t 99l), t 3.

Ibid., 35.
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Shortly after the release of the Allaire Report, the Bourassa goveÍrment announced that

Québec would be seeking confol of all training and the repahiation of unemplo5.nnent insu¡ance.r82

Québec's position had consistently been that the federal government's use of spending power in the

a¡ea of training had violated its constitutional jurisdiction over education. The argument today is an

economic one. As Lucien Boucha¡d explains, "Education and training are the backbone of the new

economy. They are to the future what coal was to the nineteenth cenhìry, and oil to the first seven

decades of the present one. To conhol these sectors is to conüol the very fabric, hence the quality of

tomorrow's society."r83 The fact that the federal government's new Labour Force Development

Strategy enabled III funds to be used more and more to fmance active labour market measures meant

that labour force programming had become so interweaved in the fabric of the tII program, it would

almost be impossible to separate the two. Therefore, Québec was seeking control over III as well.

Furthermore, Québec's labour ma¡ket was and continues to be markedly different f¡om those

in the rest of Canada, and, unlike other provinces, Québec has its own labour force development

infrastructure in place, in the form of a network of vocational training commissions to determine

training and employrnent development needs. ln addition, Québec was in the process of creating the

SQDM, a corporation controlled by the private sector to manage Québec's active labour market

policies. Together, the federal and Québec govemments were running a network of almost 200

offices which were often located on the same süeet.l8a

Québec, however, was not alone in its call for increased autonomy. Westemers, too,

expressed their frusÍation at their isolation from the centre of power in Canada. Many provinces

"Training, Yes: UI , No. Quebec Makes Good Case for atl Job Training," Montreal Gazette, 17
December 1990,82.

Mark Kennedy, "Governments Play Tug-of-War Over Manpower Training," Ottawa Citizen,25 July
1994, A4.

Ibid., A4.
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\ryere annoyed with the federal govemment's encroachment into areas of their authority. Economic

globalization and liberalized nade were making north-south linkages more important to many

provinces than their east-west ties. Economic linkages were becoming more important at the regional

level than at the national level, 185 and Ottawa's deficit crisis inhibited the federal government from

appeasing regional tensions, as it had in the past, through spending programs. Public opinion polls

were showing a significant increase in regional identification,ttt a üend which became

institutionalized through the genesis of two new regional political parties: the Reform Party (founded

in October 1987) and the BIoc Québécois (formed in July 1990 after the death of Meech). Finally,

the Meech Lake process resulted in a loss of public acceptance for the practice of 'executive

federalism.' No longer would the Canadian public accept constitutional change by 'elite

accommodation'; the people would insist on having a direct say in the futu¡e of the country.

The increased desire for public involvement was evident in the fact that several provinces

and private cittzengroups commissioned studies of the current Canadian constitutional impasse.rs?

The federal government also set up two commissions to examine constitutional issues more closely:

the Citizen's Forum,l88 (also known as the Spicer Commission) which reported on its consultations

For example, New Brunswick began actively promoting its information and telecommgnications
capabilities in competition with other provinces for American markets.

For example, Envi¡onics forurd a l3-point drop between 1 980 and I 990 in the percentage of people who
felt more like a citizen of Canada than a citizen of thei¡ province. Richard Si*"on *a vu.y i*lg*,
eds.,Toolkits andBuildingBlocl<s: ConstutctingaNewCanada. (Toronto: C. D. Howe Instituie, l99l).It can be argued that the growing sense of regionalisation can be explained, in part, by public
dissatisfaction with the Mulroney government's policies, steering them toward, *or" reþonal
perspectives in hopes that their concerns would be more appropriateþ addressed.

Provincial efforts included the Select Committee on Ontario in Confederation, the New Brunswick
Commission on Canadian Federalism, the Manitoba Constitutional Task Force, and the Constitutional
Reform Task Force of Alberta. Private sector task forces included the Group of 22, theNorthumberland
Group and papers commissioned by the Business Council on National Issues. See Canada, Economic
council of canada, A Joint venture (ottawa: supply and services canada, 1 991), note 5, I I 9.

Canad4 Citizens'Forum, Citizeru' Forum on Canada's Future: Report to the people and Government
of canada, Keith Spicer, chairman (ottawa: supply and services c nada, 27 Jwre 1 99 I ).
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across the nation; and the Beaudoin-Edwards Commission,rse which provided recommendations on

an amending formula for the constitution. The Spicer Commission attempted to find coÍrmon values

among Canadians and reported, that, although there was strong support for national programs and an

insistence that Ottawa be active in a¡eas of national interest, there was also a strong desire among

Canadians for more direct participation in government decision-making, implyrng a greatü degree of

decenûalization.leo

In February 1991, Prime Minister Mulroney announced the basic principles he believed must

be respected in any future discussions on the constitution. These included the reduction of

overlapping jurisdictions between federal and provincial government while maintaining national

standards.rel This somewhat paradoxical stance was supported by the report of the Group of 22

which stated that:

Training is closely linked to education, the proper functioning of the labour market and
international competitiveness. We therefore recommend that training be a field of provincial
jurisdiction, but that national standards be established to preserve mobility and where
international competitiveness applies, it be concurrent. I e2

Caned4 Special Joint Corr¡mittee of the Senate and the House of Comm ons, The Process for Amending
the Constitution of Canada, Gérald Beaudoin a¡rd Jim Edwards, Co-Chairmen (Ottawa: eueen's printer,
20 June 1991).

Terrance Hursle¡ "Constitutional Change and National Social Program s," in Canada: The State of the
Federation, 199j,, ed., Douglas M. Brou.¡r ((ngston: I¡stirute of htergovernmental Relations, tslt¡,
109.

Da¡rel R. Reid, "Chronology of Events July 1990 - Jure 1991," tn Canada: The State of the Federation,
1991,224.

Group of 22, Some Practical Suggestionsþr Canada. Report of the Group of 22 Qvlontréal: The Group
of22, June 1991),23.
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AsLazat concludes, "This proposal is ambiguity at its best, for it is difficult to envision areas of

fraining that could escape from the 'international competitiveness' rule and so be exempt from

concurrent jurisdiction. "l e3

ln September 1991, Prime Minister Mulroney presented Ottawa's constitutional reform

proposals to the House of Commons. The document, entitled Shaping Canada's Future Together,

would be used as the basis of consultations with the Canadian public though a 30-member

committee, chaired by Manitoba Conservative MP Dorothy Dobbie and Québec Senator Claude

Castonguay (who was later replaced by Senator Gérald Beaudoin). It was in this set of proposals

that the federal govenunent officially submitted that "labour market fiaining [be] an area of exclusive

provincial jurisdiction" and that "leadership in the area of skills standards be exercised jointly.,,rea

Despite statements that the federal government's constitutional proposal on training was

"fundamental reassurance of the authority of Quebec and of the other provinces over matters related

to education,"res Ottawa unilaterally proceeded to channel S12 million in frulding to euébec

organizations to set up sectoral training programs.re6 Québec protested sfongly, and, in just over a

month, the federal government and Québec entered into a federal-provincial training agreement

which halted any fi.rther unilateral actions by Ottawa and placed authority fo¡ coordinating future

labour force development prograû¡ming in euébec with the SeDM.re?

Fred Lazar, "Labor Market Policies and the Jurisdictional Distribution of powers," in Free to Move:
Strengthening the Canadian Economic (Jnion,No. 14, The Canada Round: A Series on the Economics
of constitutional Renewal, ed., John Mccallum (Toronto: c. D. Howe Institute, 1992), t0g.

Canad4 ShapingCanada's Future Together. Proposals (Ottawa: Supply and Services Canada, 1991).

Canada, Shaping Canada's Future Together. Speech by the Prime Minister. House of Commons, 24
September l99l (Ottawa: Supply and Services Canada, lggl),4.

Robert McKenzie, "Federal Training Projects Irk Quebec," The Toronto Star, lO October 1991, At3.

Paul Mooney' "Ottawa Gives Up Control in Manpower Training Pact. euebec to Call Shots Until
constitutional Deal is set," I4/innipeg Free press,22 November l-gst, a+.
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In January and February 1992,five constitutional conferences were held, leading to the

release of the report of The Special Joint Committee of the Senate and House of Commons

(Beaudoin-Dobbie Report) in March, 1992. Thereport stated that:

More provincial control over labow market training programs is a practical answer to the
diversity of the country. As well as for language reasons, Quebecers are less likely than
residents of other provinces to pursue emplolnnent opporrunities outside of the province.
Quebec's labour haining needs differ from those of other parts of the country. We believe
that the curent constitutional round is an opporhrne time to examine whether better ways
exist for the federal and provincial government to manage their shared presence in the
field.le8

Immediately following the release of the Beaudoin-Dobbie report, the Minister Responsible

for Constitutional Affairs, Joe Clark, announced that the provinces, with the exception of euébec,

had agreed to produce, over a period of ten weeks, a constitutional package which would be

acceptable to all Canadians.ree

The CLFDB immediately expressed its concems about the federal govemment's proposal to

devolve responsibility for training to the provinces. In Apnl l992,the CLFDB sent copies of its

response2oo to each of the provincial premiers stating that, although the Board was generally

supportive of the recommendation that the division of federal and provincial responsibilities be

defined and that national standards be developed, it proposed that non-governmental organizations,

such as itself, be used to "improve labour market policy and planning in general,...[and] contribute to

Cønada, A Renewed Canada. The Report of the Special Joint Committee on a Renewed Canada of the
senate and the House of commons (ottawa: eueen's printer, 2g February lggz),70.

A¡urePoels, "ChronoloryofEventsJuly 1991-June 1992," nCanada: The State of the Federation 1992,
eds., Douglas Brown and Robert Young (Kingston: lnstitute of Intergovemmentaf Relation s, 1992),26g.

Canadian Labour Force Development Board, The CLFDB Response to the Federal proposals for
Constitulional Change with Respect to Labour Market Training (Ottawa: CLFDB, December 1991).
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a more cooperative and co-ordinated approach to the labour market policy and programming of the

federal and provinciaVterritorial governments."2or

Organzedlabou¡ also indicated its grave concerns about decenfalized power in the area of

labou¡ market development, citing the erosion of national standards and the decline of quality

programming. One labour group was quoted as saying that:

It is absolutely essential that Canada have a national labor market development stratery, not
l0 that only reflect the needs of a specific provincial jwisdiction. We can't hope to survive
in the highly competitive international markeþlace by innoducing chaos and disorder into
our national str ategy.2oz

Despite the cautions and criticisms, once the proposal to devolve training was placed on the

table, several provinces - namely Ontario, Alberta and BC, which had significant resources of their

own targeted to labour force development - eagerly embraced it.2o3 The position assumed by these

jurisdictions was that concurrent responsibility led to wasteful overlap and duplication in the

provision of labour market programs and services. The Québec deparünent of intergovemmental

affairs had commissioned a study on overlap and duplication in the province to support its position

for exclusive jurisdiction in many areas leading up to Meech.2oa During the constitutional

discussions following the failure of Meech Lake, both Alberta and the federal govemment undertook

Iætter from E. Gérard Docquier and J. Laurent Tlubaul! Co-Chairs, Canadian Labour Force Development
Board to all premiers, 3 April 1992.

Dan Lett, "MFL warns Against DecentralÞatíon," Ilinnipeg Free press,lT June lgg2,Bz3.

Jim Eldridge and Peter Dubienski, members of Manitoba's constitutional negotiation team on labour
ma¡ket matters, interview by author, December 1992.

See Germain Julien and Marcel Proulx, The Overlapping of Federal and Quëbec programs (euébec:
Ecole Nationale D'Administration Publique GNAP), iZ ir 

" 
1978) and Germain Julien and Marcet

Provlx,Analyis of the Coruequences of Overlapping in Federal and Québec programs (euébec: Ecole
Nationale D'Administration Publique (ENAP), 22 lwe l97g).
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their own studies of the extent of overlap and duplication which existed in Canada.2o5 All three

studies showed that extensive overlap existed; however, because of difficulties in measurement, none

was able to demonstrate that this overlap caused significant govemment inefficiency. Nevertheless,

armed with anecdotal evidence, the Québec and Alberta studies predictably concluded that overlap

was causing significant inefficiencies, while the federal government's report indicated that any

overlap which did exist was managed relatively well. It was apparent, as Brown has argued, that "the

debate about overlap remains essentially a debate about federal and provincial power, not about

efficiency."206

Although it was evident that some of the more influential provinces were supporting

devolution, other 'have less' provinces argued against the federal proposal, recommending instead

that the provinces be provided with more opporrunities to have a greater say in federal decision-

making processes. Throughout the constitutional discussions there was a clear division on this issue

between the 'have' and 'have less' provinces. The proposal to devolve training and its impact on the

provinces was assessedn a wnnipeg Free Pr¿ss editorial as follows:

...to drive Ottawa completely out of the manpower training field...might be good news for
Ontario and Quebec, which would have the resources to establish their own programs. It
would not be so good for provinces like Manitoba, which lack those r"ro*.èr, and not so
good for Canada, which will need an effective national manpower training system if it is to
compete in a new world economy.ro,

Recognizing that not all provinces would want a diminished federal presence in labour

market fraining, Ottawa softened its original position. The revised proposal, which was reflected in

Alberta, Improving Efficiency and Accountabitity, Rebalancing Federal-Provincial Spending
Responsibilities (Alberta: May, 1992) and Canada, Treasury Boarã Secretanaf, Federal-piovinciat
Overlap and Duplication: A Federal Program Perspective (Ottawa: Treasury Board Secretariat, I 991 ).

Gordon R. Brown, "Canadian Federal-Provincial Overlap and Presumed Government Ineffrciency."
Publius: The Journal of Federalism,24,l (Winter 1994):22.

Editorial, "Improvising Policy'' I4/innipeg Free press, 4 July 1992, A6.
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the final Consensus Report, suggested that provinces could opt to retain a federal presence through

five-year 'justiciable' intergovernmental agreements.2o8 Furthermore, in response to loud and

persistent protests related to the threat to the national unemploy'rnent insu¡ance system which the

devolution of naining suggested, the Charlottetown Acco¡d made specific reference to the condition

that federal jurisdiction for unemplo¡rment insurance would not be altered, despite Québec's original

demands for exclusive authority over lIl.2oe

Although the provision to opt into continued federal involvement was a concession to protect

the interests of the 'have less' provinces, there were still lingering concerns. It was feared that once

the initial five-year arrangements had expired, Ottawa would be loathe to continue to maintain an

infrastructwe for labou¡ force development (i.e., the CECs) for a few small provinces, when the

remainder of the national network had been absorbed by the provincially run systems. The concern

was that the smaller provinces would then be compelled to assume exclusive responsibility for labou¡

force development in their jwisdiction, without the transfer of an adequate level of ¡esou¡ces.2ro

Nevertheless, in August l992,the Cha¡lottetown Accord was agreed to by the ten provincial

premiers (including Québec's Premier Robert Bourassa), two territorial leaders, four Aboriginal

leaders and Prime Minister Brian Mul¡oney, but the national referendum held trvo months later

resulted in a majority "No" vote in six of the ten provinces. The Charlottetown Acco¡d was defeated.

The result of the referendum would suggest to some that the issue of devolving

responsibility for training to the provinces was dead. However, in October Ig9Z, na press

First Ministers' Meeting on the Constitution, "Final Consensus Report on the Constitution,,
(Charlottetown, 28 August l99Z), U, photocopied.

See, for example, Virginia Galt, "Labour says UI at risk in Unity Deal," The Globe and Mail. l5 July
1992, also Terry Weber, "Crowd Protests UI t¡ansfer to the Provinces," Winnipeg Free press,l5 July
1992.

Manitoba Education and Training, Briefing Note, prepared on the federal govemrnent's constitutional
proposal to devolve responsibility for skills training to the provinces (win ipeg: n.d.)
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conference commenting on the after-effects of the referendum, Premier Bourassa made it clea¡ that

Québec would still pursue the devolution of raining. Despite comments from Prime Minister

Mulroney that the federal govemment would not enter into any administrative agreements on labour

force development if the result of the referendum was "No," Bourassa argued that he "would expect

the federal government to understand that if we want to avoid overlaps and duplication costs, we

have to co-ordinate better manpower powers."2rr He still hoped to save the 'single window'

approach envisioned for the SQDM - including training and active labour market programming as

well as the administration of UI program and almost 6,000 federal employees - through

administrative arangements, without the need for constitutional amendments. Ottawa originally

responded by stating that it would not consider any outright transfer of power.2r2 However, less than

one month after the death of the Accord, EIC Minister Bernard Valcourt told the media that "as early

as January [1993], I intend to sit down with provincial ministers to see how \rye can better co-ordinate

our fiabour market] activities."2r 3

The ministers responsible for labour market matters did meet in January 1993 - the first

time they had met in four years. Québec, Ontario, Alberta and British Columbia came to the meeting

seeking an agreement to devolve powers. However, it was clear that EIC Minister Berna¡d Valcourt

would not move it *y direction which suggested devolution. Valcou¡t came to the table telling the

provinces that the status quo was no longer acceptable and that something would have to be done to

improve client service. He spoke of the need to introduce a 'client-cenhed service' which would

focus on the needs of the client and not jurisdictional responsibilities. He suggested pilot projects

Michel Venne, "Bourassa is AJready Asking for a Transfer. He Hopes to Save the Single Window on
Manpower" Le Devoir,28 October 1992 (translated).

"Quebec is Rebuffed in Bid to control Jobs," The Toronto star,ll November lggz, A12.

Canadian Press, "Ottawa Plans Federal-Provincial Manpower M eet," Montreal Gazette,24 November
1992,81.
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which would experiment with new forms of service delivery (e.g., co-location of federal and

provincial offices).2ìa The federal government had initiated an internal review of overlap and

duplication and was prepared to discuss, on a bilateral basis, how gaps and overlaps could be

add¡essed. Valcourt's press secretary was quoted as saying:

The minister is of the view that if everybody around the table is prepared to not get bogged
down in questions ofjurisdiction which emanate from the constitutional debate, if .u..yãn"
is prepared to focus on the needs of that person in need out there, there is enough ftexiúitity
within ou¡ cu¡rent constitutional arrangement to do positive things.2rs

Many of the provinces were offended by the paternalistic stance assumed by the federal

government and were incensed that the federal government thought that 'client-cenfed' services

would be a completely new concept to them as Valcourt had suggested.2r6 Some of the EIC officials

in attendance were as appalled by the federal posturing as the provinces were.2rt

The provinces had come to the table seeking federal endorsement of a set of multilateral

principles which they had developed to guide future negotiations related to new bilateral labour force

development agreements to replace the ones which would expire in March 1993. These principles,

developed with increased provincial authority over training in mind, included:

' the need for a flexible and equitable approach that meets economic development and
labour market needs and circumstances of each jurisdiction;

' more effective use of public fimds in support of service to clients;
' the need for a fair allocation of resources to accompany any negotiated reallocation

of responsibilities;
. terms and conditions of the arrangements should be secure;

CorreqpondencefromBema¡d Valcour! Minister of Employment and Immigration Canada to Rosemary
Vodrey, Minister of Manitoba Educarion and Training, l5 January 1993.

Canadian Press, "Self-lnterest May Frustrate Plans of Skills Meeting," The Toronto Star, lgJanuary
I 993, C6.

oral account given to the author by a Manitoba offrcial, 4 February 1993.

Oral report given at the Senior Ofrcials Responsible for Labour Market Matters Conference Call,25
January 1993.

zt6
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. an open process; and

. a strong, national U.I. system.2l8

The federal government indicated its discomfort with the third and fourth principles and the

parties were unable to reach a compromise. Ruth Hubbard, deputy minister of EIC at the time,

indicated that the provinces were "the most unfriendly bunch she had ever had to deal with and that

the provinces were being rureasonable in their reactions."2le The federal government decided to

develop a second set of principles for public release which included:

. increased private sector role in labou¡ force development;

' sha¡ed and cooperative responsibility for labour force development between
governments;

. reciprocal obligations; and

. complementarity.22o

Although Valcourt conceded there was duplication of service in Québec which he was

prepared to address,22r it was clear that this might not be enough for Québec. Québec's Manpower

Minister André Bourbeau issued a thinly veiled threat that the federal government may pay the price

for its position on labou¡ market development in the next federal election.22z The conference ended in

bitterness when the ministers of Ontario - disgruntled that Ottawa was not living up to its fimding

commiûnent under its federal-provincial agreement - and Québec accused Valcourt of breaking

promises and being stubbom.223

2r8 Provincial Ministers Responsible for Labour Ma¡ket Matters, News Release, 20 January lgg3. 2.

2te Oral account provided during the Senior Offrcials Responsible for Labour Market Matters Conference
CalI,25 January 1993, respecting a national conference call between Ruth Hubbard and regional EIC
officials after the ministers' meeting.

220 Employment and Immigration Canada, News Release, 2 January 1993.

22t Leslie Papp, "Talks Fail to Sort Out Job Training Disp utes," The Toronto Star, 2l January I 993. C I .

222 canadian Press, "self-Interest May Frustrate plans of skills Meeting."

223 Eoin Kenny, "Feds Accused of Breaking Promises," The Vancouver Sun,2l January 1993.
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Shortly thereafter, Brian Mulroney announced his intention to step down from office in June

1993, atwhich time Kim Campbell became Prime Minister of Canada. Immediately following

Bourassa's expressions of congratulations for Campbell's leadership win, he demanded the

immediate fansfer of labour market progams to Québec. As one columnist quipped:

Lest the prime-minister-to-be miss the subtle edge to Mr. Bourassa's celebratory missive, a
couple of members of his provincial government spelled it out in plain languagr, tf the
federal Tories want provincial Liberal help in the next general election - ã. tft.y received
during the Mulroney years - Ottawa had better hand over training jurisdiction, and the
$600 million to $800 million that goes with it to Quebec. Given thé shafry start Ms.
Campbell appears to be having in that province, a shakiness that can onlybe exacerbated in
the weeks ahead as she is forced to choose between her federalist and provincialist wings, it
is not surprising that Mr. Bourassa, the old fox, went right for the jugular.22a

Another threat was issued in early July by Bourbeau;z2s however, by the end of the month,

the media arurounced that Bourbeau was willing to compromise Québec's position on managing the

III program, if federal training programs became Québec's sole respons ibility .226 Bourbeau did

suggest, however, that the federal IJI program could be colocated with the Québec training programs

in a single window office. He also stated that timing and politics went hand-in hand on the

manpower-training issue and was convinced that the issue would be at the centre of the debate in

Québec during the fall federal election.22? For its part, the Québec Liberals were also nearing an

election and would benefit by showing the Parti Québécois that co-operative federalism could work

and that Québec did not have to separate to get what it wanted.

Robert Sheppard, "Premier Bourassa Puts on the Pressure ," The Globe and Mail,21 June I 993, A1 L

William Johnsor¡ "No to Quebec. Feds Should Not Give in to Manpower-Training Demand,,,, Montreal
Gazette, 9 July 1 993, 83.

Danny vear, "Quebec Makes concessions." Le Devoir,2l July 1993, (translated).

Sr¡san Delacourt' "PM Faces Skill Test in Quebec. Manpower Deal Sought by Bourassa puts Campbell
in Diffrcult Position," The Gtobe and Mail,3 August 1993, A3.
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Recognizing the need for Québec's support in the upcoming federal election, Campbell met

with Bourassa in August 1993 and reached an agreement-in-principle to develop a provincially

conÍolled labour market development service in Québec, managed by the SQDM. In transferring

adminishative responsibility for labour market training programs to Québec, Ottawa would obtain

the right to appoint members to the SQDM's board of directors. Furthermore, Québec would assist

Ottawa in developing a network of single wicket offices, wherein labour market progams and LII

services would be available in the same location.228 The media indicated that the single window

concept would likely involve the amalgamation of the federal government's CECs and the province's

job naining offices and would likely result in the hansfer of some federal employees. Campbell

indicated that other provinces would be able to get the same type of deal and announced that Alberta

had already expressed interest in the single window approach.22e

As one columnist observed, "An hour's chat on a rooftop has apparently achieved what the

failed Charlottetown accord and months of negotiations failed ¿o do.::230 However, Campbell was

quick to point out that Ottawa would not be abandoning labour market faining and that there would

be a role for both levels of government.23r She fi¡rther asserted that this arrangement did not

represent a fransfer of constitutional power to Québec.232 Fu¡thermore, both she and Bourassa

AndréPica¡d,"QuebecGetsNodtoTrai¡Workers," TheGlobeandMail,4August 1gg3,Al-A2.

Jack Branswell, "Campbell, Bourassa Agree on Manpower Training Deal," ll/innipeg Free press, 4
August 1993, A2.

Montreal Gazette with Canadian Press, "Manpower Training Pact Won. Campbell, Bourassa Reach
Deal," The Vancouver Sun, 4 August 1993, 44.

Edison Stewa¡t, "Bourassa, Campbell at Odds Over Conkol of Labor Training," The Toronto Star, 4
August 1993,49.

Ala¡r Toulin, "No Power Transfer in Deal: PM. Campbell insists Quebec Training pact Co-operative,"
Financi a I P o s t D ai ly, 6, I 06 (August 5, I 993) : 4.
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acknowledged that nothing would be formally implemented before the federal election - and then

only if the Conservatives were re-elected.

Nevertheless, the 'deal' quickly came under fire. In an unlikely consensus of thought, parti

Québécois Leader Jacques Panzeau and Reform Leader Preston Maruring denounced the

arrangement as an attempt to implement parts of the Charlottetown Accord through the back door.

Parizeau went on to condemn the move to allow the federal government to have a seat on a provincial

board in an area of exclusive provincial jurisdiction.233 Liberal Leader Jean Chrétien commented that

"It's a pre-election move that lacks substance...It's the first time she has tackled a serious issue since

becoming Prime Minister and there's already confrontation within the caucus."23a Academics and

labour criticized the arrangement because it represented "a balkanizationof the labou¡ market...

driven by Quebec nationalist imperatives."23s

Provincial politicians too began to criticize the arrangement. British Columbia Labour

Minister Moe Sihota was quick to announce that:

Any deal Quebec gets over control ofjob training must also be given to B. C. or Prime
Minister Kim Campbell risks being labelled a haitor to her home province...[T]o give only
one province those powers on the eve of a federal election smacks of political opportunism
and unfair treatnent of the West."236

The media made a great deal of the fact that Ontario Premier Bob Rae returned from holiday

to send Prime Minister Campbell a sfongly worded letter stating that he would not stand for any

RossHoward and Geoftey Yorlç "Power Sharing with Quebec Draws Criticism," The Globe and Mail,
5 August 1993, A4.

Ibid.

Ibid. James McCambly, president of the Canadian Federation of Labor also commented on the
balkanization of the training system. See Eric Beauchesne, "PM Wants Tacit Support of euebec
Liberals," The Vancouver Sun,íAugust 1993, A4.

Keith Baldrey, ' B.C. Seeking Quebec Deal on Manpower Job Training," Vancouver Sun, 5 August 1993,
83.
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further 'deals' before a set of multilateral principles had been agreed to by all of the provinces to

ensure a fair allocation of resources.231 Newspapers also reported that, despite Rae's protestations,

New Brunswick was also joining Québec in planning a 'one-stop shopping' system - involving UI,

training, welfare and social services - and that Prince Edward Island had also expressed interest in

the single-window concept.238 Later that month, Ottawa and Alberta released an announcement that

they had reached an agreement to establish a set of principles to guide future discussions related to

labou¡ market development and faining, including the reduction of overlap and duplication in the

area of taining.23e

Despite the controversy created in the media, the Québec-Ottawa 'deal' was not beyond the

scope of the 'adminishative arrangements' which provincial officials had been discussing with their

federal counterparts for months, as a regular process of renegotiating federal-provincial agreements

which had governed labou¡ market development activities since the early days of cost-shared

programs. As one reporter concluded after seeing nothing much of substance in the written text of

the Campbell-Bou¡assa discussion, "What Campbell made public is a political statement for the sake

of an election campaign. She commits herself publicly to do what Bourassa publicly asked her to do

as soon as she was chosen leader and prime minister."2ao

Despite the alleged political gamesmanship, the federal Conservatives lost the October 1993

election, and the Liberals, rurder Prime Minister Jean Chrétien, assumed office. Just days after the

Chrétien cabinet was sworn in, Québec's labour market minister An&é Bourbeau indicated that,

Richa¡dMackie, "Secret Deals For Quebec Irk Rae. Rae Moves to Block Ottawa-euebec Job-Training
Deal," The Globe and Mail, 7 August 1993, Al and 44.

Edison stewa¡t, "N. B. Joining Plan for Jobs, pM Says," The Toronto Star,20 August 1993, Al2.

Canada and Alberta "Federat Government and Alberta to Examine New Arrangements on Labour Market
Development and Training," News Release, 25 August 1993.

William Johnson, "Political Opportunism. Campbell Offers up a Bargaining Chip," Monreal Gazeue,
22 September 1993,83.
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although there would be a delay in implementing the agreement-in-principle while the new

government reviewed it, the deal was not dead.

It was clear that - despite the fact that the devolution of responsibility for faining had been

rejected as part of the Charlottetown Accord, and, although the initial fervour surrounding the

Campbell-Bourassa 'deal' may have been nothing more than political staging - the concept of the

provinces having more control over training remained very real in the minds of provincial decision-

makers. Devolution was still very much alive.

5.4 Ideas. Interests and Institutions in the Conservative years

The Conservative Years were characterizedby a significant reduction in federal involvement

in active labour ma¡ket policy. As table 5 shows, spending on active labour ma¡ket policy was

reduced by 21 percent, from a high of $2.5 billion at the end of the Liberal adminishation to under

$2 billion (of which $725 million is from the IIIDU account) in 1993-94. In real dollar terms, this

represents a reduction of almost 40 percent (from $805 million in 1984-85 to $503 million in 1993-

9a) during the Mulroney government's tenure. And, despite McFadyen's observations that federal

spending in constant dollar terms had been relatively stable over the last twenty-five years, it should

be noted that 1993-94 expenditure levels were 6 percent lower, in constant dollar terms, than they

were in l97I-72, even though the unemplol.rnent rate had climbed from 6.Zpercent to 10.4 percent

over this same period.

5.4.1 ldeøs

There was such a marriage between market-oriented economic thought and Conservative

ideolory that it becomes difficult to separate the influences of the two factors during the Mulroney
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adminisÍation. The Tories' focus on deficit control - sfongly supported by the monetarists -
superseded considerations of labour market adjusftnent and development, as evidenced in the

significant reduction in federal expenditures in active labou¡ market policy during the Mulroney

years. However, as Doem and Phidd observe, deficit reduction can be used as arationalization for

actions which reflect a right-wing social philosophy:

The deficit in turn raises issues about whether it itself is influencing choices or whether
right-\¡/ing ideologues are using it to pursue an anti-social agenda. The deficit, according to
the latter argument, becomes a stalking horse for an agenda of social policy retrenchment
that would not be supported by Canadians if these policies were presented on their own
merits...Clearly, there are some elements of the Mulroney govemment and caucus that would
like to give more complete meaning to the promise of the social adjustment concept, but
equally there are strong elements of the 'new right' who see the deficit as a way to put into
practice a far less generous concept of modern social policy.2ar

The Conservatives' Labou¡ Force Development Snategy represented a shift in active labour

market policy away from the principle of equity - and a focus on the employrnent disadvantaged -
to the standard of efficiency. While the CJS included a component of helping those who needed it

most through progams for the emplol,rnent disadvantaged, the LFDS moved sharply away from

equity considerations. As Campbell points out, the shift reflected the Conservatives' market-

oriented,'hands-off approach.zaz

ln addition, the Conservative's preference for smaller govemment - also a tenet of market-

oriented economic thought - influenced a shift in labour market policy towards a greater private

sector orientation. One of the most significant changes brought about by the Conservative

government was the massive diversion of tII funds for active measures. Although the UI fund had

Doern and Phidd, 282 and284

Campbell,32.
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been used for years to support uremployed workers enrolled in naining and adjusftnent programs,2a3

expenditures in this area were limited. Some critics of the increased use of UI furdirg protested that

"What the federal government has done is to effectively offJoad the largest share of its labour force

development expenditure on workers and employers.)'244

Although the Tory government publicly sÍessed the need for Jobs, jobs, jobs,' it was clea¡

that government spending control won the tug-of-war battle between deficit reduction and labou¡

adjusfnent needs. This apparent conhadiction between political rhetoric and actual activity can be

explained, in part, by an interpretation provided by McBride, who employs a class perspective to

examine the state's involvement in labour market matters. McBride suggests that active labour

market policy can be viewed as a "concrete legitimation" activiqr of the state if it leads to ñrll

employrnent, is available to anyone in society who needs help to find jobs, and is furanced through

general revenues based on a progressive taxation system. Active labow market policy which does

not have full emplo¡'rnent as a goal, is focused on certain individuals, and does not meet its objectives

can be viewed as "ideological legitimation" activit5r by the state. McBride states in relation to the

latter case that:

Such programs serve to promote capital accumulation if they are designed primarily to serve
the needs of employers for a good supply of training labour power, do not aim at fi.ilI-
emploFnent, are financed from regressive sources of revenue, such as UI contributions,
and/or put major priority on allowing profit-making opportunities to the private sector in
implementation of the programs.2as

The use of UI ñrnds to help unemployed workers adjust to economic changes began in I 977 with the
incorporation, in the UI Act, of assistance programs for Work Sharing, Job Creation and I¡come
Support Income Support for UI claimants in training was first implemented in 1978 and the Work
Sharing and Job Creation frurding under UI began in 1981-82. Sle Employment and Immigration
Canad4 Unemployment Insurance DevelopmenÍal (Jses Programs 1993 (Ottawa, Supply and Sãrvices
Canada,1992),1.

McCracken and Jenness, 9.

McBride, Not \4torking, 122.
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lncreasingly, under the CJS and then through the LFDS, training and job creation activities

provided direct benefits to employers, either through tax benefits or wage subsidies, and, according

to McBride, constituted direct state assistance to the accumulation of capital by industry.2a6 Because

of the declining emphasis on the goal of full employment, job creation progams and some forms of

faining become "placebos ('ideological legitimation') designed to help manage public discontent

occasioned by the rehrn to high unemployment."24'1 McBride concludes that the shift to monetarism

resulted in abandonment of the frrll-employ'rnent objective, and the subsequent preoccupation with

deficit control meant that the federal government's active labow market activities were "much more

of an exercise in symbolic politics."2a8

Another factor influencing the federal government's actions related to labour market policy

has been n¿urow political motivations. A case in point was Kim Campbell's move to enter into an

agreement with Robert Bou¡assa to transfer more control for training and emplolmrent programming

to Québec. It was apparent that Campbell was attempting to secure the Québec vote to increase her

chances of being elected in the Fall of 1993. Bourassa also hoped that this sfategy could be used to

frirther his chances of re-election in the provincial contest.

Politics have also come into play in various other instances as well. For example, Flora

MacDonald was successful in getting Tory premiers to break ranks with their provincial

counterparts, allowing her to move ahead in obtaining bilateral agreements associated with the CJS.

It is also likely that the relative and unusual ease by which concrüïence was achieved arorurd the

lbid., 156.

rbid.

Stephen McBride, "Trends and Priorities in Job Creation Programs. A Comparative Study of Federal and
Selected Provincial Policies," tnThe Canadian I4/elfare State. Evolution and Transition, ed.,Jacqueline
S. Ismael @dmonton: The University of Alberta press, 1987), 167.
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principles for the CJS was facilitated by the fact that most of the premiers arourd the table belonged

to the same political party as the federal minister.

5.4.2 fnturests

It has been stated earlier in this paper that business and labour interests have not had a

significant influence on the development of an active labour market policy; however, it is evident that

the shategies of the Conservative government influenced the role of business and labour would have,

formally, in this a¡ea. For example, the creation of the CLMPC and the CLFDB provided business

and labour with the opportunity to develop the policy capacity to become more involved in active

labow market development. McFadyen concludes that, as a consequence, the role of business and

Iabour has been transformed f¡om one of limited policy advocacy to policy participation.2ae

However, McFadyen may have been premature in his conclusions about the significance of

innoducing societal structures into what has traditionally been a state-centred policy arena. Although

the Mulroney government's labour market strategy has been described as the first real beginning of

the Conservative government's experiment in consensual policy formation,2so several factors have

placed into question the sincerity of the government's commihnent to consensus-building. First,

fundittg for - and therefore the continued existence of - the CLFDB and the CLMPC have been in

the conhol of the federal government, placing it in a position of considerable influence over the

activities of these structu¡es. Second, despite the Tories' formal commiûnent to consultations with

the private sector, the federal government has often not accepted the advice of these organizations,

McFadyen,50.

Campbell,32.
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especially when it came to using III funds other than for income support2sr or when devolution of

training to the provinces was considered during the constitutional discussions. The fact that Ottawa

has ignored many of the recommendations of the CLFDB and the CLMPC is evidence of the limits to

the federal government's commitrnent to private sector involvement in decision-making. Third, as

McFadyen observes:

...by institutionalizing societal input through the CLMPC [and the CLFDB], the federal
government not only simplified and regularized access for recognized groups, it also
reshicted access for groups representing interests other than the haditional labour market
parhrers. This reinforced the redirection of ALMP [active labour market policy] - again, a
redirection that was characterized by a greater economic policy orientation.2s2

Another factor which suggests that societal interests may not develop a súong, formal policy

role in active labour market development has been the opposition exhibited by some provinces to the

creation of private sector boards. As a result of this resistance, the kind of private sector

infrastructure which the Mulroney govenrment envisioned has not been achieved.

Furthermore, Canada's fiadition of adversarial labour relations has meant that a consensus

between business and labou¡ has not been easy to obtain. This rift was apparent in the fact that the

CLMPC Task Force on Human Resource Planning issued separate business and labour reports. It

was clear that the LFDS objective of developing a widely held training cultu¡e ¿ìmong all Canadians

would be difficult to achieve when the two major private sector partners could not agree on how

private sector training should be financed.

The CLFDB has repeatedly stated its position that UIDU funding not be used for purposes other than
direct income support for UI claimants involved in training; howwer the federal government continues
to ue UIDU îmds for other interventions. Similarly, the recommendations otthe 

-CtpOg 
related to the

size of the UIDU allocations have not always been accepted. See CLFDB', "Majority of CLFDB
Recommendations on I 994 Budget for Development Uses of III Accepted," News Release, iZ December
1993' which indicated that the CLFDB was "disappointed and regrets [the] decision" to reduce the UIDU
budget from $2.2 billion for 1994 to $ 1 .9 billion.,'

McFadyen,325.
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Some have suggested that the involvement of the private sector in the area of labour force

development was simply a convenient way for the federal government to deflect some of the blame in

a faditionally sensitive area, without the complications and risks involved in developing first an

overall national policy framework. As one author states:

Recently there has been a frend in both federal and provincial governments to devolve
responsibility for training entirely into the hands of business (typically the large business
commrurity) and labour. Although at first blush this may be welcomed by all, at this point it
appears to be motivated by governments'desi¡e to avoid responsibility - or perhaps avoid
the blame is more appropriate - for policy implementation in a contentious and coitly area.
It is true that business, including small business, and labou¡ have key roles to play
governments still must retain accountability for the spending of public funds and ensure that
furditrg is allocated equitably ¿rmong the various stakeholders.2s3

5.4.3 Institutions

As was evident during the Trudeau administration, senior policy staff within the federal

bureaucracy continued to be instrumental in shaping federal policy in active labour market

development under the Tory administration. The i¡fluence of the bu¡eaucracy was apparent in the

role the Snategic Policy and Planning branch had in the development of the Canadian Jobs Strategy

and in the relative consistency of program design between the NTA, the CJS and the LFDS.

Again - as it had occurred under the Liberals - the provinces were largely successfirl,

initially at least, in frustrating the federal government's intentions related to training. The primary

example was the provinces' ability to alter the outcome of the Conseryatives' plans to 'pnvatize'

training under the CJS. However, as the federal government relied more heavily on UI frrnds to

support its training initiatives, the strength of the provinces' negotiating position was

correspondingly eroded, given that Ottawa had exclusive jurisdiction over the tII Act.

Cathrrine Swift, "Building a Competitive WorkForce," Remarks at a Financial Post Conference, Toronto,
l3-14 November 1990, photocopied.
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Fu¡thermore, the consensus ¿rmong the provinces began to decay. Pressures from some

jurisdictions for exclusive provincial control over training and emplol.rnent programs supported - if

not inspired - the federal government's apparent intent to withdraw from this field. Pushed by

concerns for national unity and political pressures to reduce the overall level offederal spending, the

Conservative govemment made several overtu¡es to devolve responsibility for üaining, fnst through

formal constitutional discussions and, when that failed, through 'ad.minisftative arrangements.'

5.4.4 Conclusions

As it has been shown, political ideology integrated with economic thought gave renewed

sÍength to the idea of a diminished federal presence in this policy field. The advice of societal

interests was sought through formal mechanisms to legitimize this direction, but was not heeded

when the advice ran contrary to federal intentions. Furthermore, traditional opposition from

institutional forces was diminished, and provincial demands during constitutional discussions

supported a diminished govemment role in active labour market policy. As such, there was an

unprecedented degree of unity in the factors supporting a reduced federal commiÍnent to active

labour market policy during the Conservative years.



CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

This study has argued that 'ideas' embodied within the prevailing economic paradigm and

goveming political ideology a¡e the main determinants of federal active labour market policy.

However, the success of federal strategies are significantly influenced by the 'institutions' associated

with this policy field - namely federalism and the federal bweaucracy, but 'interests' have played a

limited, indirect role in active labou¡ market policy development.

6.1 Summør! oltheArgument

Two case studies formed the focus of analysis: Chapter 4 outlined the policy under the

Liberals, covering the twenty-year period between the mid-1960s and mid-1980s; while Chapter 5

examined the ten-year period during which the Conservatives were in power. In both cases, an

influential force behind the federal government's involvement in active labou¡ market policy was the

prevailing economic paradigm; however, in both instances, the political ideology of the governing

party determined the extent to which economic theory was turned into practice. In both cases the

policies adopted provided the political opporrunity to be seen as taking concrete actions to address

areas ofpublic concern and, therefore, to increase the party's chances ofre-election. ln short, ,ideas,

were the catalyst of change and the main determinant of federal policy.

119
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It was argued interests have had a limited formal role in the development of active labou¡

market policy, providing the state with considerable latitude in decision-making. Nevertheless,

business and labour have influenced the general political milieu of society, and it is argued that the

decline in the federal government's commitrnent to active labour ma¡ket policy corresponds generally

to the decline in the political influence of labour and the corresponding increase in the expression of

business interests in economic thought and political ideology.

It is also shown that, in terms of institutions, the federal bweaucracy has had an impact on

policy development, but its influence appears to have driven and - at the same time - impeded the

government's action in this regard. The answer to this apparent contradiction lies in the dual nature

of the bu¡eaucracy. Policy staff are largely economists by training who often reflect the prevailing

economic theory of the day. The relative consistency of policy direction since the shift to the

monetarist paradigm - despite the political party in power be explained in part by the

stability of thinking within the policy analysts in the bureaucracy. On the other hand, line staff often

do not share the same professional backgrounds as their policy colleagues and have a vested interest

in maintaining the status quo and their continued employment. Thus one observes instances in which

line staff circumvent federal policy initiatives in order to maintain their own priorities.

Furthermore, it was revealed that federalism has had a significant impact on the

implementation of federal strategies. The federal nature of the Canadian state is a major determinant

of active labour market policy, because of the constitutionally d.ivided but overlapping jurisdictions

in the area of naining. Although provincial resistance \ryas an effective and powerful opposing force

during the period in which federal involvement was expanding, the situation under the confactionary

influences of the Conservatives was quite different.

As seen in figure 4, the driving forces behind the federal government's increased

involvement dunng the early Liberal years were countered to some degree by the influence of the
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provinces. However, this countervailing pressure has weakened considerably since 1990, and, as

illusfated in figure 5, there are no powerfrrl forces counteracting the federal government's

withdrawal from active labou¡ market policy.
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6.2 Some Thoughtsfor the Future

Some would applaud a reduced federal involvement in active labour market policy. There

are those who see the provinces as being better able than the federal govemment to address the

differences in regional labow market needs, values and ci¡cumstances which exist across Canada.2sa

Some believe that greater public accountability would be restored if the provinces were responsible

for the financing of their own programs, because the linkages between taxes and prog¿ìm benefits

would be more direct.2ss Others view the presence of two levels of government in one policy field as

inevitably wastefi¡l and duplicative. For example, Fletcher and Wallace state that, "In purely

administrative terms, there is little doubt that divided jurisdiction leads to duplication, gaps in

program coverage, conflicting regulations, buck-passing and so on, creating problems for citizens

and conflicts between governments."2s6 Others maintain that a decline in Ottawa's influence is

perhaps inevitable, given that economic globalization limits ttre importance of national economies

and reduces the influence of the economic role of government. Still others applaud any action which

limits and reduces government activity.2sT

See, for example, Jonathan R. Kesselman, "Reforming Canadian Social Security for Equity, Efficiency
and Employability," 1ÃPP Choices. Social Security Rrþrn. Commentaries on the Ãxworthy Green
Paper, 1,2:33.

See, for example, W. Craig Riddell, "Reforming Income Security in Canada: An Assessment of the Green
Paper, IRPP Choices. Social Security Reform.Commentaries on the Axworthy Green Paper, 1,Z:jO.

Frederick J. Fletcher and Donald C. Wallace, "Federal-Provincial Relations and the Making of public
Policy in Canada: A Review of Case Studies," tn Division of Powers and public policy,"ã., Ri"h*¿
Simeon. Vol. 61. Royal Commission on the Economic Union and Development Prospects for Canada
Series. (Toronto: University ofToronto Press, 1985), 143.

See, for example, Allan Tupper, "Reinventing Canadian Federalism?" Public Sector Management, 6,1:
11.
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However, as one analyst notes, "devolution does not divide the potential for government

interference by l0: It multiplies it."2s8 There are economies of scale in the design, delivery and

adminishation of programs which may not be ñ:lly realized at the provincial level. Furthermore, as

has been seen throughout history, some provinces are better equipped to deliver programs and

services than others, and the result has been regional inequities in service, unequal infrastructures,

and dissimilar training standards. It was argued as far back as the early 1900s that a national

government presence was required in funding active labou¡ market policies because of the

externalities and spillovers of benefits from one province to another. Others maintain that shared

jurisdiction between the federal and provincial governments does not necessarily lead to overlap and

duplication. As Maslove suggests, "[competitive federalism] may...lead to the most efficient result,

allowing for maximum regional va¡iation within a national program and creating incentives through

which govenxnents will best serve their overlapping electorates.2se Finally, some argue that a

national presence in active labou¡ market policy is necessary for Canada to be competitive in the

global economy. As A¡thu¡ Kroeger, Deputy Minister of EIC between 1988 and 1992 andcurrently

the head of the Public Policy Forum think-tank, observes:

Canada is already the only federation in the industrialized world which does not have a
deparhnent of education at a national level. Had the Charlottetown Accord passed, we
would have become the only country in which the national goverflnent had given up all
responsibility for labor-market matters except for income support...This is not a road that we
should seek to go down a second time.260

Andrew Coyne, "Block Funding for Social Programs Imperils Federal Standards," The Globe and Mail,
20 February 1995, Al8.

Allan M. Maslove, "Trying to be Liberal in Ditrcult Ci¡cumstances," IRPP Choices. Social Security
R"for-. Commentaries on the Anvortþ Green Paper. 1,2:50. Also see Albert Breton, "supplementary
Statement of Commissioner," in Royal Commission on the Economic Union and Development prospects
for Canada,Report,Yol.3 (Ottawa: Supply and Services Canada, l9g5),4g6-526.

William Johnson, "An Old Refrain. Tiff Over Manpower Training the Same Scratchy Old Stutr"
Montreal Gazeue, l6 April 1994, P.5.
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There is no consensus on whether the federal government should continue to maintain a

presence in active labou¡ market policy, and this uncertainty is reflected within the current Chrétien

cabinet, which is in the process of debating the future role of the federal government in active labour

market policy. The conirsion of thought is exacerbated by the opposing pressures of deficit control,

on the one hand, and social concerns, on the other.

The conflicting forces facing the Ch¡étien govemment were evident throughout 1994 in the

tug-of-war battle between Human Resowces Development Canada (HRDC) Minister Lloyd

Axworthy's social security reform agenda and Finance Minister Paul Martin's deficit cutting

sfategy. As the 1995 federal budget revealed, fiscal considerations won out over social policy

reform, as evidenced by the announcement that $1.1 billion in cuts to HRDC programming would

occr¡r over the next two years.

Human Resou¡ces Development Canada (HRDC) officials have indicated that they are

currently designing options for addressing the funding cuts announced in the 1995 federal budget by

developing new training and employment programming to be furanced through the Human Resowces

Investrnent Fund (HRIF).26r They have indicated they are designing the HRIF - not as a scaled

down version of the status quo - but as a f,rndamental transformation of the existing order.

Officials indicated that the HRIF would move a\ryay from nationally run programs to more

regionally specific interventions. CECs would be given significantly more decision-making authority

in the new context of client-specific programming. Under the client-specific model, pre-defured

programs - with restrictive rules and criteria - would be eliminated. Instead, each client would be

asked what he or she needed to become employed. If, for example, the only reason a person was not

working was because of child care problems, frrnding for child care would be provided. If another

The following section is based upon information given informally by federal offi.cials to the Labour
Ma¡ket Support Services Branch, Manitoba Education and Training between March and June 1995.
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person needed to buy a bus pass to get to work, that is what he or she would receive. If another

needed a one-week course to master a certain software package, that would be the extent of the

training HRDC would fund. In fact, as federal officials have indicated, it is possible that under this

new model HRDC may purchase very little in terms of training.

HRDC's plans for the HRIF are closely tied to planned reforms of the UI program. Given

that CRF futtdittg for active labow market programs and services will be reduced to very minimal

levels, and that further reductions are likely, the only noteworthy source of funding left is the IIIDU

'pot.' However, only those people who qualifu for III can currently be funded under the LIIDU

allocation. Furthermore, there has been significant resistance in the past from business and labour -
within the IJI Commission and the CLFDB as well as from external orgattrzations - to use UIDU

funds for any purpose other than direct income support while III clients are in training. Therefore, if

HRDC hopes to use UIDU funds to support non-lll clients in non-Íaining-related activities, it will

require significant changes to the status quo. Legislation to change the UI Act will be necessary to

make IJIDU more flexible, and Cabinet will have to approve the redirection of UI fi¡nding into the

new HRIF.

However, there are many Liberal cabinet members who would argue that training and

employrnent programs are the responsibility of the provinces, and any savings resulting from the III

changes announced in the 1995 budget should either be used to increase the balance in the lll account

or be used to reduce employer premiums in order to stimulate job creation. Furthermore, significant

opposition could reasonably be expected from business and labour, the CLFDB, the LII Commission

and from some provinces, if further UI funds are routed away from income support. As Québec

Emplol.rnent Minister Harel states :

Not only is Ottawa shamelessly dipping into a scheme to which it doesn't contribute a
PemY, but its series of 'reforms' have completely distorted a system originally designed,
need we remind people, to guarantee income in the event ofjob loss. Unemployment
insurance has gradually become the federal government's second largest sortce of income,
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ahead of the GST and corporate taxes, and Ottawa's cash cow. Thegovemment now
intends to divert additional funds from the insurance function to banlaoll its initiatives.262

However, devising ways of adapting to reductions in HRDC's programming budget is not

the only challenge facing the deparÍnent. It is also examining ways to reduce its operating

expenses. One option HRDC is also looking at is reducing the number of regional offices and cutting

the number of CECs from 450 to 300 and more emphasis is being placed on self-service, electronic

kiosks and online computerized services. HRDC indicated that it has no pre-conceived ideas about

the management structu¡e of the remaining CECs; however it would appeff that its preference would

be to have the CECs subsumed under a network of single window offices. Federal officials have

indicated that the CECs will be redesigned with this type of transfer in mind.

Given the currency of thought within the Ch¡étien cabinet that active labour ma¡ket activity

should be transferred to the provinces, it is possible to imagine that the federal government may

permit HRDC to evolve into a deparhnent which simply administers the LII Act with some limited

services provided exclusively to UI clients. Officials have speculated that, should LIIDU flexibility

not be granted, it is likely that, with additional frotdiog cuts in the futu¡e, the provinces may be the

only deliverers of employnent development programs and services by the end of the century.

Devolution may simply occur through the protracted starvation of HRDC.

This is not to suggest that this is the vision of the future which will be realized. Much is

based on speculation and conjecture. However, there is a surprising consistency in thought between

the Chrétien government's vision and the comments made under the previous Tory adminisfation.

This consistency of thought may reflect a general acceptance of a ma¡ket-oriented economic ideology

Québec Executive Council, "The Mafin Budget; Diversion of Unemplol'rnent lnsurance Funds and No
to the Quebec Consensus on Workforce Development and Job Training." News Release, March 1995,
emphasis in original.
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or a devolutionist bias, reflecting the growing sense of regionalism in Canada. It may also be

explained, in part, by the continued influence of federal policy staff. As one commentator observes:

To fashion a strategy, the Chretien government intends to rely more heavily on the advice of
civil servants than the Mulroney government did. Power has shifted away from ministerial
aides and back to senior bureaucrats, the way it was before the Trudeau years in
government.263

Another observer makes these comments:

The Grits are turning into Tories. And not just any old kind of Tories. They're turning into
Mulroney Tories, the kind Canadian voters utterly rejected less than ayear ago. The latest
and most persuasive evidence of the change has been Human Resou¡ces Minister Lloyd
Axworthy's 'green book' on social security. It reads like a document the previous
Conservative government would have produced. It has the same high-and-mighty lecturing
tone, the same empty promises of consultation, the same sneakiness about numbers and
dollars...Why are the Grits sorurding more and more like Tories? Perhaps there's a clue in
the fact that they're sounding more and more like bureaucrats as well. The people who
advised Mulroney on his way to the history books are now advising Chretien, Axworthy and
Co.26o

However, not everyone within HRDC or the federal government shares this vision of the

future. Clearly, line staff within the deparhnent are concemed about their continued emplol'rnent and

may not support a position which would see their positions cut. Furthermore, it is not evident that

the Minister sha¡es his policy staff s insights, for it has been strongly speculated that Axworthy is

more of a cenüalist than a devolutionist, and may prefer to see more confol (and credit) in the hands

of the federal government and his office.26s

Jim Carr, "Like Christrnas Morning. Axworthy Seizes the Reigns of Power," Winnipeg Free press, g
December 1993, A7.

Don McGilliway, "Grits Sorurding More Like Mulroney Tories," I|/innipeg Sun. l0 October lgg4,2.

For example, it has been suggested by federal officials that, while departmental policy staff envision
programs and services being devolved to the private sector through boards and commwrity groups, Mr.
Alworthy appears to prefer devolving responsibility to local CECs and maintaining a degree oftontrol
within government.
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Yet, in June 1994, Axworthy offered the provinces significantly greater control over (l)

planning which federal programs would be used in their jurisdiction and at what levels; (2) manag¡ng

the purchase of institutional training; (3) planning and implementing a single window network,

encompassing the labow force development activities of all governments (federal, provincial and

municipal), including training, employment services, unemplol'rnent insu¡ance and welfare; and (a)

managing some HRDC programs. However, the offer made it clear that no üansfers of federal

funding or staffurg resources would occu¡.

Nevertheless, it is of interest to note that Axworthy has not yet answered those provinces

which responded to the offer by saying that they would assume full control over all federal training

and employment programs, with an appropriate transfer of federal resources. For example, British

Columbia responded by stating that it was:

...prepared to negotiate an agreement with the federal government for the devolution of
federal labou¡ force development responsibilities, both those flmded through Unemplol.rnent
lnsurance Development Uses (JIDLI) and the Consolidated Revenue Fund (CRF), to the
province for single provincial agency program delivery, with these responsibilities to be
funded as tax points.266

New Brunswick Premier Frank McKenna also counter-offered Axworthy's proposal, stating

that the province would take over responsibility for all federal labou¡ force development

programming; however, no agreement was reached. Ontario Premier Mike Harris indicated during

the evening of the provincial election that he would also seek provincial control over labour market

matters; however, the newly elected government has not, to date, submitted a formal response to the

offer indicating its position. Only Saskatchewan has entered into an agreement with Canada;

Correspondence from Dan Miller, Minister of Skills, Training and Labour, Province of British Columbia
to Lloyd Axworthy, Minister of Human Resou¡ces Development Canada, 26 January 1995, 3.
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however, its agreement represents ottly incremental changes from previous ¿urangements and does

not represent any shift in control to the province.26?

Given Axworthy's apparent hesitation to respond favourably to demands for provincial

autonomy in the area of active labour market policy, it would appear that the federal government

intends, for a time at least, to maintain a presence in this policy field. However, there appears to be a

lack of consensus in Ottawa on the issue of devolution. As one provincial official reports, B. C.

Premier Mike Harcourt wrote to the Prime Minister requesting some movement in response to the

letter which the province had sent in January 1995. He received two letters from Ottawa in reply:

one from Marcel Massé, Minister of lntergovernmental Affairs, who indicated that it was important

to move ahead on providing the provinces with more authority in active labou¡ market programming;

the other was from the Privy Council Office which stated that it was not an appropriate time to

discuss the matter. Clearly the federal Cabinet is not of one mind on this issue.268

However, given the direction the HRIF appears to be taking with respect to client-centred

services, reduced numbers of CECs and the potential refocussing of activities and client groups -
and given that frrther funding cuts will undoubtedly occur in the future which may result in

provincial conhol by default - it is far from certain that, by the year 2000, the federal government

will continue to have a substantial role in active labour market policy. Only time will tell.

As this paper has attempted to show, the federal government is motivated primarily by the

predominant economic paradigm and the need to respond to public pressures to maximize the

Of the four components of the federal government's offer, three have been rendered obsolete given the
expected changes resulting from the development of the HRIF. Only the option of developing single
window networks remains relevant. Federal offrcials have indicated that Axworthy is in the process of
reviewing the 1994 offer, contemplating whether it should be revised on a formal basis (i.e., between
ministers) or whether his deputy minister should simply deal with provincial officials to develop bilateral,
ad hoc, administrative co-location projects.

Albert4 Iæad Province for the Forum of Labou¡ Market Minister, oral report given to the author, 30 June
1995.
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chances of re-election. As long as the public remains relatively silent on this issue, it is likely Ottawa

will continue to embrace the dominant economic perspective of the monetarists and conform to the

aspirations of Québec and the wealthy provinces - and continue down the road to devolution.

However, the die has not yet been cast. It is still possible that a groundswell of public

dissent directed against the federal government's funding cuts and withd¡awal from social

programming, including active labour market policy, may turn the tide of political thought. A recent

confidential opinion poll, commissioned by the Minister of Human Resources Development Canada,

and leaked to the media, revealed that almost two-thirds of respondents opposed any further

devolution of powers to the provinces and a full 88 percent supported a strong federal presence in

post-secondary education.26e Although the Québec sovereignty referendum remains a significant

unknown in the equation, it is still possible that political pressure will motivate the federal

government to maintain a meaningful presence in active labou¡ market policy. Regardless of the

outcome, it can be assured that the future of active labour ma¡ket policy in Canada will continue to

be influenced by ideas, interests and institutions.

Frances Russell, "Liberal Rebels Go to the Ba¡ricades," Wrinnipeg Free Press,20 June I995, 46.
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